The third story about bees was
the one that gave us pause,
though by then a sort of giddy
......... ................ mania had descended.
It’s not unusual for us to hew to an unofficial theme – on
top of bees, this issue also hosts two stories set in New
Zealand, half a dozen uncanny relationships and a shedload of social media. The only hard rule is no poems about
birds. They’re metaphorical, we get it.
Turns out there are as many ways to read a
story as there are people who’ve read it. This
makes arguing the wisdom of placing the piece
about the town metaphorically disappearing
right beside the one literately going AWOL in
the anthology pretty challenging. Everyone
gets something different out of a well-told
bit of narrative. Having to defend a piece you
quite like from being unfairly misread is the
kind of thrilling literary experience promised by
pop culture college movies (endless Freudian
analyses being the more typical reality).
This thing you’re reading now is the sum of a bunch of
competing ideas about what a good story smells like, and
that’s the way it should be. This year we read submissions
blind, so it wasn’t until we picked our winners that we knew
who’d written them. Even then, there were a number of
familiar names, which speaks volumes (thirty-eight and
counting) to the quality of local talent.
We had over 700 submissions from around the
world, and getting through them would’ve been
impossible without the thoughtful discernment
of a whole team of people. Megan Anderson,
you say more in an eye roll than I could in an
essay. Our editorial assistants Renata, Alejandra and Magenta – you were the voices of
reason every time we tried to cram in another bee story. Kirk, you think more carefully
about individual sentences than most do
about their own progeny. Without Jacqui
and Liz, we would’ve been reduced to dealing with code, or worse, human people. We
can never thank you enough for saving us
from ourselves. Matt T – just yes, always.
Thank you.
I think you’ll enjoy this weird melange pretty well, even
if we only included two bee pieces in the end. At one
point we decided we really liked “the bee one”, then
realised we were all talking about different stories.
The centre could not hold, but we chucked
in a bunch of sad mums to make up for it.
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Our thirty-eighth edition is
made of fragments: bursts
of poetry, flashes of fiction,
......... ................ fractures in history, a hint of
binary, and most importantly, time. Time snatched between
forty-hour work weeks: whether in a slice of morning, a
grimy commute after dark, or when we think our partners
aren’t paying attention. Or moments like this one – a stolen
lunch break in a Collingwood café, shovelling strange grains
into my mouth over an opened laptop.
Like stolen hours, print also can feel like it exists
in a bubble. Print’s spoken of in isolation: print
is either dying, reviving small bookshops or
distinguishing itself from its aggressive digital
counterpart. These days, a books is a thing
of beauty, not just a paperback to shove into
your back pocket. That’s what phones are for.
At Going Down Swinging, the distinction between print
and digital isn’t so clear cut. When relaunching the GDS
website, we approached it with the mindset of print: to
publish timeless creative works but with the flexibility to
step outside those confines. To do whatever the fuck we
wanted. So we ran a Rory Gilmore Reading Challenge. We
created digital editions and an ebook. We published a
parallax story. Animated videos. Spoken word.
But as timeless as we try to be, nothing dates
faster than an anthology. Thirty-eight will be
overshadowed by a thirty-nine, a forty, and so
on – at least until the funding holds out. But
one of the things GDS has going for it, is that
our books have never existed in a bubble.
In 2000, then-editors Adam Ford, Alicia Sometimes and
Steve Grimwade began publishing a CD of spoken word with
every GDS edition. The tradition continued, until computers
were born without CD drives. Enter the digital download.
But the tragedy of sound is it’s weightless. In
Going Down Swinging #38, we give spoken
word a printable face. First, we commissioned
three poems from Melbourne’s Fury, New
Zealand’s Hera Lindsay Bird and the United
Kingdom’s Dean Atta. Then we asked three
comic artists – Sam Wallman, Rachel Ang and
Ben Connors – to interpret these works on the
page. Finally, we brought sound, poetry, image
and animation together in an online format,
thanks to the wizardry of our digital developer,
Jacqui Hagen. So look up the links in these
pages. You’ll love it.
Since I fell into the lap of Going Down Swinging five years
ago, the bubble’s been tight. GDS continues to collate the
people in my life like an algorithm – lovers, friends, family,
and the kind of people you give time for. Our new interns,
Alejandra, Magenta and Renata, are already an unstoppable force. After colliding with Elizaveta Maltseva at an
Edinburgh BYO three years ago, she has stung us with her
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infectious energy. Kirk Marshall keeps our heads above
water, while Matt Harnett is the rock to my mania. I would
probably develop a nasty case of scurvy if it weren’t for
Matthew Short. You make everything worth it.
And to Geoff, Katia, Ali, Alice and Jo – I
salute you. With a nod and a bow, but mostly
with hummus.
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......... .................. ......... ......... ....

We returned home from work to find
a patch of mushrooms near the mailbox, reclining in the afternoon sun.
They were small, the largest the size
of my thumbnail, a bland white-beige
colour with indistinct brown spots.
“Huh,” I said, nudging one with my toe.
“Huh,” he agreed.
In the morning we rushed past them to our cars, breakfast
balanced in one hand and keys in the other. We returned
home late, arriving in the driveway in unison and heading
for the mailbox.
The little grove had branched out in all directions. One strand followed the path towards
the front steps, another curled in lazy circles.
A thin line arched out and around the side of
the house.
We hurried to the backyard and found more of them. I
reached out and poked one. He grasped the head of another
between his thumb and forefinger.
“Feels weird,” he said.
It was soft, like a sponge. He plucked it from the ground,
placed it in his palm, rolled it over. Underneath the cap
fell a fringe of hair-like tendrils, dark brown with a hint of
purple, like an old bruise. I pulled another mushroom out
to examine. It was smooth and slippery. We brought the
mushroom inside and left it on the dining room table.
After dinner we cleaned up, sneaking looks at
the dark yard through the window.
“I wonder what kind they are,” he said, trailing a wet dishcloth over a plate.
“They’re the ones you get in supermarkets,” I
told him. “The little brown ones.”
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“They’re not all brown, though.”
“All right,” I said. “The little white ones.”
“Those are white on the inside.”
“They have those things, sometimes.” I made a
vague gesture. “The funny textured bit.”
“Right.” He handed me the plate.
I pointed to a streak of sauce and passed it
back. “These are too small, though,” I said.
He passed the plate to me. I indicated the same streak of
sauce, now slightly smaller. He washed it again, staring
at the window.
“Maybe they’re those weird ones you get in
restaurants,” he said.
“Shiitake?” I suggested.
“Sure. Although I think those grow on trees.”
“And they’re brown,” I added.
“Close enough.”

I woke during the night and found them growing on the
bathroom floor, sprouting between the tiles. I observed
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The next day, the mushroom population had increased.
They covered the backyard like a bulbous carpet, leaving
it more white than green.
We ate our breakfast sitting on the path that
crossed the yard, observing our new residents.
“It’s probably nothing,” he said.
“Probably,” I agreed.
“Should we get rid of them?” he asked.
“Sure,” I said.
He mowed while I sat on a lawn chair, positioned in the
sun with a book and a cup of tea.
He leaned into the machine and pulled the cord.
It started with a cough and burst violently to
life. Vibrations spread through the mushrooms
in waves, shaking them like the sea.
“We should get a ride-on,” he called over the noise.
“Yard’s not big enough,” I called back.
He pushed the machine in circles, starting near the
fence and moving inwards. I looked up from my book
and watched him, grass and slivers of white fungus
sticking to his clothes, sweat beading on his forehead.
I followed the path of destruction as the soft rubber
flesh gave way to the blades of the mower, leaving only
the circles of broken stems.
He waved to a neighbour peering over the
fence. “Mushroom problem,” he explained.
For the first time since the mushrooms arrived, I thought
to check the mailbox. I opened the lid and found bills
and pamphlets resting on a bed of white bulbs. I went
inside to tell him about this development and found
him staring at the floorboards near the back door. A
dozen white, spotted caps sprouted through the wood.
“They’re in the mailbox,” I said.
“They’re in the house,” he said.
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them from the toilet seat.
With some pressure, I could
dislodge the heads and send
......... ................ them rolling across the room.
I made a game of it. The cabinet chosen as a goal, I kicked
them, counting points every time one touched its base.
When I returned to bed I burrowed closer to him
and kissed him on the forehead. He grunted.
“We have mushrooms in the bathroom.”
He grunted again and went back to sleep.
···························································································································

He screwed up his face and
lowered his underwear with
an air of wounded dignity.
I examined his body, section by
section, slowly and methodically

We started eating them. A nibble at first, followed by
close observation for signs of poisoning, then, everything
appearing to be fine, we progressed to a scraping, a slice,
and a bite. They were soft and chewy, lightly textured with
an earthy taste.
He liked them raw. I found the thought repulsive.
I bought a cookbook and we began to experiment. Our first attempt, a mushroom and bean
pie, was an abysmal failure. The first success
was a pizza. We sliced the mushrooms and
spread them alongside olives and pineapple.
“Hey,” he said, eyebrows raised. “It worked.” We fought
over the last slice.
We each developed specialties. I baked them
in a casserole with leeks and onion, he tossed
them in a creamy soup served alongside toasted sourdough. We cooked them for breakfast, lunch and dinner. We presented plastic-wrapped meals to friends and neighbours.
We contributed generously to local food drives.
My pesto mushroom bake won a prize at the
local fair.
They covered the floor, they burst through wood, rugs
and tiles. We found them in closets and in cabinets, on
windowsills and under tables. A cluster appeared behind
the television.
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I found one on his neck while we watched television. We
were curled up on the lounge, having swept the day’s
growth from the cushions and settled in. The lonely
white lump sat right below his hairline.
“Don’t move,” I told him. I plucked it out
and we examined it together. He dug the
tip of his finger into the circle left behind,
returning with a chunk and one wavy tendril
underneath his nail.
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They filled the bath. We scooped them out in
handfuls and felt the severed shoots on our
skin while we washed.
The shower stopped working, emitting only a weak stream
that smelled of dirt. We called a plumber who found mushrooms growing in the pipes.
They began to grow from the walls. One hung
precariously from the living room ceiling.
“We have to do something about this,” I said, plucking a
mushroom from the blade of the ceiling fan in the kitchen
and throwing it to him. “They’ve taken over.”
“Yep,” he agreed, tossing it in the bin.
“Do we call an arborist? A pest specialist? Who deals with
mushrooms?” I climbed down from the counter and ran
my hands through my hair.
“Stay still,” he instructed suddenly, standing
rigidly upright.
“What is it?” I asked.
He walked closer, his eyes trained on my neck.
“Come on, what is it?”
He reached behind my ear and pulled out a
mushroom like a magician. “Ta-da,” he said,
holding it out for me to inspect.
I held it up to my eye. It looked like the others, small and
white with light brown spots. I felt the spot where he had
plucked it, the remains of a thin base protruding from the
skin.
“It didn’t hurt,” I told him. “Should it have?”
“I don’t know. Probably. Check me.”
He took off his shirt, kicked off his shoes,
removed his pants and stood in the middle
of the room in his black-and-white striped
underwear.
“Take it all off, buddy,” I instructed.
He screwed up his face and lowered his
underwear with an air of wounded dignity.
I examined his body, section by section, slowly and
methodically. I ran my fingers over his head, looked
inside his mouth, poked through the dense hair under
his arms. I made him lift his feet in turn, looking under
each one.
“Anything?”
“Nothing.”
He looked relieved.
I scratched the stump behind my ear.
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He made me check him again,
standing naked in the lounge
room, a game show blaring
......... ................ behind him.
I found a cluster in the small of his back and a solitary stem
on his left ankle, the remains of one he had knocked off
without noticing. We found it later in his slipper.
The next day a trickle appeared on his chest,
poking through the sparse triangle of hair,
followed by a growth behind his knees. He
pulled some out, and threw them in the bin.
“Can’t eat these,” he said.
They poked through my hair and broke off when I brushed
it in the morning, leaving a heap of discarded caps in the
bathroom sink, like pebbles in a stream. Several appeared
between my toes, and I woke one day to find a single,
minuscule mushroom growing from my tongue. I knocked
it off with my toothbrush and spat it out.
We tired of eating mushrooms and began
to throw them away. Each day we filled the
bin under the kitchen sink, took out the bulging plastic bag and replaced it with another.
Between garbage collection days the bags
accumulated along both sides of the corridor
leading from the front door, and soon they
grew too numerous to be taken by the truck.
“We could turn them into compost,” he suggested.
“We don’t have a garden,” I reminded him.
We began to make weekly trips to the local garbage dump,
where an organic waste recycling program was being
implemented. The bags piled up on the back seats and in
the boot of my car.
“I’m sick of this,” I complained as we pulled
back into our driveway late one afternoon, stray
bulbs scattered around my feet.
“We’re doing our bit for the environment,” he told me.
The days grew colder. Our morning routine of standing
naked in the bathroom, checking each other’s skin and
pulling out any new growths before leaving for work became
less pressing as we covered ourselves with warmer clothing.
One cold, grey day followed another, and the mushroom
thickets sprouting from the floor, the furniture and the yard
receded. It took two days to fill the bin under the kitchen
sink, and then three, and then four. Our trips to the garbage
dump were less frequent, and then ceased altogether.
Soon after, we realised the bulbs were falling from our bodies on their own and weren’t
replaced. The little stalks disappeared, the
circles of soft, white flesh they left behind
scabbed and healed, leaving only the faintest
of scars in their place.
The house, too, appeared to be returning to normal. We
could walk over floorboards, carpet and tiles without having
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to take care where we placed our feet. We could sit on
lounges and chairs without sweeping a new crop from
them first. The walls were bare, save for the occasional
withering stalk, and nothing grew from the ceiling. Grass
covered the backyard, although a few spirals remained,
along with a clump along the rear fence. I hadn’t seen a
mushroom in the mailbox in weeks.
··········································································

We walked outside the next
morning and searched the yard.
The last spirals of mushrooms
had diminished, leaving behind a
scatter of decaying remains and
distinct patterns of dirt branching through the grass
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We walked outside the next morning and searched
the yard. The last spirals of mushrooms had diminished, leaving behind a scatter of decaying remains and
distinct patterns of dirt branching through the grass.
“Cool,” he said. “Crop circles.”
I crouched down and studied the cluster by the fence.
Shrivelled stalks held aloft drooping caps, folded like
umbrellas.
He sat down beside me and prodded a
stray cap lying disembodied on the ground.
It rolled at his touch, revealing tangled
tendrils and leaving an inky residue on his
finger. He wiped it on his pants. “I suppose
that’s the last of them,” he said. “Come on,
let’s have breakfast.”
He helped me to my feet. “What do you feel like? Toast?
Cereal? Want me to cook some eggs?”
“I don’t feel like eggs.”
“How about mushrooms?”
I glared at him.
“No mushrooms?”
“No mushrooms.”
We went inside.
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I sat in bed one night running my fingers over my scars, the
remains of the small mushrooms that had spread across
my body like a rash before receding as suddenly as they
had appeared.
He walked into the room holding two mugs of
hot chocolate.
“They’re ugly,” I said, indicating the marks on my hands.
He placed the mugs on the bedside table and
sat down beside me.
“They’re not. They’re barely noticeable. And besides,” he
said, holding up his arm and showing me the little pink
spots on it. “We match.”
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Ten minutes before the ball drops
we’re sitting on your friend’s roof,
flushed with prosecco, waiting for
fireworks to tear holes in the sky. I’m
almost positive that when everyone
looks to their watches and prepares
to drop numbers from their lips like
round, ripe grapes, you’ll make sure
you’re sitting beside me. Your hand
will slide across the tile and come to
rest somewhere beside my thigh. At
the moment of hugs and resolutions,
you’ll lean in. The air dusty with the
smell of gunpowder, as if the human
cannonball has just been fired.
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You’ll move for the kiss.
But look, now, just a minute. Stop there. Yes,
I’d love to feel your fingers tiptoe up my neck
like nervous cats. I could adore the velvet of
thumbs. But I have to tell you – whether or
not the world ends tonight in an apocalypse
of every colour – my heart’s already gone. On
the day of the most spectacular trick, it went.
We have ten minutes before the ball drops, so let me tell
you, quick, about the circus. I’m thinking of it now because
those first few streamers of fireworks are quivering across
the skyline like the ribbon I once held high. I’m thinking of
it now and, although I’m scared, I want you to know.
In the circus I rode a white pony with feathers
and diamonds in her hair. I had a long pink
whip that pointed to the sky, as if the air were a
blackboard and I were teaching the class their
ABCs. Here, take this G and shape a word for
your best friend’s pocketbook; take this L for
your mother and everything she’s done.
I didn’t use it to hit my pony. I didn’t need to. While I
perched, she sped around the ring with hooves as heavy
as monsoon rain. You’ll never stop me, you can’t catch me,
I have no destiny in glue, they promised. I could balance
on that pony with a single fingertip while I pointed my toe
to the Big Top. In the beginning, all it took was a flick of
my ankle and the crowd was lost to oohs and ahhs.
You see, there’s magic in the circus, despite
what you might have come to believe. Ours
started in the sawdust – a smell as comforting
as a laundrette on an icy Brooklyn afternoon,
the heat just turned off in your apartment,
those small crystal suds salvation. The smell
that sets the world to right, but it was more
than comfort, much more. It was charred
sticks and promises, campfires, totems, the
howl of the night. Shamanistic whisperings.
Ours was the magic of the earth.
Out of the earth we were given a vine to
climb – a golden vine of plaited hair. It came
from Rapunzel, her legs hooked around the
trapeze, her tiny body swooshing through
the heavens. As she catapulted into the air,
she let the vine unfurl and, in that moment,
we all believed there was something to hold
onto if we leapt. So we did. We closed our
eyes, and we leapt.
This was the moment when it all happened. It would strike
deep in the performance, when the frequencies of the air
shifted and the light imperceptibly changed colour. Or,
then again, it wasn’t like that at all. I tell you the change
was imperceptible because I’m scared you’ll think me
a fool, because the truth is so distant, so strange. In
truth, at a certain point in the night, everything changed
violently. The whump of air hit me like stepping off a
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and I marvelled at the texture

of a new and foreign wind.

......... ................ I stood tall on my pony;

I raised my chin. I let the warm orange light spill over me.
········································································································································

The clowns’ makeup stopped
being a cover-up, a white
sheet pulled over an autopsy
patient, and became a blank
page to be painted upon with
mystery and lore.

Every time I was scared the moment wouldn’t come, and
every time it did. One minute the music was static and
brassy – the colours all too garish – and then the sounds
and the sawdust came together in one delicious buttery
source of heart and heat. Whump. I fell in love with the
penguins. Whump. The clowns’ makeup stopped being a
cover-up, a white sheet pulled over an autopsy patient, and
became a blank page to be painted upon with mystery and
lore. My heart hooked onto the trapeze, the pony clicked her
hooves, and we span and galloped and galloped and span.
From that moment, the crowd sat hushed. The
light swelled in the centre and the animals
paraded like streamers winding around a cog:
the lumbering two-step shuffle of Bear in his
red silk waistcoat, the jolly top-hatted gaggle
of bickering geese. From the apex of the human
pyramid, the fiery devil stick looped the loop,
the chainsaw revved and thundered from hand
to hand, the rapier leapt and fought a duel
with the sky. One after the other, the acrobats thwacked off the landing pad and took to
the air, head over heels like balls of red light,
through the circle of fire, to the sawdust with a
bow. And all the while, the elephants danced.
I don’t know if the others doubted each night, the way I
did. Of course, back then there was no need to fret, but
I’ve always been like that, always beset by anxieties. Only
the circus promised something different. My escape.
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Every time I thought there was no way I could do it
again and every time my body was already through
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From the apex of the
human pyramid, the fiery
devil stick looped the
loop, the chainsaw
revved and thundered
from hand to hand, the
rapier leapt and fought
a duel with the sky.
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We pulled together and made do in the circus because
we didn’t know anything else or because we did. There
were those born of strange stock: the three-legged mute,
Sebastian; our Mexican tightrope walker, Carl, woven in
hair from head to toe. There was Belinda, with the mirrors
in her eyes, who pitched her own tent by the Top and let
those sad young men queue and peer into her gaze. They
watched their own futures strut before them, but don’t you
sometimes think it’s better not to know?
We had a boy who was half cat, whose teeth
were like fragments of old bones. I lay at night
next to his tent and listened to his snores, his
purrs, so deep and fulsome I could never fit
my arms around their edges.
Of course, there was always Sabine.
Some of us, like myself, had lives before the
circus, and that wasn’t easy either, because
knowing the alternative is different to knowing
hope. The ones who began their lives under
tarp spoke of another lifetime, when they would
leave and find happiness in a peaceful normality. I had lived in that other lifetime but I didn’t
open my mouth to explain. How I’d removed
layer after layer of clothes while ponies leapt
over the fences of my dreams. How I sat in
front of the white gleam of a computer screen
and spread my legs for the camera and told
them what they could do to me, while I leapt,
leapt, leapt. How I sometimes travelled to hotel
rooms and men met me at the door with hot
wet palms and the worst of it was that first
moment: the handshake, hello.
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and borderless, a small strife-

laden country destined to be

......... ................ invaded again and again: the

houses pillaged, the baker’s loaves knocked from the
shelves and stamped to crumbs on the floor.
I didn’t tell my friends about this world, a place
forever surging forward, filled with dazed and
crumbling people who hadn’t quite worked out
the way to keep up. How could I? In the circus
we pulled together and made do, because we
weren’t like that – we didn’t know how to piece
ourselves together with the broken saucers of
the universe.
Instead, I sat silently atop my pony and our plumes of hair
billowed in the wind, flags from urgent ships, trying to sail
across an earth that might very well be flat. It’s not. I know,
I know. The world is round and the circus is magical and if
you can complete the trick to perfection you’ll forever be
adored. But something was changing within our performance, or perhaps within the world, because as the months
passed the audience became less and less inclined to clap
and holler. We’d show up and take to the ring and they’d
nod, push another handful of popcorn into their mouths,
and sit. They would mumble in the breaks about television,
politics, what that man said on the news.
·································································································································

I quit the world for the circus
because sometimes the
anticipation of a present –
all wrapped up in the shiniest
of layers, bursting with
promise – is more than reality
can ever live up to.

I tried: I pushed harder and higher, turned sinew to silk.
Poses I could barely believe were patterned in my bones
emerged, blinking, into the light. Please, said the angle of
my hip. Believe, said the crack of my arm, and that would
have been enough before, I promise.
I know you look at me now and think me
fantastic, because here, in this world, I am
not a poised ballerina turning on my toe in a
box. Here, bruises blossom on my shins like
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thunderous skies; I wobble, I fall. Surely I never
held a whole audience’s breath in my pocket?
Surely the moment I caught it I would stumble
and let it fall to the floor? Yes, but this is what
I mean when I say magic.
I quit the world for the circus because sometimes the
anticipation of a present – all wrapped up in the shiniest
of layers, bursting with promise – is more than reality
can ever live up to. Haven’t you been there, sat on the floor
in a puddle of torn day-bright paper wrappers, gorged
on chocolates, dazzled and dazed and somehow emptier
than you began? In the circus, I told myself I wouldn’t
let them unwrap me any more, but in truth, I still gave
something away.
In fact, we were all giving something away
because it was hard to believe that the audience, with their fat red faces like sullen balloons,
were as convinced by the magic as us. If only
they’d gasp louder; if they would just whoop
and bellow from their hearts. If they did that,
we could flash our gems and crack our whips
and bow with a flourish and walk away.
But in this time exists a city crafted of pure information,
somewhere in the vibrations of the air. In this time, we’ve
sent cameras to stalk the surface of Mars and can fix a
broken heart with plastic valves. In this time, among such
things, magic has a hard time trying to impress. No audience will let themselves be taken by delirium, or cross
their hearts and believe things wildly. Behind the poster,
there is no secret door. There’s just wallpaper paste and
a concrete wall.
So we tried to be conjurers, but the tarot
reader sitting before the unbeliever is just
an old woman rubbing pieces of worn paper
between her hands, nattering about eternity.
We tried so hard and gave so much because
we were terrified.
I wish we hadn’t. I wish we could have just let it be.
Before these glum-faced crowds, our
performances started to falter. The juggler
fumbled his fiery sticks and sent tiny dead
comets to the floor. The lion tamer developed a nervous tic and we held our hearts in
our mouths every time he took to the centre
of the ring. Even Rapunzel on the highwire
threatened to wobble, threatened to stop
time with a single wayfaring footstep.
I would have left, if not for Sabine.
Because despite the fact that the circus was
failing, despite the nerves and the potential
for disaster, in the end it came down to a
girl. Doesn’t it always come down to the girl?
Sabine was born into the circus and lived of the circus
and though they may have billed her as the magician’s assistant, she was much more. You must not
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BEFORE
THESE
GLUMFACED
CROWDS,
OUR
PERFORMANCES
STARTED
TO
FALTER.
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THE
JUGGLER
FUMBLED
HIS
FIERY
STICKS
AND SENT
TINY
DEAD
COMETS
TO THE
FLOOR
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THE MOST SPECTACULAR TRICK be surprised to hear that the
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man who stands centre stage

and waves a tight black stick

......... ................ is nothing without the woman

who trips the wire by his side. With all eyes on Hubert and
his foolish hat, Sabine laid the foundations for magic to
flourish. It was she who flung rabbits where no rabbits
should be, she who caught daggers, she who fixed the
slippery knot that the dagger snipped.
And, at the finale, it was her deft, white stomach that bent and bowed and borrowed space,
while his scythe gave the chop through her
core.
If he had any magic at all, it was to convince the world he
was the star.
·············································································································································

For every outsider who
swallowed his accent and
trimmed his hair, there is
an alley in Brooklyn with
crisping beef tongue and
jalapeños, belly laughter
and beer. The world has
reality but New York
has neon.

Oh Sabine. She had, in her blood, the puppet strings of
Russian ancestry and skin so pale I could see my reflection
in the softness that ran up the insides of her arms. When
the performance was over, when the audience filed out
and wandered home chattering about fake wires and lion’s
breath, we would sneak to an empty tent at the back of
the Top, pull back the gaudy tarpaulin, and lie on a bale
of straw. She would smoke an Indian cigarette while I
just lay and listened, giddy with the smell of sawdust and
straw and smoke and skin, breathing in and out, waiting
for what came next.
What came next? Well, that’s between us
and the tarp and the animals. Besides, if
you’ve never lain in the soft sweat of night,
feeling your breath condense on fabric,
listening to the padded footsteps of a lion in
straw, there’s nothing I could say to make you
ever understand.
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All the same, I still might have left. I might have told her to
come with me, despite her circus blood, no matter the tricks
that erupted in her veins. Because no matter how frightening the world outside can be, it is even more frightening to
stand before a crowd every night and have them tut and
sneer. Can you imagine? Have you ever unbuttoned and
revealed and been met with indifference? If it happened,
could you ever carry on?
I wanted to take her soft, sure hand and fold it
to my heart and say, “It’s okay, let’s just go, we
can run.” The world may have been hard, but we
were pliable – she could, if she wanted, wriggle
from the flint of reality the way she wriggled
from the swoop of the sword. I thought about
it and I brought the words up in my mouth
time and again, running them over my teeth
like pearls to check their worth, but in the end
I waited, because they promised us New York.
Oh, New York! This, after a year trying to whip up comets
and fireflies on indifferent suburban lawns each night. Of
dusty, lecherous Texans and cold, nipped Wyoming faces.
Back then, I had never seen these streets, but I still knew
things were different in New York. For every girl who let
fate’s drunken stumble lead her to the suburbs and an apron
tied tight, there is another girl who dropped it all just to
stop and stare at the lights of Broadway at dusk. For every
outsider who swallowed his accent and trimmed his hair,
there’s an alley in Brooklyn with crisping beef tongue and
jalapeños, belly laughter and beer. The world has reality
but New York has neon. New York has chimneys that belch
steam from the tarmac and a whole world sprawled out
beneath the ground, or stacked to the sky. And there is
an agreement, implicit in the subways and streets and
skyscrapers, to all, occasionally, believe in magic.
So our ringmaster, Maurice, set up the night.
We would erect the Top at Greenpoint pier
and we would pull back our tarpaulin and
to the strange and broken and beautiful
inhabitants who danced through the city
like phosphorescent bugs we would say,
come in. We would bite our lips because,
just maybe, these would be our people, and,
for one night only, we could be born again.
There we were, on the night. Can you see it, can you,
just maybe, imagine? The Top sat on the promenade
like a sticker in a child’s book and all behind was the
water and the winking skyline of Manhattan and our
proud flags beating drum rolls in the wind. The marching band started up a terrific rumble and when we
peeked out from our tents there was actually a queue,
weaving back and forth – a queue of such people I
could never have imagined. Beautiful, wild, silly people,
their hair teased up in bouffants, their faces bright
with glitter. Humans with peacock feathers and jutting
elbows and chin-tilted profiles like the prows of ships.
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leather, grins embroidered

across their faces as if the

......... ................ world were their very own

shiny ocean liner with door after door leading to new
adventures.
I was so excited at the prospect. I closed my
eyes and pictured the applause. It would wash
over me like quicksand and let me sink sink sink
into a glorious shifting yellow universe. I was
dizzy; I couldn’t tell the gold from the pebbles
rising to the top in this panning. I didn’t let the
tarot reader finish; I flipped her cards to the
wind and demanded silence for the pictures in
my mind. I paid no heed, and the Ten of Swords
blew to the ground.
Roll up, roll up! It’s the most spectacular show on earth,
and you’re all invited to behold!
····················································································································

Roll up, roll up! It’s the most
spectacular show on earth,
and you’re all invited to
behold!

We were on form, let me tell you, we were perfect. Bardo
honked her nose and tumbled head over heels, and they
howled. Rapunzel stepped one foot after the other into
the air and the Top took a collective gasp and held it. My
connection to my pony was spun silk and puppetry, and
standing on one leg was effortless, and balancing on a
finger was easy, and I was a ballerina and a paper doll,
and it was beautiful.
Everyone was straining at the bit because
this was living; this was the world we longed
for when we shed our skins and joined the
circus, and they were in awe. This time we had
unzipped and doffed and they had looked, and
the naked thing beneath the shawl brought
cheers. All show long we turned up aces and
trumps. No need for poker faces here: we had
all the cards and we were long past pretending.
And then, amid applause that swelled like northern oceans,
it was time for the finale. The most spectacular trick,
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and it was mine to introduce, and don’t you just know
they’ll love it?
The girl on the pony paints a halo around the
ring and the lion tamer with the kitchen chair
puts his head between the jaws and a fairytale gymnast takes a step into the sky and
down comes the guillotine on a smooth white
stomach, all at once, altogether, as the band
begins to play.
···············································································································

This time we had unzipped
and doffed and they had
looked, and the naked thing
beneath the shawl brought
cheers.
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I rode out into the ring. I looked up at the faces
and I stood and opened my arms and felt it all
wash over me. These people, these beautiful
people. I wanted to do it all for them. I waved
my whip in the air and I felt it lasso their hearts
and I urged my pony to go faster, faster, it could
never be fast enough, faster.
For the first time, in the centre of that ring surrounded by
these people, I cracked my whip against her flank. Just
for a little more speed, just to make things perfect. I
cracked it and I am sure I saw a hot white zigzag flicker in the air. She tensed and sped her feet, and it was
faster, but the pitter and patter of music, the cha-cha
dance and rumba and burlesque, it wasn’t there. I was a
woman on a horse, tensing my thighs to keep balance,
and I lifted the whip in the air and brought it down again.
She went faster still. We were electrons
circling, learning the speed of atoms and
light. But her hooves were no longer a totem
or a melody; she was a beast, pure and
simple, rampaging across a desert built of
the dust of wood and the metal struts of
memories. And then, the lion roared.
Have you ever, actually, heard a lion’s roar? Don’t
answer that too quick: think for a moment. Can you
recall standing in a small, enclosed corridor with your
heart in your hands like a lunch package wrapped with
tight brown string? Did you look to the corner and
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around it, what was waiting?

Could you feel (I mean really

......... ................ feel) your heart, doing what it

always did, shoving the blood around your body with two
eager flat palms?
A lion’s roar is not like a church bell or a firework exploding or even like the sound of the
door slamming after a lover’s last goodbye.
Imagine you’re standing on the roof of an
old hotel in Istanbul, holding a gin and tonic,
laughing about the future, and suddenly
you feel the earth drop from beneath you.
I mean really move; I am talking about an earthquake here. This happened to me once and it
was like nothing else – this feeling that the
very earth is just a slim and wriggling crust.
Our cities and civilisations just palmfuls of
fairy-coloured sprinkles strewn unceremoniously across the surface.
I am talking of the sound of the lion now, because I do not
know how to say what else there is to say. My pony ran
faster. Rapunzel swept through the air. The lion roared. And
the magician dropped his sword, his scythe, his guillotine.
For a moment, the world was as silent as a
tensed muscle. Silent as a held breath. In that
last moment, before the screams and thunder
of feet, before my heart shattered, before the
collapse. The air was ripe with potential like a
ribbon billowing in the sky, and it could have
been magic, and they could have loved us, and
everything could have changed.
The magician opened his arms to accept the applause.
Me, I was looking at the box that my pony kept orbiting
like a dizzy pale moon around the sun. I was waiting for
Sabine to lift the lid and stand and grin and bow; I was
looking at the box and then beneath the box I watched
the sawdust change.
The beautiful, buttery sawdust turned to spilled
wet crimson. And he lifted the scythe and it
dripped on the floor.
Look. The ball is about to drop and we are sitting on your
friend’s roof, and everything is about to explode. An apocalypse of every colour. Fireworks tearing holes in the sky.
If we wake up after this and find out this was
not the real, final, ending after all, then promise me we will make the most of things. Pick
our way through the detritus and find a fast
car and press two sputtering wires together
until they mate. Push the pedal to the floor,
aim the prow to the white line, and close our
eyes so tightly that only explosions could seep
through the lids.
Even if, when you turn to kiss me, my lips are already
incinerated. Let’s close our eyes and listen to the bang.
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A lion’s roar
is not like a
church bell
or a firework
exploding
or even like
the sound
of the door
slamming
after a
lover’s last
goodbye.
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the usual stuff

I used to
imagine kind
voices

that would ask,
“aren’t you
lonely?”

I’d always say
“no”
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and then be disappointed when they left
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I played so many
games

Trưng Nhị
charging into
battle on her
elephant

Napoleon
escaping from
Elba

Nancy Wake
parachuting into
Vichy France

Hannibal
descending on
Italy

Virginia Woolf
stepping into the
River Ouse
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That was when
I first heard it

a low hum

like a mouse trumpeting

or elephant whispering
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I found the note and sang along
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Sometimes my body quivered
like a tuning fork

and then other
times it would be
gone

I pushed and
pushed

trying to turn
myself inside out
to hold the hum

until I began to poke through the membrane between
the world and me
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It felt like tunnels collapsing
or ice cubes disappearing in your throat
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a chick headbutting out of the egg
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because the shell, I was beginning to realise,

is just bones on the outside
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there to protect you
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but also to break apart when needed
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On Friday, we announced
we were all poets.
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We’d had enough of being called copywriters. At
lunchtime we got together to discuss our plan. We decided
to make a formal announcement at the end of the day and
invited the rest of the agency to come into the reception
area after 5 p.m. We let Jamie speak on our behalf because
he was the most poetic of us all. We asked for our briefs
to be called distillations. Lunches to be poetry readings.
Meeting rooms to be named after our favourite wordsmiths.
Brainstorms to be held in parks. Most of all, we wanted to
stop writing calls to action. We wanted our audiences to
contemplate and ruminate on the ideas we wrote about.
Most applauded our initiative, but our CEO didn’t.
He just offered us a separate bookshelf for the new poetry
books we brought in to read. Then he told us to get back
to work.
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When Ennis started as a junior copywriter, he was told that copywriting
was all about action. The writing had
to make people do something.
That’s what advertising was: persuasion. The more
immediate, the better. After a year writing banner ads no
one clicked on, Ennis was sad. He felt he wasn’t cut out for
advertising. Everyone told him not to worry. No one ever
clicks on banner ads. It was just about awareness. They
even gave him stats to make him feel better.
But Ennis wasn’t convinced. He thought, there must
be a way to get people to click on banner ads.
To test a theory, he made banner ads for a company he’d made up that mowed lawns. Instead of writing
strategic calls to action, he wrote the opposite. He wrote
ads with pensive sadness. They made people brood and
contemplate their own life. He didn’t expect the world to
listen, but it did.
Suddenly everyone clicked on the banner ads for
his lawn company.
They became the most effective online banner ads
of all time. They dumbfounded the advertising industry
and cracked statistics. So much so that, ten years later,
Ennis was awarded Best Online Banner Ad Writer of all
time by D&AD.
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The whole debacle started when the
UI designer told the UX designer she
wasn’t a designer at all.
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It was just a Freudian slip at first, and the UI designer
apologised immediately. But the apology didn’t stick with
the UX designer. After a short, uncomfortable silence, the
trivial spat turned into a serious argument that soon spread
throughout the design department. Some argued that if you
didn’t know how to use Photoshop, you weren’t a designer.
Others said that design is simply a way of thinking. When
the argument got heated, everyone stopped working and
took the debate into the boardroom.
They continued to argue, quarrel and swear for the
remainder of the day.
The rest of the creative department waited patiently
to see what would happen. At 6 p.m. the design team
walked out of the boardroom. They said they reached a
decision: UX isn’t design. So they created two separate
departments.
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Geoff always felt confined by his job
description of copywriter.
He knew he could do so much more. In addition to
being a copywriter he was also a planner, strategist, UXer.
Quietly speaking, he was also an art director, but he could
never talk about it in front of real art directors.
For years he reserved himself to the copywriter title,
until he began to give some serious thought as to how to
broaden his skills.
One Thursday morning, as he smoked a cigarette on
the office balcony, an idea came to him. He asked to have
a hot desk in every department so he could collaborate
with everyone. Soon he was everywhere. Everyone knew
him; everyone asked for him.
It was an idea that slowly changed the makeup of
the agency. Geoff became a new kind of creative. The first
of its kind. The collaborationist, they called him.
But the title didn’t change Geoff alone. It also inspired
a significant change in the agency, which finally realised
the most important capability in advertising is collaboration – for only through collaboration can you truly innovate
and create the best work in the world.
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There was nothing more meaningless
to Joe than being stuck in meetings.
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He was a doer. And meetings, he felt, were the enemy
of doers. He hated the idea of sitting in a room with a bunch
of his colleagues, discussing how to solve this and that.
Planning ahead. Going over things, again and again, until
the very idea of their idea was boiled into something so
generic it had no value whatsoever.
One day, he calculated that out of the fifty hours he
spent at the agency each week, he spent about fifteen
hours in meaningless meetings.
This realisation shocked him. There must be something he could do. A side project perhaps – anything, really.
Then it came to him. Over the next twelve months,
he would write a book called The Meaninglessness of
Meetings. And the challenge he gave himself was to write
it while he was in his meaningless meetings.
Two years later, Pan Macmillan published the book to
critical acclaim. The Meaninglessness of Meetings became
the Bible of new-age work methodology, and the advertising industry took note: they cut forty per cent of meetings
and devoted the time saved to creativity.
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Stephanie was struck by an ad in
her Facebook feed.
It read: “If something can be
imagined, it can also be created.”
She felt inspired by this line.
That day she went to work feeling immensely proud
to have started working in advertising. She looked around
at all the people in her department and felt honoured to
be in their presence. Advertising seemed just the thing
to alleviate people from boredom. And here she was, in a
factory that created cures for boredom every day.
When she arrived home that evening, she was still
motivated by the ad. She tried to imagine something more
imaginative than anything she’d ever considered, and fell
asleep with a thousand ideas bouncing around in her head.
When she woke up, she knew she had one.
The idea was mimetic makeup. Every time you wore
it, the makeup changed colour based on the weather to
suit your complexion. She felt so inspired by this idea that
she called the company that put the ad on Facebook and
asked them to create it.
But they said it wasn’t possible.
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Michael started to come up
with twenty ideas for every brief
he received.
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He’d draw tables on sheets of A3 paper and write
ideas into each box as fast as he could. He would do this
for every brief, regardless of what it was.
Hardly anyone could keep up with his relentless
enthusiasm. For a quiet guy who kept to himself most of
the time, this burst of creativity dumbfounded everyone.
Over a period of six months, Michael was behind every
idea for every client in the agency. The sheer amount of
brilliant work that was in the pipeline put the agency on the
map as Creative Agency of the Decade. Michael became a
symbol of the kind of thinking everyone wanted to adopt
in the industry.
In the seventh month of Michael’s creative uprising,
his enthusiasm began to slow. He started to come late to
work. He’d leave early when he was needed the most and
ask for countless days off without explanation. When he
didn’t show up for work for a week, the agency became
worried. To their dismay, they discovered that Michael
had passed away.
They learnt from his mother that all he ever wanted
was to come up with one Big Idea before he died. That’s
why he worked so hard. He wanted to leave something
everlasting behind. A memorable, eternal ad.
Ten years later, his dying wish came true. Michael
was posthumously presented the Greatest Advertisement
of Modern History award by Cannes Lions. And it wasn’t
for the work he did for Nike, Aesop or Mercedes Benz.
It was for a life insurance company. The ad Michael
wrote spearheaded the company in a new direction and
made them the most successful insurance company
in the world.
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Matt stopped feeling curious just a
bit after lunch on Wednesday.
That burning desire he always felt to speculate and
learn about the world around him drifted away like smoke
from a cigarette.
His heart rate increased and he couldn’t focus, but
he continued to design all the things he was tasked to
design: EDMs, banner ads, web pages and social posts.
He knew the enthusiasm to make anything new was no
longer there, but he powered through the work anyway.
After a week, he asked to take some time off to recuperate. He wanted to resuscitate the energy he needed to
stay curious. But, nothing happened.
He went back and ground through the work like a
robot. He was in a constant state of automation without
any sparks of interest. Weeks passed. Then months.
To unravel the mystery, Matt quit his job. He resorted
to travel the world and find a cure for this peculiar problem
he had. But he didn’t find a cure. After years and years of
searching, he found an answer.
His curiosity had been replaced by immortality.
He was the only being in the world ever given that
which humanity desires most: eternal life. But Matt didn’t
feel lucky. He felt sad because he couldn’t think of anything
worse than living in dullness for eternity.
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My mother tells me of young
maidens who gather by the Penang
pier with purses full of hope and
mandarin oranges.
From a distance they look like a field of rosebuds in bloom,
with palms joined in prayer and red skirts fluttering and
flowing in the wind. In Malaysia, Chinese women toss
oranges into the sea on Chap Goh Meh, or ‘Chinese
Valentine’s Day’, a tradition buoyed up by ancient legends
promising the orange throwers good husbands.
I sit opposite my female friends in a café
on Brunswick Street. Discussing our latest
romantic mishaps over churros and hot chocolate is our own little tradition. The young
maidens here have pierced noses and carry
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flame-shaped phone apps in their purses
instead of mandarins. To find love they don’t
throw oranges; they throw themselves kicking
and screaming into a sea of casual flings and
fuckboys who aren’t going to call them back.
Legend has it, if we keep swimming we’ll find
land, shaped like someone who’s in it for the
long haul – or perhaps that’s the fable we
singles cling onto.
I sip my drink and wonder how to tell my mother a good
husband isn’t in the cards because I can’t even find someone who texts me “good morning”.
Sometimes I feel like I’m endlessly floating
between two places. I come from conservative Kuala Lumpur, but I was raised by a pack
of children who were more familiar with Glee
quotes than the national anthem. We studied
the British curriculum and our identities were
split and scattered across continents. Even
though we came from everywhere in the world,
inside our bubble we were all the same shade of
ambiguity. But outside it, I was too progressive,
too Western; a strange hybrid fruit in a basket
of arranged marriages and cousins who weren’t
allowed to date until they were twenty-five.
These days I find myself searching for scraps of my heritage at the back of an Asian studies classroom. Anthropologist Ana Dragojlovic tells me “filial piety is related to
Confucianism, and one of its main features is duty to your
parents.” She tells me that “Forms of family were very
different when people lived in closed communities, and
people saw themselves as part of the compound rather
than individuals.”
My mother can’t pronounce the words “filial
piety”, but it clouds the air whenever she
speaks of her marriage.
“Relatives introduce us,” she tells me. “I married him
because I wanted to get out of my family, and his
mother was nice. After married, I wasn’t allowed to
visit my family members’ graves. Is normal in Chinese
culture. After married, the girl is part of boy’s family.”
Chinese parents are chaperones of their
kids’ dating lives – noses permanently
wedged in. So when I went home for the
summer, my mother leaned in close, as if
she were smelling fragments of the opposite
sex on my skin.
“You got boyfriend, ah?” she asked, pausing her Cantonese TV show. For Chinese women especially, dating
seriously is essential because it determines the household they’ll live in. And even though many Chinese girls
are now financially independent, holding bachelor’s
degrees instead of mops, customs live on.
But how do you balance your Asian roots
with the Western cultural elements that
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DATING TO MY ASIAN MOTHER
SUE-ANN CHAN
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helped sculpt you? How do
you let your mother manage
your love life when she was
paired with a family friend at

twenty-two?
So I don’t tell her about Pedro, the bearded guitarist who
swept me off my feet for approximately eight months before
vanishing, as Tinder boys often do. I don’t tell her about
Trey, with the tattoos and silver hair. And I don’t tell her
about Drax, the male-bodied transwoman with a septum
piercing. Even though Drax was male-passing, there was a
woman underneath her Adam’s apple and collared shirts.
My mother would’ve been uneasy knowing I dated someone
who identified as a woman, but can you blame her when
you live in a country where homosexuality carries a jail
sentence of twenty years?
I don’t want to tell my mother about Jason
either, but she accidentally discovers him last
December when I’m furiously texting in the back
of a car. “Is Jason your boyfriend?” are the first
words from her mouth when she realises the
person I’m texting is male.
····························································

Too many white Australian men
have marched to the borderline
of my body, compass in hand,
expecting exotic fruit and
oriental fans, only to be
disappointed to find a girl who
can’t even speak Chinese.

Jason isn’t my boyfriend. Though sometimes we kiss and
sometimes I find him naked on my tiny Target bed, we
truly are just friends. My mother will never comprehend
how Western millennials can take off their clothes while
leaving their emotions in a straitjacket buttoned to the
neck. As a hopeless romantic I don’t quite get it either, so
I just tell her we’re ‘dating’, though we aren’t.
She spends the rest of the trip referring to
him as my boyfriend anyway; perhaps when
procreation is the ultimate goal, people are
colour-blind to romantic categories that aren’t
monochromatic. There’s a Mandarin saying
– ‘guan guan’ or ‘bare branches’ – for men
who let the family name wither in unmarried
palms; ‘sheng nu’ – meaning ‘leftover woman’
– is the female equivalent. Aunties carry these
phrases tucked under tongues to reunion
dinners, aiming them at every partnerless
person within ten feet.
I sit at a Chinese New Year potluck in my old Malaysian
neighbourhood. The elderly women rush around with
steaming dishes and auspicious red packets. There are
mandarins on the table and babies’ laughter hangs in the
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air like lanterns. My grandfather leans in close, and tells
me to find a boy who is going to become a doctor.
We are a long way from Australia.
·················································································

The elderly women rush around
with steaming dishes and
auspicious red packets. There
are mandarins on the table
and babies’ laughter hangs
in the air like lanterns. My
grandfather leans in close,
and tells me to find a boy who
is going to become a doctor.
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It’s no wonder so many Chinese millennials bring paid
actors home. Ads for hired partner services crop up all over
social media in the festive season; fulfilling expectations
can cost up to ¥2,000 per day. But people cave because
neatly dressed human shields block sharp tongues, and
sometimes straying from conventions isn’t an option. If the
Mandarin proverb says young people are branches, then
their elders are the trunk that holds everything together,
telling each wooden limb what direction to grow in. Sometimes straying isn’t an option because we’re taught fallen
branches are dead wood on their own.
I still don’t know how to tell my mother that I
may never get married, that these branches
may never bear fruit. Right now I’m putting all
my strength into stretching them until they
scratch the sky, and I don’t know how long
it’ll take.
People tell me I date like a Melburnian, but in Australia I’m
equally foreign. I can’t peel the foreignness from my face,
my accent, my eyes. And too many white Australian men
have marched to the borderline of my body, compass
in hand, expecting exotic fruit and oriental fans, only
to be disappointed to find a girl who can’t even speak
Chinese.
After my parents walk me down the airport
terminal, my mother says she loves me as
she squeezes my ribs outside Gate 55. She
says she’ll always be on the other side of
a mobile phone, and I know from her voice
that even though there are parts of my life
she may never understand, she is trying.
I glance at the sea swaying and sparkling from my
airplane window. Suspended in the sky, somewhere
between Malaysia and Melbourne, I dream of a land
where the sun’s warm and the boys always call you
back. In this land I plant an orange tree; it has a sturdy
trunk and its branches don’t snap off in the northerly
wind. But the flowers that come in spring drift and
dance away, flying where the breeze will take them.
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Chrissie Sebring (CS) has gone from
a mansion in Beverly Hills to an
apartment complex in Fair Play,
Illinois. During the past season of He
Loves Me, He Loves Me Not, her bedroom overlooked an infinity pool and
tennis court. Here in Fair Play, the
view from her window is a strip mall
of laundromats and adult DVD stores.
The carpeted stairs leading to her
apartment are damp and squelch
underfoot. Her last meal in Beverly
Hills included three courses: an
organic kale salad, steak and lobster,
and a chocolate cake that was
literally served on fire.
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We all remember that cake, that evening on the rooftop,
and of course Brian – who never misses a beat – quipping,
“Watch your eyebrows!” Here in Fair Play, a vending machine
where one can buy both roasted peanuts and condoms is
down the hall from her door. How did America’s sweetheart
fall so far from grace? How does she feel knowing that,
just months after the final episode, Brian and Theresa are
to be wed? (Live from Cancun, the wedding ceremony will
air next Wednesday at 8 p.m.)
Afterthought (AT) magazine has travelled to
Fair Play to find some answers.
The tank in Chrissie’s living room is what first catches
the eye. Her bearded dragon, Jay, stares at visitors like
a disapproving soccer mom. Viewers will recall that Jay
infamously peed on Brian during his trip to Fair Play with
Chrissie. Chrissie herself is tanner than ever. Her hair looks
lighter. She is, as usual, wearing all blue.
Did you get highlights?
AT:
CS: 	
[laughs] God no! I was in the Mediterranean
after the last episode. I needed that.
AT:	America’s sweetheart vacations in Europe?
Now there’s a headline.
CS:	You’ve got to relax sometimes. I might’ve killed
Brian if we were in the same country.
AT:	Actually, Brian was in Europe. He and Theresa
visited Paris. You haven’t seen the catacombs
video?
Chrissie watches the now viral clip of Theresa knocking
over a pile of bones.

This is her first interview since Brian said goodbye. There
is no hand soap in the bathroom. In her bedroom closet,
blue cardigans hang in a row like teardrops that won’t
fall. Her refrigerator is empty save for a grocery store
rotisserie chicken, a bottle of mango-flavoured seltzer
water and two packets of ranch dressing.
AT:
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CS:
AT:

CS:
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When
Brian walked towards you first and
you both sat down on the fountain’s edge,
did you think he was going to give you the
final petal?
I’m not a vain person, but yes.
	It has been rumoured that the network
warned you about the decision ahead of
time and they requested you fall into the
fountain. Can you verify that the dive was
a hoax?
Absolutely not. I was shocked. My doctor
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CS:

	 regards to the final episode, let’s revisit a
In
few moments. You said Brian would choose
the woman he could go to war with.
Theresa is kind of squeamish.
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told me later he thought it
was a stress-induced bout
of vertigo.
......... ................ The shot of Chrissie falling
into the fountain is memorable to us all: the
fountain, filled with old wilting petals and
water a cotton candy shade of blue; Chrissie,
tumbling backwards, the petals floating just
past her hands.
She shows Afterthought the fan mail. It lies in a heap
behind her sofa. Over 150 men have proposed to her by
letter. She says she has taken the time to send personal
rejections to each one.
CS:

AT:
CS:
AT:
CS:

	They send photographs of their houses, their jet
skis, their golden labradoodles. It’s so frigging
sweet that I just can’t not respond. Unless the
proposals are vulgar.
Can you show us an example?
[holds
	
a letter with both hands] This one guy
says he got rid of his fish, just because its
name was Theresa. It’s just so sweet.
No, no, no. What about one of the vulgar letters?
I’ve thrown them all out.
·········································································································································

Her bearded dragon, Jay, stares
at visitors like a disapproving
soccer mom. Viewers will recall
that Jay infamously peed on
Brian during his trip to Fair Play
with Chrissie.

Afterthought has learned that she has not thrown out
the vulgar letters. A source close to the situation says
she maintains “a dirty correspondence” with a few of her
letter writers, going so far as to send them photographs
of herself. (Interested in spicing up your sex life? Flip to
pg. 83 to read ‘How to Stay Monogamous While Pretending it’s Someone Else’.) She keeps their letters under her
bed in a hand-carved wooden box with a tiny gold latch.
On the gold latch, inscribed with painstaking care and
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detail, are two giraffes wrapping their necks around each
other. Afterthought’s antiques expert says the box is a
Sebring family heirloom. It is her last connection with her
parents, who renounced her after she came in second
place. In the video they posted to their website, Larry and
Gemma Sebring hold the family crest up to the camera
and translate the Latin motto to English. “Win or be eaten,”
they say in unison.
Chrissie keeps the lizard Jay in her lap, petting
his throat. When asked a question that makes
her uncomfortable, she presses her palm ever
so slightly into the lizard’s back, as if she’s
flattening pizza dough.
AT:

	 you had a time machine, would you go back
If
and change anything about this experience?
CS: 	
[lizard squeeze] I told Brian once that his shirt
was ugly. He never doubted me until then.
(Mobile
	
readers can purchase Brian’s shirt on
our website.)

AT:
CS:
AT:
CS:
AT:
CS:

Do you still love Brian?
[lizard squeeze]
Chrissie. Do you still love Brian?
Off the record?
On the record.
No.
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She is twenty-four years old. She has dimples one could
fit marbles in. Men have said that her laugh pulled them
out of a lifelong daze. She is fit and loves to canoe. In a
few months, she will be a certified dental hygienist. She
is a babe, a dream, a jackpot.
By placing unannounced devices in locations
throughout her apartment, Afterthought has
secured footage of her alone. To understand
Chrissie is to watch her without the TV mask.
Her team of lawyers – all connections and
no brains – blocked us from sharing said
footage, citing a subclause within some
fine print before returning to their country
club driving ranges. Afterthought is permitted to describe the recorded events with a
disclaimer.
All descriptions related to the alleged video recording
and Chrissie Sebring’s actions within it are pure lies.
The alleged video recording does not exist and never
did exist.
Here’s what our devices captured:
she puts on makeup – volumising her
eyelashes, applying an I’ll-go-home-withyou-tonight shade of lipstick – and laughs
at herself in the mirror. She is already home.
She lies down on the couch and places
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the lizard Jay on her stomach. Afterthought’s reptile
expert discloses that while
......... ................ bearded dragons cannot love
their owners, they do develop keeper recognition. Keeper recognition is a small amount
of acknowledgement, most likely tied to food.
Keeper recognition is akin to how one feels
towards a spoon: thank you for being there,
and now please give me what I want. Keeper
recognition cannot support a human’s emotional needs. It will not hug or kiss you. It exists
somewhere on the gradient between a dog licking your face and a squirrel changing directions
when it sees you walking along a forest path.
She replays the final episode of He Loves Me, He Loves Me
Not. She pauses on a close up of Brian’s face. Cradling the
lizard Jay, she approaches the TV and asks Brian why. She
runs her hand over the screen where his ruddy cheek is.
Later, a beam of light spreads over Chrissie as she sleeps.
·····························································

Keeper recognition is akin to
how one feels towards a spoon:
thank you for being there, and
now please give me what I want.

Her bedroom door opens and a man wearing a hooded
sweatshirt tiptoes in. The man is of average height and
though our devices can’t zoom in on his face, we do, during
one brief, lucky moment of orientation, see that he has a
sharp, all-American jawline. (Brian’s agent states that he
was in LA that night writing his wedding vows.)
He stands over her bed for a moment, the way
one relishes a Thanksgiving spread before
sitting down to eat. He wakes her up by repeatedly kissing her cheekbones.
Does she accept his plane ticket to Puerto Rico? She does.
Does she believe his promise that he will find her there
“after”? By all indications, she does. Does she now ask about
the safety plans and travel accommodations arranged for
the lizard Jay? She does.
If this chiselled figure is Brian, he would’ve been
wise to consider the lizard Jay. If one’s partner
cares for another being, one must encircle it
with matronly, loving arms. Any indifference
will become a point of contention. (Check out
pg. 47 for Afterthought’s Complete List of Relationship Points of Contention.)
He rubs his face with the heel of his hand. He says with
measured calm that they will “retrieve the pet eventually”.
Meanwhile, can’t one of her friends feed him?
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From earlier in the day:
AT:
CS:

Is
	 there any truth to the rumour that Brian, off
camera, asked you to engage in a polygamous
relationship?
[lizard squeeze] No. Like, no way.

On their second-to-last date, Chrissie tells Brian that she
believes the heart is full of cherries, a ratio between the
fake, ice cream topper ones and the deep burgundy kind
with pits. The two have just swum with a pod of dolphins
and are nuzzling on the back of a speedboat. She tells
Brian that he is increasing the number of deep burgundy
cherries within her. Around him her heart feels like a bowl
of these cherries, freshly rinsed and sitting on a picnic
table during a summer afternoon. The camera pans to
the dolphins swimming behind them. A small voice says,
“Don’t spit out my pits, Brian.”
Afterthought doesn’t know if Chrissie understands the
phrase keeper recognition, but she stares at the lizard Jay’s
tank as the hooded figure marches her through the living
room. Her body is turning open, away from the front door
and towards the glass box. With the hooded figure’s arm
around her waist, it is as though they are dancing, and he
is about to release her to spin.
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As the door shuts behind them, the lizard Jay presses
himself against a rock warmed by a heat lamp and
scratches his stomach with his back foot. He isn’t at
all considering who will feed him his next prepackaged
sac of dead flies. He will take that food any way he can
get it. In his musty tank, days after the photo appears
of Chrissie lying on the beach slurping from a coconut
half, he will feel the shock of uncivilised times when
food doesn’t arrive in a boxed form – when it doesn’t
arrive at all. Had he not been born in a pet store on
Main Street, his life might have always been this way:
thin, hungry and without guarantee.
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The heart is full of
cherries, a ratio between
the fake, ice cream
topper ones and the deep
burgundy kind with pits.
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When I woke, I was woozy and
confused. The news reported a 5.5
rolling quake, centred deep below
Cook Strait. I recalled a strange
dream of the bed jumping, the lamp
jumping, the walls jumping. My house
was on a trampoline. Had it had
actually happened?
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I walked around the house and straightened a
few pictures on the walls. I’d been in Wellington
for a month and was kind of relieved to have
a notch on my belt. Now I could take these
things in my stride, like real Kiwis seemed to.
There’s not much culture shock involved in moving from
Australia to New Zealand. Everyone understands me,
despite my accent, and I’ve learned a few words in te reo
M ori. Work is pretty much the same and I can keep up my
usual routines, like yoga class. The people seem vaguely
familiar but the landscape is foreign: wet, jagged, steep
and shaky. I grew up in the dry, flat expanses of inland
Australia, where the only movement appears in the wavering heat of a mirage.
That evening, I rolled out my yoga mat and
Summer asked, “Did you feel the aftershock
this afternoon?” Summer was my yoga teacher,
and I loved her equally for her lilting Glaswegian accent and the relaxed glow I felt after
her classes. I lay on my mat, relieved by the
stillness. “Of course,” she mentioned blithely,
“they redesignate them as foreshocks when a
bigger one comes not long after. There could
always be worse on the way.” I meditated on
her pessimism. Stretching, posing, concentrating on my breath.
“Spread your toes, spread the balls of your feet, and feel
grounded in the earth beneath you,” Summer soothed. I
savoured the spongy feeling of the mat and wondered
whether the big one was about to hit.
On the weekend, my landlord came over to
check the brick chimney. The old weatherboard
villa bends and creaks with movement, but
Phil checked for cracks too. “When the shaking starts,” he said, “make sure you’re as far
away from the chimney as possible.” For the
first time, I realised why Helen’s identical
house next door lacked a chimney. “I’ll tear
it down one day,” he said, “if the shakes
don’t get it first.”
In August, there was a wave of tremors, with minor
shakes each day for weeks. The cluster centred under
Cook Strait, in the middle of New Zealand. Most of the
North Island sits on the Australian tectonic plate; most
of the South Island sits on the Pacific plate.
Wellington crouches on the southern edge
of the North Island, on a peninsula that
might drop off at any moment. Active faults
criss-cross the landscape like varicose
veins. The buffeting wind is a constant
reminder that the city is perched in the
path of something more urgent.
Sometimes the tremors were almost imperceptible. I’d
look to a workmate and ask, “Did you feel that?” They’d
nod and carry on.
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I drove to yoga class through
the Mount Victoria tunnel.
Each time I entered its arch......... ................ way, I plunged the accelerator
and prayed as I hurtled through the mountain’s
guts. I pictured a cloud of dust exhaling out
of the tunnel’s concrete mouth, ushering my
hatchback from the mountain as the tunnel
collapsed into a sea of rubble behind me.
“Stand with your feet hip-width apart,” Summer instructed.
“Tadasana means mountain pose. Feel the weight of your
body connect with the earth.” We saluted the sun, although
I hadn’t seen it for days, hidden above a duvet of clouds.
“Your spine gives you a stable foundation,” she said. I stood
tall. “You feel strong and still.” Inhale, exhale.
At work, we had a lecture titled ‘Emergency
Safety’, but there was only one emergency
and they talked about it for the entire hour.
“Drop, cover and hold,” they told us repeatedly.
Everyone said this was just like the drills they
had in school, but the drills I had in school were
for bushfires. “Just duck under your desk and
hold onto its legs,” the beefy guy said. “That
way the desk will take the impact of falling
objects and structures.”
When it came to question time, my mind teemed with shaky
scenarios. I asked the workplace safety guy, “What should I
do if I’m driving the work car, and I feel an earthquake? Do I
stop in the middle of the road? Will I have time to pull over?”
He smiled at me broadly. “Yeah, nah. It really
depends on what kind of shake it is, and how
big it is. Just use your common sense.”
“My common sense tells me that the earth should stand
still,” I said. Everybody laughed.
In the bright, open yoga studio, I asked Summer,
“So, with the whole ‘drop, cover and hold’ thing
– what do we cover ourselves with? What do
we hold onto?”
She explained how Balasana is a protective position, where
our spines shield our organs. “But you also need to cover
your head with your hands,” she said. “Your skull is pretty
important, and pretty vulnerable.” I looked up at the steel
beams supporting the ceiling. I wondered if there was
anywhere safe to lay out my mat. I crouched on the floor.
In the footpath outside the yoga studio, there’s
a brass plaque that marks the 1840 shoreline.
This part of the city rose from the seabed in the
1855 earthquake, and some parts of central
Wellington were later reclaimed from the bay.
Standing there, I could see a light dusting of
snow on the Rimutaka Range, which looms
over the other edge of Wellington Harbour.
People say the Rimutakas grew six metres
taller in 1855.
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I went on a date with a geologist. Like many Kiwis, he’d
lived in Australia for a few years, but was surprised to
find an Aussie living in New Zealand; most of the traffic
across the ditch headed west. He liked Australia’s coastal cities, he said, but found the vast interior somehow
claustrophobic. “I need to be near water,” he said.
His eyes danced and his arms flailed as
he talked about the massive force of the
earth’s movements. His knowledge and
rationalism were alluring, but I couldn’t
share his joy. “Wouldn’t it just be easier if
the earth stood still?” I sighed.
“Solid earth is just a figure of speech,” he
told me sagely. “It includes the liquid core.
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“Your skull is pretty
important, and pretty
vulnerable.” I looked up at
the steel beams supporting
the ceiling. I wondered if
there was anywhere safe
to lay out my mat.
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I was vacuuming the lounge room when
a big jolt hit. I dove under the dining table and grabbed
onto its legs. The table was my sparring partner; it lunged
at me as I shadowboxed around it. The rocking slowed
and petered out. I crouched in child’s pose under the table.
Inhale, exhale.
Ten minutes later, when my neighbour waltzed
through my back door, I was still under the
dining table. “Just checking to see if you’re
still alive!” Helen yelled cheerfully. The vacuum
was still purring in the middle of the room and
she kicked the off button. “It was a good shake,
aye? 6.5, east of Seddon.” She made me a cup
of peppermint tea and I left the safety of the
dining table to drink it with her.
Helen’s lived in Wellington her whole life. She bought
her house in Lyall Bay a decade ago because she loves
the wild southern beaches, and because houses in the
liquefaction zone are cheaper. Insurance is pricey, even
more so after the Canterbury quakes, she explained, but
not so many people want to buy land that might turn into
quicksand. We felt a few aftershocks over our tea, but
Helen assured me they weren’t strong enough to warrant
retreating under the table.
I woke in the night. Was that a tremor, or just
the wind? I lay awake, wondering for hours. A
workmate told me she was sleeping lightly,
waking up at the slightest noise. “The shakes
can put some people on edge,” she said.
“I think I know what you mean,” I said.
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Even rock is a cycle of melting,
erosion, crystallisation.” I felt
tired. “Stillness is just an illu......... ................ sion we impose on the world.”
I took the bus home through the tunnel. The
mountain gave a good impression of stillness.
In the tearoom at work, the table jittered as my colleagues
dunked their ginger nuts. A man who lived in Kingston
laughed about the prospect of his house sliding down the
side of the hill. A woman who lived on the Miramar Peninsula joked that the isthmus at Lyall Bay would probably
fall back into the sea and she would soon live on the Isle
of Miramar. “Where do you live?” she asked.
“Lyall Bay,” I answered.
“They call it Lyall Bay, for now,” she said, “But it could be
Lyall Strait soon.” She cackled with laughter.
···························································································································

I went on a date with
a geologist. Like many
Kiwis, he’d lived in
Australia for a few
years, but was surprised
to find an Aussie living
in New Zealand

I was scanning my groceries at the self-checkout in
Pak’nSave on a Friday afternoon when the shelves jerked
and swayed. Neatly stacked wares toppled, kids screamed,
people bolted outside and I followed them. It felt like a
cross between running and swimming, with nothing firm
beneath me but resistance all around.
Hundreds of people lingered in the car park. I’d
taken a packet of muesli with me, but left my
handbag at the checkout. An aftershock rocked
us, and I hugged the muesli I hadn’t paid for.
After a while, a solemn woman in a perky yellow uniform
advised the crowd, “It was a 6.6. We don’t know when it’ll
be safe to re-enter the building.”
Eventually I walked home. I put the bookcase back against
the wall and packed my books into it. I swept up some
broken crockery from the kitchen lino. I ate muesli for
dinner and collapsed into bed.
Saturday morning was punctuated with aftershocks. I saluted the sun.
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“Press through the balls of your feet,” Summer instructed,
“And open your heart to the sky.” I stood tall, pulled my
shoulders back.
“Feel strong, centred, grounded,” Summer said.
“I wish you wouldn’t use that word,” I said. “I used to think
that grounded meant strong and stable, but now it just
makes me think there’s a volatile fault line running through
my life.”
She stared at me warmly. “All poses are active.
Tadasana is an active pose.”
“What happens when it erupts?” I challenged her.
The serene ladies in Lycra forgot to focus their
yogic gaze. Everyone stared at me.
“Keep your muscles active to support the body’s structure,
just like the earth is active and supports us.”
“Except when it doesn’t. Except when it throws
us around and bowls us over and ransacks our
house!” I yelled at her.
She instructed everyone to crouch down into child’s pose.
“I know what you’re doing. You’re trying to
impose your stillness on us, but it won’t work.
Stillness is an illusion!”
“Balasana,” she mouthed, as she eased down and crouched
on her mat.
I keeled over and buried my face in the kauri
floor. I screamed at the floorboards and slapped
them with my arms, making them vibrate.
Summer padded her bare feet towards me. She laid her
hands on my back, and pressed. “Exhale!” she commanded
loudly. “Inhale,” she whispered softly. Her arms wrapped
around my body and she lay on top of me. She was young
and lithe and half my size, but she enveloped me completely. I screamed and I cried. Summer’s dreadlocks dangled
across my shoulders.
Another woman climbed on top of Summer,
hugging us both. Then another woman
hugged us too, then another and another.
With the whole class piled on top of me, I
sobbed. For the first time in months, I felt
safe and secure. Finally, with the weight of a
dozen women on top of me, I was protected
and still.
Eventually, women peeled off, one by one. They returned
to their own mats, and lay in Shavasana. Summer
climbed off and whispered in my ear, “You don’t have
to move, but you don’t have to not move. Just be.”
There were aftershocks for another few
weeks, some bigger, some smaller. Each
time, I tried to recall that sweaty, secure
feeling of the great, communal hug. I went
to yoga class sheepishly, and thanked the
women who’d hugged me. They smiled and
bent themselves into pretzels.
“The earth is working out its own tensions,”
Summer said.
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‘For as long as it needs’
is not a unit of measurement with which I can work.
Right now I have a chicken in the oven
and it died to be here so the least I can do
is make sure it doesn’t burn.
I need a quantitative measure.
Forty-five minutes, fifty minutes,
seven hundred minutes and a fire safety rating.
Even something qualitative like a Pantone
colour swatch.
The chicken must be exactly ‘Marrakech Sunset.’
It must be ‘Annual Tomato Day.’
It must be more or less ‘Retirement Anxiety.’
But if you tell me to leave it in for as long as
it needs
I guarantee it will either taste the flames of hellfire
or we’re all getting salmonella.
Perhaps this is some Mediterranean conspiracy.
Once I saw an episode of Everybody Loves Raymond
where Raymond’s mother gave Debra a lesson
on making bolognese, but in an effort to maintain
her position
as matriarch, deliberately mislabelled a herb
so that Debra’s sauce would always taste off.
Maybe this is life imitating art,
and I have unwittingly stumbled upon the tension
of the migrant legacy;
yearning for culture to continue unbroken and
unblemished,
but tragically reluctant to relent to your
own personal,
rapidly approaching departure.
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If I were being honest with myself,
perhaps the struggle for numerical reliability is
wasted energy
and my refusal to leave the roasting of this poor bird
to chance is reflective of a broader insecurity
about the lack of certainty and control I have over
my own life.
Maybe the chicken is our collective history
speaking to me in a language I don’t understand.
Be gone, foul fowl
I can’t pack the past with rosemary and lemon and
even if I could I don’t know how long it needs
the oven.
I consulted the internet and it said one hour,
but earlier today I found a website that quoted the
Book of Job
as evidence that sauropods and humankind once
co-existed.
Essentially the internet is unreliable.
I can’t trust Taste.com any more
than I can trust this otherworldly shadow chicken
that clucks from beyond the veil.

I’m sure if I asked Nonna she’d give me some answer,
or at least tell me my judgement was sound even if
it wasn’t.
Her food is always perfect,
in that wholesome, emotionally loaded way
that Italian food often is.
But Nonna won’t be here forever,
and my certainty is not her responsibility.
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Everyone always says the same thing. “Wait
until the skin is crispy.”
Well I can’t tell if it’s crispy or just burnt
and this bloody chicken’s already dry.

POETRY POETRY POETRY

The past is not benign simply by virtue of
being our own.
Sometimes it’s malevolent.
How do you quiet the ills of the unwelcome
annexe
to a history you didn’t personally live?
Can you help me with that, kitchen blogosphere?
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The last swim of the holiday, snuck
between packing and leaving.
Oliver heads back in, his fingers
brushing jelly-blubbers at the end
of each breaststroke. They bounce
away, spun around and dragged by
his wake. The water’s thick with
them, like bits in soup. The low tide
carries an ending – the shadows
are longer, the air colder. The bay is
aware of him, somehow.
He mentions this to Mae when she gets back from
hunting crabs.
“This happens to you every year,” she says.
“Right when we’re going home.”
“The bay’s sad to see us go.”
“Why would it care?” She’s covered in mud up
to her boardies, flecks of dirt drying across her
T-shirt and forehead. She looks like a predator
meant to trudge through mangroves, to look
down through silt and watch for armoured
backs.
“I found three,” she says, holding up a bucket. “Males. A
seventeen, a fifteen and a twenty. All legal.” The biggest
muddie’s curled up with his claws tucked by his face,
measuring twenty centimetres across his moss-green
back. Underneath him, separated by layers of mangrove
leaves, are two others big enough for eating.
“You’ve gotten really good,” he says.
“Better than you?”
“Absolutely,” he says, honestly. “No question.”
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The clouds thicken up towards the afternoon, giving
them cover when they set out again. They take turns
steering, playing games with their conversations. Young
games with no rules: accept what is said and respond
with something open and free. Even if you don’t understand it.
“If I were a Nocturnal I would eat you,” she
says. “Like a crab. Tear you apart and suck
the meat from your legs.”
“We’d probably taste the same,” he says back. “We’ve
been eating the same things. We’d taste like salt and
mud and crab guts.” She laughs at that.
“I would only eat you if I couldn’t bury you.
So you don’t go to waste.”
“Just don’t chuck me overboard,” he says. “I don’t want
eels swimming inside me.”
She puts her fingers together, like a ribcage,
and slurps her tongue between the gaps.
He shivers at the thought.
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The two of them need to be out on the water, well away
from shore before dark. Before the Nocturnals start dancing.
They triple-check the knot-work of their raft, fastening each
barrel: bright blue plastic, lashed around their gunnels in
rows of four by three. They settle their minds to the idea
of coming back one day but not, at least, for a year. High
school starts in a month and there are haircuts and books
to buy.
The raft slides off the jetty and it floats like they
knew it would. Mae sets out with the steering
pole, like a gondolier from Venice. She sings
‘My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean’, but gets the
words wrong, strings them together too quickly:
“My bodyliesovertheocean… My bodyliesoverthesea…” She laughs at her own private joke.
Out towards the harbour, out in the open water
where it’s too deep for them to steer, cruise
liners drift like icebergs.
The sun reaches its peak. They hide from it in the shade
of the mangroves, lighting a fire in a metal bin and letting
the crabs bake on a grill above the coals. Their shells glow
ridiculous orange, the tips of their claws a piercing white.
Eating crabs is a ritual of sparagmos and
omophagia – of tearing apart with bare hands
and ingesting fresh and raw. Breaking off their
legs, slurping out the meat and tossing the
sucked-out hollows into the water where fish
can slither inside cavities too small for human
tongues. Ash sticks to everything, on fingers
sticky with sweat. Flies landing on cracked
shells, getting filthy.
“If only we had butter.”
“You say that every year,” she says, wrenching
open a carapace and scooping out a hunk of
back meat. One crab each. One crab left.
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Salt cooks on their skin,
muscles aching all the way,
but they make it to the mouth
of the estuary at the other
side of the bay. A full day’s work. They drop their anchor
– a bucket filled with cement, an eyebolt embedded into
it – even though the water is so still it reflects the sky. If
they look long enough they can get turned around, swallowed up. The two of them set up a tent in the centre of
the raft and rest.
··········································································································································

Their stomachs begin growling
as the tide starts to rise, and
so they split their last crab
between them. One claw, half a
back and a fistful of legs each.
They throw the carcass into the
water and watch a long, black
eel slither away with it into
deeper water.

Night starts to happen. First in the water, when the bottom
fades away. Then in the sky, when charcoal fills its edges,
until the darkness is broken only by the reflection of the
moon pulled and stretched across the bay. Neither of them
notice it happening until they can hardly see into the trees.
At night the world belongs to other animals;
invisible things lurk through the silt underneath,
feeling for heat and vibrations. Oliver gets to
the business of sleep. Mae stays sitting up,
watching the mangrove forest.
“Mae,” he says.
“I just want to watch them dance.”
“I know.” A pause, reasoning. “But you shouldn’t.”
She stays, fixed on the tree line. They hear
music, electronic and synthetic, the faint
spores of rhythm moving ahead of the wind.
The Nocturnals emerge into the gaps between the trees,
ear-to-speaker with boom-boxes, bass pulsating across
the water. Some are wrapped in seagrass and mangrove
leaves, others cover themselves in possum fur and stingray-leather, the tusks of wild pigs, the pelts of feral cats.
They carry buckets of glow-in-the-dark, dripping radioactive light that leaks through branches.
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“They must be driving the animals crazy,” Oliver
says, but he’s barely listening to himself.
The Nocturnals begin to dance. They dip their hands into
the buckets, smothering themselves in glowing paint. They
press their bodies together, mixing colours, thrashing like
the daughters of Bacchus, lost and abandoned to the
world. Paint spatters onto leaves until they’ve created a
nest of writhing neon.
“Look,” Mae says, and she points back across
the bay to the trees on the far side. Flickers of
light created by rival gangs of Nocturnals, fires
dotting the horizon. He climbs into the tent and
sleeps, legs drenched in sweat.
In the morning, mist has settled over the mangroves. Oliver
and Mae drink dew from a water catcher and set off into
the mouth of the estuary. Their stomachs begin growling
as the tide starts to rise, and so they split their last crab
between them. One claw, half a back and a fistful of legs
each. They throw the carcass into the water and watch a
long, black eel slither away with it into deeper water.
They keep moving up the river, pushing against
the silt. The water is impeccably clear, filtered
by thousands of roots. Oliver and Mae glide
over the top of it all. They imagine fish looking
up to see the stomach of an impossibly large
beast, a wooden whale blocking the sun.
Their conversations start running away again, bouncing off
each other. Going everywhere and leading back to nowhere.
“What do you want to be?” she asks.
“Who?”
“When you grow up?” She lies on her back and
looks at the sky.
“I want to be me,” he says. “But more sure of who I am.
Sure of where I’m meant to be. Exactly there.”
“You’re not there now?”
“Don’t think so,” he says, and pauses to think. “You?”
“I want to find someone I can fight, every
night, someone who will bite me back and
claw at me when I jump on them, someone
who can hunt and scavenge and will run
away and never come back sometimes,” she
speaks faster and faster, chasing the clouds.
“Someone just like you?” he asks, and she snaps
towards him.
“Yeah!’ And they fight, rocking the raft from
side to side. Splashes lap at the banks,
scattering fish. Underneath it must look
like a storm, a giant cloud rollicking and
churning up a land of white hills. Mae goes
too far, as she has been doing lately, knocking her head into his, crunching his nose
and making his head spin. He stands back,
catching his breath, fighting back tears.
“Sorry,” she says. He scolds her with red-rimmed eyes.
She holds her knees and stares into the water. Sulking,
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“Look.” Mae’s voice snaps Oliver out of a
daydream, their argument almost forgotten.
She points towards the centre of the river,
directing his eyes to a dark, flickering shape
that sits under the surface. The water is deeper
there – too deep for the pole.
“A house-boat,” she says. ‘Must’ve been left behind.”
“Let’s just go.”
“It might have food inside.”
“Mae.”
“We’re out of crabs,” she snaps. “Want to starve
before we make it home?’
“We’ll make it,” he says, but there’s no use arguing, she’s
already kicking off her sandals, snatching up a wet bag
and stepping off the raft. She wades out to the middle
and treads, breathes in, out, in again. Her body floats on
the surface until she lifts her legs, dips forward, and slips
effortlessly under the water.
He tries to keep track of how long she stays
under, but he lets in a little bit of fear and
imagines what it would be like to be left alone.
His thoughts won’t stay still. His chest tightens.
It’s egg-laying season, and sharks have been
known to swim this far up the river. The water
seems darker: the afternoon must be setting in.
Alone. He wouldn’t have any friends at school.
He could never come back.
Mae’s head breaks the surface. She gasps, swallowing
air, while Oliver breathes out, letting the worry out of his
chest, deflating. He shivers. Mae sculls back to the raft
and clambers on-board, flopping onto her stomach and
rolling onto her back. She sits up and rummages through
her wet bag.
“Find anything?” he asks. She looks at him, and
he looks back, a small moment of unrecognisability in one another that disappears quickly but
leaves an impression that won’t go away. They
look older, tired, a trace of worry in their eyes.
“What happened?” he asks, making sure not to add, “to you”.
Mae pulls something heavy out of her bag. It
thunks against the raft as she places it down.
“I found this,” she says, turning it over slowly, as if to show
that she knows it’s not a toy. A knife, something made for
camping or hunting, tucked inside a leather sheath.
“And these.” She empties her bag and out spills a coil of
wet climbing rope, and a tiny, plastic first-aid kit.
“Great,” he says. “Cool. Are you okay?”
“Yeah. Can we go now?”
They set off again, Mae steering, not speaking
a word until sunset. The light fades faster that
deep into the forest. The night seems closer.
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Music pounds him into reality. Oliver opens his eyes to
darkness, something wrong in the air. Smoke, ash, wood
fire. The tent’s open and he can feel a breeze drinking
away his body heat. Music, beating drums, reverberating
bass. He feels around, searching for a body beside him.
He is alone. Adjusting his vision to the darkness, he climbs
through the open zip.
“Mae?” he says. She’s standing near the edge
of the raft. She hasn’t seen him, can’t hear him,
doesn’t know he’s watching her dance. She
has her hands in her hair, throwing her head
around, side to side, to the beat.
The Nocturnals are on the banks of the river, so close.
Closer than he’s ever seen them. He can hear them
laugh, smashing bottles against trees. A few of them
twirl and leap over bonfires, covered in neon paint,
painfully bright against his night eyes. Oliver can feel
their music vibrating over his skin and fizzling out along
his hair – the kind of music that ignores you or forces you to join in, to grapple with it, fight it, releasing
anything pent up.
“Mae,” he says, louder this time, and she
spins around, an animal reflex. “Let’s go
to sleep.” His voice feels tiny compared to
the frenzy of sound that engulfs him. She
stays silent, searching for something – as
if wanting to say no, as if wanting to turn
back around and forget him – and it must
be written on her face because he looks
at her like she’s just said that all out loud,
screamed it at him.
“What happened to you?” he says, and now it’s her turn
to look hurt.
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Birdsong’s replaced by the intermittent barks,
screeches and deep notes of owls – Boobooks,
Frogmouths out hunting. They move their raft
as deep as they can go. Mae sits cross-legged,
looking out into the forest even though she can
hardly see past the first row of trees.
“Mae,” he says.
“I know, I just—”
“—want to watch them dance. I know,” he says, gently.
“Please don’t.”
She comes back. He smiles a ‘thank you’ at
her. They climb into the tent and into their
sleeping bags. Mae rolls onto her side, away
from him, and he remembers that when they
first started coming to the bay they would talk
face to face all night, waking up with mutual
morning breath blasting each other.
After a while, under the gaze of owls and night-hunters,
they fall asleep with empty minds. Whatever dreams they
have, whatever thoughts left over from the day, are carried
away by the river.
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“Nothing, nothing happened
to me.”
They stare at each other,
letting the dance of the
Nocturnals drown everything out. It fills their
ears, and when they try to breathe it fills their
mouths and noses until it’s all through them,
echoing off of every hollow space inside – holding them, tugging and pulling at them – until
they are full of it, made of it.
A beer bottle splashes in the water. They look to the banks.
The Nocturnals are staring at them, calling them over. Their
eyes are silvery and bright, flashing between branches
like machine-gun fire. Mae watches them, staring without
blinking for longer and longer. She steps forward, almost
into the water, before Oliver grabs her hand. And yet she
still watches. Still mesmerised. She leans away from him,
and he feels like he’s going to be swept away in her wake.
He fumbles around in the dark, finding the coil
of rope dragged up from the river bottom. Tying
a knot around her wrist, and another around his,
he holds her in place like an anchor. He keeps
her there all night until the music starts fading,
until the Nocturnals filter away to wherever they
go when the world no longer belongs to them.
Mae stops pulling when the sun is well and truly up. Her
shoulders sink, her chin drops to her chest. Oliver’s muscles
are aching and cramping, his legs full of pins and needles.
He closes his eyes, and then the knife is in her hands, her
movements jarring him out of a microsleep. She examines
the blade, the serrated edge near the hilt, the fold of metal.
She looks at the rope around her wrist.
“What knot is this?” she asks.
“A bowline,” he says. “The rabbit comes out the hole, around
the tree, and back in. Easy.”
“It’s pretty,” she says. “I like it.” She cuts through
the rope with a few tugs, leaving the knot as
a bracelet.
They crawl into the tent and sleep for a while, their sleeping
bags open and kicked to their ankles. They wake at the
same time – their body clocks synchronised after travelling
next to each other for so long. The sun has passed its peak
already; most of the day is gone.
“We better get going,” she says.
They brush their teeth, something they’ve forgotten to do
for a while, and spit gobs of Colgate into the river. White
foam floats away. They weigh anchor, Mae takes the steering pole, and they set off.
The river becomes dirtier, the air thicker. The trees open up
to grass fields and football ovals. The mangroves disappear,
crushed underneath stone slabs laid by a local council.
Signs with rules on them appear – no dogs off leashes,
a bushfire spectrum set to ‘low-moderate’. They can see
the city in the distance, a tower poking up above a skyline.
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A plane leaves a trail of vapour behind, and from the way
it’s flying overhead, it looks like a rocket has taken off
straight into the sky.
“In the houseboat, I found something else.”
“What?” Oliver looks up at her.
“A boy,” she says. “Dressed in seaweed and fur. He tied
himself down there. With the rope. Around his neck.”
She keeps pushing them on. People, families
look at them as they go past, seeing only two
sunburnt children in boardies and rashies with
fading elastic.
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“Like everything was becoming mud and silt, and fish
were swimming around him and inside his mouth, and
it looked like he was alive but really he was just trapped
in this world. By the rope. By himself. So I cut him free.”
Mae looks at him. The way the afternoon
light reflects off her irises – a glint of silver
like a wildcat – lodges in his mind and he
can’t quite forget it.
“I’m not sure if I was dreaming.”
“That’s never going to be you,” he says. It
feels wrong but it’s the best he can do.
Mae looks at the knot around her wrist.
“It felt like me, and you, and all of us.” She
stops pushing the raft, and for a while they
are stuck between worlds.
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The river becomes dirtier, the
air thicker. The trees open up to
grass fields and football ovals.
The mangroves disappear,
crushed underneath stone slabs
laid by a local council.
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He only really loved golf. Spent his life
in the single sighing parabola between
thwack and plunk. Those the times
he felt he could breathe, or better.
Mostly though, he held his gun
like a snub-nosed five iron, hanging
by his side, offering bad advice like all college
caddies: line up the angle, spread your legs, shoot
straight. He couldn’t afford their nasal rhetoric,
had to stalk the fairway in early mornings
when the groundskeeper would sneak him in
and just like a teenager again, he would rush a few holes
before heading to work. All day long he practised,
standing firm at the Hermès door, saying goodmorningma’m
to women who ignored him as if he were bad wallpaper –
too thick, too dark. He putted them through all the same, clok
went their heels on the marble, gold-leaf crow’s feet.
At least he’s perfect for the role – tall, jagged limbs.
His mother wanted him to be a sprinter, or a drunk,
depending on if she were hating his daddy that day.
In a way he turned out worse, shoe shiner
packin’ heat. He spends all week trying
not to think of her, then Wednesdays sending money home.
His only life achievement never firing in anger. Not even
that Christmas, during the break-in, held to the ground
by an accomplice whose head became an unsolved puzzle, flung
against the walls. Screams. Tchok. She juddered with the yips,
and he paused, struggling under the weight of bodies, hope.
Almost willing to lose his job, let the other run. She got
so far, too – one knee up, back leg flexed, poised
like she knew this was her last race.
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“Evie, how much space do you think
the world’s population would take up
if it were minced?”
Evie was reading on the verandah,
trying to avoid looking at the cracked
and broken ground. At that time of
year, it should have been full of crops.
She put down her book and looked up
at her dad. “What?”
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He repeated the question.
Evie sighed. “I don’t know, Dad.”
But he wasn’t really listening. He grabbed a scrap of paper
and leaned on the cracked balcony, muttering to himself.
“It shouldn’t be that hard to work out. Assuming the world
has seven billion people and the average weight is seventy
kilograms and that the density of the minced molecules
would be about the same as water, which is 1,000 kilograms per cubic metre—” He wandered off, scribbling and
muttering to himself.
Evie sighed and went back to her book.
She was pleased to see her dad taking his mind off things,
she just wished he’d work on a more useful problem. Russ
was an engineer by trade and a good one, but he wasn’t
and would never be a farmer. Since they’d lost most of
their crop and her mother, Jasmine, had run off with that
accountant three months ago, he’d been creating problems
just so he could solve them.
She looked over their barren fields and the
memories hurt more than she was willing to
admit. When she was growing up in the city,
visiting the farm had been a highlight of her
week. She’d loved the green fields, the open
skies and even the smell of animals nearby. She used to dream of living there. She’d
even begged her parents to move, but they
wouldn’t hear of it. Jasmine had never lived
outside Melbourne. Besides, Russ worked for
the government in the city, so his brother Tim
ran the family farm. Evie had liked the city well
enough – it was certainly convenient – but
she’d lived for the weekends in the country. She
even planned to study agriculture at university.
Then everything changed.
The morning of the phone call, two days after her
fifteenth birthday, was burnt into her memory. Evie
and Russ were chatting in the newly renovated
kitchen before she went to school and he left for work.
The phone rang and Evie answered. It was her aunt
Matilda, Tim’s wife. Evie immediately knew something
was wrong. She silently handed the phone to her dad
and sat on the kitchen bench, trying to pretend she
wasn’t listening. Her dad hung up and looked at her.
“Tim’s dead. He shot himself this morning.”
All Evie remembered of the immediate aftermath was looking out the window, thinking
how cruel the beautiful morning looked.
They’d all gone to the funeral, of course. Her dad dealt
with the local paper, which saw Tim as nothing more
than another statistic in the rural suicide rate. Matilda
was shattered, but was clear on one thing: she didn’t
want to stay on the farm. Russ thought about it and, after
several screaming arguments with Jasmine, offered to
buy the place. In the end he couldn’t let the legacy of his
family’s farm go. So he left his job and moved to Karrkiyn
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with Jasmine and Evie, just
after her sixteenth birthday.
Evie had loved it – she loved
......... ................ the land and helping her dad
out around the farm. Jasmine hadn’t. She waited until Evie
had finished school before escaping to Melbourne with the
accountant. Though Evie wished Jasmine hadn’t chosen her
nineteenth birthday to give up, she had to give her credit
for holding out as long as she did. They hadn’t been easy
years, and a combination of drought and inexperience had
produced the dry expanse of dirt stretching out before
them. Evie was happy her dad had his own problems to
solve, because she was seriously worried he was starting
to think Tim’s solution was the best one.
······························································································

“Tim’s dead. He shot
himself this morning.”

The evening after their discussion about mincing, Evie and
her dad were sitting in the lounge watching television. It
had been a long day. Her dad still had mud in his hair from
trying to get the fire pump working in the dam near the
house. Evie was exhausted from her shift at the café in
town after a busload of lost tourists had turned up. This
quiet time watching TV was the first moment either of
them had found a chance to relax all day, and Evie was
relishing it. Her dad turned to her in the ad break and said,
“Well, I worked it out.”
Evie raised an eyebrow. “Worked out what?”
Her dad grinned at her from his prone position on the
couch. “How much space the world’s population would
take up if minced.”
Evie grimaced and laughed. “All right, how
much space would the world’s population take
up if minced?”
He smiled back. “Well, it’s quite simple. Assuming the
world has seven billion people—”
“—yes, I remember that bit.”
He looked a bit surprised. “Did I tell you this already?”
Evie smiled, then moved to sit on the ottoman
so she could actually see him, rather than the
back of his head. “Only the beginning. I think
you got up to minced people having the same
density as water.”
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A few weeks later, Evie was back on the verandah when
her dad came and stood beside her again, staring at the
barren dirt as if he could make the plants grow through
sheer willpower. Evie smiled up at him. “Hi, Dad.”
“I’m going to build a mountain.”
Evie wasn’t sure whether she’d heard right. “Sorry Dad,
what?”
He gazed off into the distance. “I’m going to
build a mountain. We need more mountains
around here, and maybe from the top I could
finally see the sea.”
Evie looked up at her dad. “Build a mountain? I’m not sure
that’s possible, Dad.”
He looked back at her. “Well, it’s not like the
land is good for anything. It wouldn’t have
to be a very big mountain. Just about the
height of Donna Buang. They get a bit of
snow there and it brings tourists, and tourists bring money.”
Evie was getting a bit concerned; they didn’t have the
money to build a mountain. “Dad, don’t you think we
should use the money we have left for other things?
Besides, I don’t think we’ll be able to sell the land if we
put a mountain on it.”
He shook his head. “I don’t agree. I think
it would be a feature. There’s hundreds
of properties around here that could be
advertised as desolate dust piles, useless
for farming, but how many could be advertised as having its own private mountain?
We’ve got enough space. I’m only going to
use recycled stuff – crushed rock, old bits
of stone, that sort of thing. I’ll see what I’ve
got lying around in the shed.”
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Her dad pulled a crumpled paper from his pocket. “You’re
right. So then the volume of mincees would be 49,000,000
cubic metres. If you had a square container one kilometre
by one kilometre wide and poured in the mincees, they
would fill it up to a level of 490 metres, which is about
200 metres taller than the Eureka Tower.”
Evie was momentarily speechless, and immediately tried to stop imagining the scenario. All
she could see was a massive glass container
of minced people dropped into Melbourne’s
CBD. She imagined the faces of tourists on
the Eureka Tower’s Skydeck, but then realised
they’d be minced too. After a few moments she
realised her dad was waiting for a response.
“Well it’s one method of population control,” she said as
casually as she could. “At least we’d still have rainforests
and the orangutans would be all right.”
Her dad laughed, the first real laugh she’d
heard since Jasmine had left. And for that it
was worth it.
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Evie lost her temper. “You
can’t build a mountain from
what you’ve got lying round
......... ................ in the shed!”
Her dad blinked at her – Evie rarely yelled. He kept his
voice calm. “Why not?”
“We won’t have enough rock. And how will you
move it? The neighbours will think you’re mad.
It’ll take up all of our land and then what will
you do if it rains?”
“I’m sick of waiting for rain,” her dad scoffed. “At least this
will make the land interesting, and we might get to keep
the house if you get enough people interested through
all that social media stuff you keep talking about.” He
grabbed her hand. “Come on Evie, it’ll be fun. ‘Man Builds
Mountain’, can’t you see that’s a good news headline?
We’ve got enough of a sob story to back it up and I don’t
really care what the neighbours think.” He grinned briefly.
“Anyway, after telling them my theories on mincing people
down at the pub they think I’m pretty bonkers anyway.”
Despite herself, Evie began to smile. She still
thought the idea was stupid, ridiculous even,
and there was almost no way he could pull it
off, but it was making him happy and, well, it
might just work. It had to be better than watching the money slowly leach away as they sat
there staring at dust.
She heard herself saying, “All right, I’ll help.”
Her dad hugged her. “That’s my girl! Now you
work out all the social media stuff and I’ll work
out how much space we’ll need. Like I said, it’s
not going to be a big mountain.”
The next day Evie rose to find her dad waiting in the kitchen.
“I’ve worked out how much space we’ll need.”
He spread out a few pieces of paper, getting
the corner of one in her cornflakes. He also laid
out a hand-drawn map of their farm.
Evie moved her cornflakes to the side of the table. “All
right, so do we have enough space?”
Her dad grinned. “We do.” He gestured to the
map of the farm. “Right, so see this. As you
know, we have just under 500 acres all up.
The house is towards the front of the property,
so I think we leave fifty acres clear, to give it
some breathing room, in case it ever decides
to rain again and so we have somewhere for
the tourists to park.” He dropped more scribble-covered paper onto the table.
“I worked it out last night. I used our old Britannica to find
out that Mount Donna Buang is 1,250 metres high.” He
dropped some photos of him and Jasmine standing in
front of the great pyramids at Giza; a camel was trying to
eat Russ’ hat.
“Now, when your mother and I—”
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Evie noticed he didn’t wince when he mentioned Jasmine,
which had to be a good sign.
“—went to Egypt, I studied the pyramids and
discovered they had a slope of roughly fifty-one
degrees. But they’re made of shaped stones,
which we’re not going to do, because otherwise we’d make a really big pyramid rather
than a mountain. So if we’re making this out of
crushed rock and other bits and pieces, it can’t
be any steeper than forty-five degrees or the
mountain won’t stay up. So if we pile all this
stuff up to a height of 1,250 metres in a rough,
pyramid-like shape, it would occupy 1,562,500
square metres, which is 156 hectares or—” He
paused for effect. “Roughly 390 acres.”
Evie couldn’t help feeling a little bit excited. “So that’s the
rest of the farm – well, most of it.”
··································································································

“I’m sick of waiting for
rain,” her dad scoffed.
“At least this will make the
land interesting, and we
might get to keep the house
if you get enough people
interested through all
that social media stuff.”
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She asked the next practical question. “So, how much stuff
are we going to need to make this?” She couldn’t believe
she was really helping to build a mountain.
Her dad dropped another piece of paper
on the table. “We’re going to need approximately 650 million cubic metres, which
would weigh approximately 71,500,000
tonnes.”
Evie was silent, then she said the first thing that came
into her head. “Fuck.”
Her dad raised his eyebrows and Evie
blushed. “Sorry, but that’s… That’s about…”
She pulled out her phone to use as a calculator. “About 413,294 blue whales!”
Her dad choked on the apple he’d just bitten into and
coughed, laughing. “Well, I wasn’t intending to build it
out of blue whales. They’re a bit rare and they’d probably
start to smell after a while. But yes, you’re right – it is
a lot of material.”
Evie looked up at him, suddenly serious.
“We can’t afford it, Dad. We’ve barely got
enough for food.”
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She looked down, not wanting to see the sadness in her
dad’s eyes. They owned the
......... ................ house and land outright, but
they couldn’t grow anything so they had no income. They
were seriously running out of money.
Evie felt hands on her shoulders. She glanced
up at her father, who had put his apple aside,
looking down at her. “I know we can’t afford
to buy it, Evie. I may be a little odd but I’m not
actually insane. I spent part of the night and
this morning ringing people. I think we can
get the stuff.”
··············································································································································································

The dirt and rock was
from when they’d dug
out two new dams. They
could definitely move that.
They could still afford
diesel for the digger, sort
of. They also had a truly
spectacular mound of
crushed rock left from
when they’d had money.

Evie was momentarily distracted. “How did
you get a signal?” Their landline had been cut
off weeks ago. They had one pre-paid mobile
they topped up when they could afford to, but
reception was spotty at best. “I got on the roof.”
Evie opened her mouth to complain, but when you were
trying to build a mountain, she supposed sitting on the
roof to make mobile phone calls wasn’t that strange. “So?”
He started making a list. “Well, they all think I’m
crazy, but they kind of like the idea. Everyone
in the area has stuff lying around they can’t
use, don’t want to use or just want to get rid
of. If we’re happy to take it, they’re happy to
bring it. We’ve got our own pile of rock up the
back, remember?”
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The next day was Monday and Evie had to go into
work, but when she got out of bed she found her dad
already up. He was walking around their property with
a length of rope, laying it out and pegging it down,
marking out the base of their mountain. As she drove
the thirty minutes into town, she saw ute after ute
heading towards their farm. They were piled high with
rock, dirt, or old slabs of concrete and building materials.
She shook her head; it looked like her Dad had struck
a chord with his crazy idea.
Evie was working in the last café in town.
She knew she was lucky to have the job,
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Evie did. The dirt and rock was from when they’d dug out
two new dams. They could definitely move that. They could
still afford diesel for the digger, sort of. They also had a
truly spectacular mound of crushed rock left from when
they’d had money. Her dad was planning to build a proper
driveway, rather than the pitted track currently leading up
to the house. They’d bought the crushed rock, but then
things had started going bad. All her dad’s energies were
needed on the farm. The rock was covered with tarpaulins
and left. Now, it would finally be useful.
Evie realised she hadn’t answered. “Yes, I
remember. Even if everyone in the neighbourhood brings stuff though, we won’t have
anywhere near enough.”
He nodded. “I know, but there’s more. They’re all going to
pass it on, talk to their relatives and friends – we’re going
to start a mountain building movement. Gary Mac says
his cousin has an old quarry that got filled in by a couple
of massive rockslides on his land. He wants to dig it out
and turn it into a scuba diving lake. Gary reckons that if
we can find a way to move the rock, his cousin will let us
have it. He’s already digging it out. Then there’s Tania. Her
uncle’s in charge of that housing estate that went bust,
you know the one up north?”
Evie nodded. “Yes?”
“Well, Tania says there’s just stuff lying around there –
half-finished houses, lots of dirt and concrete. A conservation company is buying the land because they want to
turn it into a revegetation area, so Tania’s uncle’s been
told to recycle it. He reckons helping build a mountain
counts as a recycling, so Tania says he’ll bring that over.”
Evie thought about it. “It’s a lot, but it probably
won’t be enough. This is going to be an ongoing
project, isn’t it?”
He shrugged. “It’s not like I’ve got anything else to do.
You’ve got your job in town that keeps us going, but no
one is going to hire me. I’m too out of touch. So if you
don’t mind working and running this social media thing
you keep talking about, I’ll get to mountain building.
I’ll need to start soon. People are going to be bringing
stuff in this week.”
Evie found herself agreeing.
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but so many people had left
that there weren’t exactly a
lot of customers to serve. In
......... ................ her lunch break she ran over
to the library, which was hanging on, just. It
was the only place that had any kind of halfway decent internet connection. She began
to contact journalists and started a Facebook
page, a Twitter account, an Instagram feed, a
YouTube channel and a blog. She’d brought
some photos on a memory stick: photos of
what the farm looked like before and after
the drought, a photo of her dad roping off
the mountain boundary that morning, and a
quick picture she’d taken of the row of cars
heading towards her house. She knew having
to do all this work in town would be difficult,
but if her dad could build a mountain then she
could damn well do this. She left the number
of the café with the journalists. Her boss Joe
didn’t mind. He’d laughed at the idea of Russ
Stevenson building a mountain, but it had been
indulgently. He even said he’d ask his neighbour who ran a garden supplies company if he
knew of anyone who had stuff they didn’t want.
That night Evie drove home tired, but pleased. She found
her dad standing in the area marked with rope, laying out
a truly magnificent pile of stuff into a roughly even surface.
Evie parked the car and went over. He looked up and
grinned when he saw her. “Hey, Evie.” He spread his arms
wide. “Everyone has really come through, haven’t they?”
Evie couldn’t help smiling. He was right, everyone had
really come through. There were piles of bluestone, dirt,
concrete, rubble, crushed rock, wood and a few things she
couldn’t identify in the fading light. Her dad was laying it
out as evenly as he could. While it wouldn’t amount to even
one layer over the whole site, at least it was a start. Evie
went into the house, dumped her bag, changed quickly
into jeans, boots and a T-shirt and went out to help. They
companionably raked, pushed and spaded various quantities of stone and wood until the light fled completely.
After that, Evie’s days fell into a pattern. She
got up, showered and drove to work, usually
passing a convoy of utes. These were people
bringing new pieces for the mountain, or her
dad’s friends from the surrounding farms
coming to lend a hand at mountain building.
She’d get to work, serve coffee and cake to a
steady stream of people, many of them on the
way to see a mountain being built, and in her
lunch break take herself to the library to upload
new photos, answer emails from journalists
and respond to the steadily growing number
of comments and requests on social media.
Then she’d finish her shift, drive home, take
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photos of that day’s mountain progress, help
her dad move some more mountain material
and go to bed.
It continued like this for a few weeks with only a few changes. Every Thursday she’d pass the local primary school bus
bringing kids along to help build a mountain. As the days
passed, her conversations in the café changed. Customers
hadn’t just come across the mountain by chance. They
were driving out there especially to find it.
·····················································································································································

It was the only place
that had any kind of
halfway decent internet
connection. She began to
contact journalists and
started a Facebook page,
a Twitter account, an
Instagram feed, a YouTube
channel and a blog.
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The routine was broken by a photo. Evie hadn’t thought
it was important when it was being taken. A local journalist had called around to take some pictures for
the paper. Evie thought he’d wandered off to look at
another part of the rubble, so she stopped for a break
with her dad. They’d managed to build two layers of
mountain so far. They were sitting in the middle of the
pile on an up-turned wheelbarrow, looking over the
vast expanse of rubble and rock, of all different types,
that lay scattered before them. Evie was dressed in
old shorts, runners and a shirt, and her head was on
her dad’s shoulder, her hair falling in tangles down her
back. His arm was around her and he was staring off
into the distance as if he could see into the future. They
sat there companionably, saying nothing. His brown,
blunt-fingered hands held hers, delicate and still pale
from café work. They were looking at what their land
had become and hoping it would have a future. It was
the most beautiful night, with absolutely clear skies and
crisp air. The photographer captured them sitting there,
on the beginnings of their mountain under a sky strewn
with stars, waiting for what tomorrow would bring.
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The following day the
local paper ran the photo on
the front page. Father and
......... ................ Daughter Build a Mountain.
Within hours the national papers and television news had
picked it up. Evie had a cold that morning and didn’t go
into work, so it wasn’t until the next day that she found
thousands of hits on her blog and her Facebook page
packed with comments. Her last tweet about the progress
of the mountain had been retweeted thousands of times,
and she had messages of support coming in from all over
the world. Father and Daughter Build a Mountain was
trending on Twitter and Facebook and had made it to
BuzzFeed, Tumblr and Reddit. Joe had received hundreds
of calls demanding interviews. Evie could only think of one
explanation: the mountain had gone viral.
·······················································································································································································

Father and Daughter
Build a Mountain was
trending on Twitter and
Facebook and had made
it to BuzzFeed, Tumblr
and Reddit. Joe had
received hundreds of calls
demanding interviews.
Evie could only think of one
explanation: the mountain
had gone viral.

After that there was no going back. Evie found herself at
the head of a media operation by accident. She soon had
enough money from donations and the YouTube channel
to get the phone and the internet working again. She was
fielding calls from journalists from all over the world. They
received hundreds of sponsorship offers, most of which
they turned down, because it was important to her dad
that the mountain be hand built. He wanted to make it
with donated rock and things no longer needed; this was
going to be a recycled mountain.
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Joe opened a new branch of his café in their front yard, as
buses of tourists began to show up to see the father and
daughter who were building a mountain. They had a high
rating on TripAdvisor and Lonely Planet included them in
their list of the top fifty things to see in Victoria. Her dad
mostly stayed out of the media spotlight and kept quietly
building his mountain.
He was absolutely delighted, though, with a
campaign a boy from Belgium started. The
kid posted Evie and Russ some rocks from his
favourite mountain, near his house. He wanted
his mountain to become part of the new mountain in Australia. Evie posted a picture of the
box he’d sent with a thank you on social media,
and the next thing she knew people from all
over the world were sending rocks. This reignited interest that had started to fade a little.
They soon received rocks from every continent
– a scientist even sent some from Antarctica.
It was becoming an international mountain.
Tourists who came to see it brought rocks from
their favourite places. This of course caused
problems with customs, but most people were
paying to have the rocks cleared before they
came in. Her dad took all donations of rocks
thankfully. Still the mountain rose.
Soon the mountain was tall enough to climb, and this
became part of the visiting experience. Evie got tired of
explaining to people that no, they couldn’t take a car or
be ferried to the top. This was a partly built mountain, not
a ski resort. Evie no longer had the time to take photos for
the blog or clips for the YouTube channel, so they’d hired
the photographer who’d taken the Father and Daughter
Build a Mountain photos months ago. Evie found herself at
home less and less. She travelled frequently to Melbourne
for interviews and to meet people interested in helping
to build the mountain, just so they could say they were
part of it. She missed the silence of their farm and her
dad’s quiet company so much it almost hurt, but she
kept smiling for the cameras, knowing the mountain
needed her.
In the end it was her dad who stopped her.
He found her in tears as she stood in a business suit waiting for the helicopter that was
going to take her to a meeting with Richard
Branson. He wanted to visit the mountain,
and maybe donate some money or some
rocks for its completion.
Evie was trying to cry quietly while the helicopter landed.
Her dad took one look at her and said, “You’re not going.”
“But it’s Richard Branson.”
“I don’t care if it’s the bloody Pope, no one
is worth making yourself this unhappy. No
mountain is worth this. Now you go back
inside. I’ll talk to the pilot.”
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Evie didn’t have the strength
to argue and she stumbled
back inside, gratefully flung
......... ................ her horrible business clothes
onto the floor, pulled on old shorts and T-shirt and fell
into bed. She never found out what her dad had said to
the pilot, but there were no repercussions. The next day
she discovered he’d talked the twins from next door into
running the marketing side of things. One had a business
degree and the other had a media degree, and both were
at a loose end. It worked well for all involved. Evie could go
back to building the mountain and helping with the tourists.
The next year and a half their lives fell into a
pattern. They held monthly interviews, talked to
tourists who came to see the mountain, wrote
things for the blog and most of all they built
the mountain. Because they had to climb it
each day to lay the next layers of rock, this was
becoming more difficult. Slowly, very slowly,
it grew higher. Every couple of days, Jill from
the local garden club brought over as many
plants as she could fit in her truck. These were
donated by gardening groups from all over the
country, and she proceeded to plant them up
and down the mountain, determined that it
should be green. Evie privately thought that
at least part of Jill’s willingness to help was
an interest in Russ, but Russ remained totally
oblivious.
Almost the whole town was working on the mountain now.
Lots of the farms had become bed and breakfasts for the
people who wanted to visit the mountain. Many more were
building their own things, like the world’s biggest toadstool
or the world’s biggest replica of the moon made out of
cheese. The whole area was becoming a tourist attraction,
but at night Evie and her dad still had the silence and their
house and their mountain.
After two years, Evie had forgotten what life
was like before. Sometimes she felt the mountain had ingrained itself on her soul. Then one
day, nearly three years after her dad announced
his intention to build a mountain at breakfast,
they were done. The mountain towered above
their little house. Evie and her dad stood on the
top with the photographer to place the final
stone to mark 1,250 metres. They put it down
together and the camera clicked and then there
was silence. Evie and her dad looked at each
other. They looked at what they had created:
a whole mountain, a recycled mountain made
with rock from around the world. They looked
at the lines of cars already queuing up at the
gate, at Joe in his tea shop out the front and
the little figures of the twins next door, both
on the roof of the house talking on mobile
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phones, no doubt arranging news coverage
of the momentous finish.
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Evie looked up at her dad. “We did it, it worked.”
Her dad hugged her. “We did, Evie. And
look.” He pointed at a blue glint in the
distance. “You can see the sea.”
Evie squinted. “If you say so.”
There was silence again. Her dad sighed. “I
suppose working out how to build a mountain was more useful that knowing how
much space the world’s population would
take up if minced.”
Evie laughed. “As long as the actual mincing isn’t your
next project.”
Her dad shook his head while the photographer turned white. “No, I think we need
people to keep coming and visiting the
mountain.”
Evie nodded and looked at him seriously. “So what
now, Dad?”
He looked off into the distance. “Well, we
could always build another mountain.”
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Many more were building
their own things, like the
world’s biggest toadstool
or the world’s biggest
replica of the moon made
out of cheese.
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A production assistant live-tweeted
this breakup from a Sydney café.
You won’t believe what happens next!
@ObsIrvEnt
Oh my god, guys. Amazing public breakup happening RN,
@StarbucksAu York St.
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
I just ordered my fourth dark mocha frapp, I’m working.
These guys walked in and sat down, seemed normal. Then
I heard…
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
“Look, Adam, I’m actually trying to say something here…”
– girl
“I know that, but you need to hear me out!” this is going
to be good
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Guy (Adam) is wearing a blue suit, drinking macchiato. Think
girl has just ice water? Girl treat yo self, this looks tough
0 Retweets

0 Likes

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Good lord. Girl is just taking it tho, didn’t even roll her
eyes. Sips ice water.
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Girl: I’m not trying to upset you, I just think it’s funny
how this keeps happening.
Adam: Don’t you want me to be happy?
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@ObsIrvEnt
Adam: y cant u just accept what im telling u? ive been
completely honest about lying about all that, ur being
unreasonable
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@ObsIrvEnt
Every lady in this cafe is in
silent agreement: Adam is a
......... ................ dick. We hate him. Macchiato-drinking fuckboy.
0 Retweets

1 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam: C’mon baby, you know what it’s been like.
He’s reaching across the table to her, he’s got his hand
on her elbow
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
SPEAK UP, ADAM, FOR PETE’S SAKE.
0 Retweets

1 Likes

@RealGirl001 @ObsIrvEnt
Hahahaha you’ve got me invested in this now,
wheres it at
0 Retweets

1 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
@RealGirl001 Adam is still talking real low. She’s staring
at him but not nodding or anything. I’m fucking gripped
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam just leaned back in his chair, he’s folding his arms.
He does not like this. He does not like this at all.
0 Retweets

1 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Girl: It’s just like, happiness is about growth, and how far
can we really…
Adam: What the fuck?!
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam does not compute. He’s gesturing wildly now, he
keeps saying what the fuck. I’M saying what the fuck, what
is she talking about?
0 Retweets
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@ObsIrvEnt
Adam: “Did you read Woman’s Day this month or some
shit?!” (ooh, snap)
1 Retweets

4 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
GIRL HAS A NAME! IT IS JESS! Adam thinks Jess should
know that he shouldn’t have to deal with this right now,
apparently. FU, Adam.
0 Retweets

2 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Jess: Its just like ur saying its not even relevant and it is.
Your sorries dont give me amnesia, adam! #fuckyes
0 Retweets

3 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam has left the table. He’s at the counter. Jess is looking
at her phone. I feel like she’s losing conviction, I want to
say something…
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
we’re back on, Adam: “look, baby, neither of us have been
perfect here” ugggghhhhhh
0 Retweets

0 Likes

2 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
J: Its been a fucking year adam!
A: dont come at me with numbers and shit, jess, its
not like that.
WTAF
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
I’m staring at everyone in here, they’re either minding
their own business or really good at pretending to.
COME ON PEOPLE
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@ObsIrvEnt
Adam has bought her an iced tea. Jess is refusing to touch
it, fucking love her. Hope she doesn’t fall for his shit
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@ObsIrvEnt
Jess: I was surprised u even
came here today, and that
......... ................ says a lot. Its just like, why
not another excuse this time? – oooh, interesting
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam: Look just tell me what you want okay? Not this
grow-together babble bullshit, tell me what you want. – lol
#whatyoureallyreallywant
0 Retweets

0 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
OHMYGOD
Jess: Stop telling me you love me like it makes a fucking
difference!
OH MY GOD SHE RAISED HER VOICE THIS IS THE BEST
2 Retweets

6 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Jess is proper shrill now, she’s on a fucking roll and
Adam is going the fuck down.
0 Retweets

7 Likes

@RealGirl001
@ObsIrvEnt FINISH HIM hahahahaha
0 Retweets

2 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
OK J is talking fast now, whatever Adam did last night
“crossed a fucking line” and she is “fucking done”
2 Retweets

6 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam looks so uncomfortable, like hes got a carpet snake
up his clacker. He did not see it going down like this at all.
3 Retweets

6 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
J: I *know* u dont want to get into whose fault this is,
because u will come off 2nd best in that conversation. U
know it and I know it.
1 Retweets
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@ObsIrvEnt
J: Its like youve set up ur whole world as one big ego
stroke and ur just pissed off that i wont join in anymore,
you self-involved turd.
4 Retweets

12 Likes

@RealGirl001
@ObsIrvEnt SELF-INVOLVED TURD AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
0 Retweets

2 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Ikr, I’m dyyying
0 Retweets

1 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Still going! J: I am so done. I do not have to do this. So
done! *pointed glare* – she is Lemonade Beyonce RN
0 Retweets

7 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Guys, Adam is pissed. He just banged his fist on the table,
made her jump mid-rant.
2 Retweets

8 Likes

@JimFarries7
Are you all watching this? Lol RT @ObsIrvEnt Guys, Adam
is pissed. He just banged his fist on the table, made her
jump mid-rant.

@ObsIrvEnt
A: I have done fcking everything for u, and u are giving
me so much shit right now. Unfuckingbelievable.
2 Retweets

25 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
List of things A has done for J as far as I can tell: (1) buy
iced tea, (2) give watery fuckboy excuses for fuckboy
behaviour. That’s it.
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@ObsIrvEnt
J: Do whatever u want, finish
ur coffee, call Sara, whatever.
......... ................ Do not fucking buy me flowers.
I want u gone.
4 Retweets

14 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
WHO IS SARA???????????? #jessandadambreakup
#livetweet #whoissara
9 Retweets

47 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
A: do not bring her into this
J: Why not? YOU DID!
OHMYGOD #jessandadambreakup #whoissara
21 Retweets

59 Likes

@RealGirl001
@ObsIrvEnt I hope @BuzzFeedOz picks this up
#whoissara
2 Retweets

8 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
J: I honestly do not give a flying fuck, Adam. Just stop
being in my life, now. God bless.
#godbless #jessandadambreakup
5 Retweets

61 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Adam is a nasty piece of work. “Remember that when ur
crying watching Sex and the City and wishing u still had
me” – #jessandadambreakup
18 Retweets

70 Likes

@NicholsonWest
#jessandadambreakup has made my day RT @ObsIrvEnt
Adam is a nasty piece of work. “Remember that when ur
crying watching Sex and the City and…
58 Retweets

120 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
I am on the verge of intervening here, I can see J’s eyes
welling up. Girl he ain’t shit, we don’t need this. #teamjess
#jessandadambreakup
67 Retweets
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@ObsIrvEnt
J: Don’t fucking touch me Adam! I have 12 cousins, 1 is a
cop and the rest are crazy!
(I think these are angry tears, she is fcking livid)
77 Retweets

242 Likes

@RealGirl001
@ObsIrvEnt I am on Team Jess and Her Crazy Cousins –
#jessandadambreakup
3 Retweets

17 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
@RealGirl001 Me too, girl. Me too. I just want what’s best
for her.
45 Retweets

167 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
You guys are BLOWING UP my DMs wanting pics. Will try
to get one, weird angle RN… #jessandadambreakup
22 Retweets

450 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
NOPE! IT’S OVER! WE HAVE A DRAMATIC STORM OUT!!
#jessandadambreakup
160 Retweets

613 Likes

@JimFarries7
Adam is a legit twat, he KNOCKED OVER HER ICED TEA and
stormed out. J is crying and theyre bringing her napkins

@ObsIrvEnt
Fuck this, guys, I’m going in
212 Retweets

978 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
OK, everyone. We HATE adam and Jess is my new BFF.
#jessandadambreakup
434 Retweets

1,049 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Pls dont tell my new BFF that I have been the creeper
live tweeting her breakup.
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@ObsIrvEnt
I helped Jess w the napkins
and the iced tea and asked
......... ................ her if she was ok #ruok
She said yes and her new life starts now #adorable
522 Retweets

1,323 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
I hope the iced tea splashed on Adams crotch so he
spends the rest of the day looking like he pissed himself,
tbh. Prick.
657 Retweets

1,322 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Moral of the story: always breakup with self involved turds
when there is someone nearby to document ur fierceness.
#jessandadambreakup
711 Retweets

1,541 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Offered 2 buy J another iced tea, she said no coz she’s
going to a bar for a real drink #thatsmygirl #jessandadambreakup
800 Retweets

1,499 Likes

@ObsIrvEnt
Another one bites the dust. #thatsallfolks #jessandadambreakup
901 Retweets

2,037 Likes
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The scheme had divided Professor
Altman’s office in two; a creased
line of gaffer tape on the floor was
now the border between ‘keep’ and
‘throw out’.
I sat patiently on the ‘throw out’ side, wondering if the fuzzy
green carpet would be waxed off once the duct tape was
removed. The moss flooring was typical of older offices
in the psychology wing, as if it’d survived by feeding off
hardwood furniture and the dense air of academia.
Professor Altman retrieved an overflowing
binder from the bookshelf behind his desk.
He pivoted, seemingly unsure on which side it
belonged. The ‘keep’ side didn’t actually mean
‘keep here’ – all those neatly stacked boxes
would need to be lugged back to his car and
then driven home. I imagined the objects inside
were unknowingly agoraphobic, having never
left the room in twenty-five years.
“These here are lecture papers, Miss Shannon,” he said,
looking at me through Coke-bottle glasses. “They include
a special lecture I gave in 1988 for Australia’s bicentenary.”
I phrased my question with careful curiosity. It
was easy to offend an academic. “There was
a link between criminal psychology and the
bicentenary?”
He laughed heartily, clutching the binder to his chest. I liked
to think his eyes sparkled but it could’ve been perspiration
on his eyelashes. You couldn’t install air-conditioning units
in the heritage-listed buildings.
“My dear girl, have you forgotten that we started
off as a nation of convicts?” He winked. “Actually, it was a regular keynote speech. The Vice
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Chancellor back then was my friend.”
I was worried he’d fall backward if he hugged the blue
binder any tighter. I couldn’t have him hitting his head on
the wall – I didn’t know first aid and was pretty sure he’d
ruin his ginger toupee in an accident.
“This is so exciting!” He sounded so confident.
“Retirement!”
“It really is, Professor Altman.”
“Please call me Ted. It’s just Ted as of next
Monday.”
“Of course, Ted. Are you coming to the centenary celebration on Sunday? They’re going to light up the Great Hall.
It’s going to be beautiful.”
“I’ll be there, definitely. A hundred years of
Boyle Finniss University? I’m glad to reach the
milestone.” He nodded at the manila folder
in my lap. “Is that the final summary? I have
holidays to plan.”
I reached out and placed the folder on the cleared desktop.
“Yes, a detailed summary for your financial advisor. Has all
the tax concessions and everything.”
“Brilliant.” Still, he didn’t let go of the binder.
“By the way, I like your pixie haircut. Reminds
me of Audrey Hepburn.”
“Thanks! That’s what I was going for.” I hoped my smile
was warm.
I spent the next twenty minutes explaining
the spreadsheets and read him the terms and
conditions again. Acceptance of the scheme
meant he could never return to work for the
university, not even as a consultant or independent contractor. There was no backing out
once you signed the agreement. He said he
more than understood.
The blue binder ended up in the ‘keep’ pile. Ted was
deliberating the next object as I left: the cactus plant
that lived on the windowsill. It had one prickly arm
raised as if waving hello.
Ted was one of only two academics interested in the scheme so far, and the only one
who had committed. Like his counterparts
in many universities around Australia, the
Vice Chancellor (VC) had identified we were
running high on salary spend. Costs needed to be reduced. Before heading down
the redundancy route, the VC proposed a
Voluntary Early Retirement Scheme (VERS)
and had it approved by the Australian Tax
Office (ATO). If you were of retirement age,
you could sign the agreement drafted by
Human Resources (HR) and, if eligible, you’d
receive a sizeable cash bonus for every year
you’d served (BRIBERY).
It was still being marketed as ‘refreshing the workforce’, though older employees had felt immediate-
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ly targeted. Bullied for not
keeping up with technology.
Punished for preferring tradi......... ................ tion. Still, a sizeable number
of administrative staff had signed up. The real difficulty
was convincing academics. Where an administrator heard
“you’re obsolete, so take the money”, an academic heard
“take the money and you’re obsolete.”
Adelaide’s a city of churches, and all our
academics thought they were God. When you
were an expert on a particular segment of the
universe, it was hard to believe anyone could
worship without you.
I returned to my cubicle in HR for my lunch break. My
colleague Jenna’s head popped over the divider.
················································································

“This is so exciting!” He sounded
so confident. “Retirement!”

“I can’t believe you’re doing in-person visits,” she moaned.
“Why can’t old people email you to discuss?”
I rolled my eyes and finished a mouthful of
salad before answering. “It’s too hard to explain
things via email. People don’t know what they
actually want to ask, so you end up with this
massive email chain that never ends.”
“How about the phone?”
“They don’t want to call in case their colleagues
overhear. If you don’t choose VERS after people
already know you’re interested, it’s like prematurely signalling that you’re done anyway. Line
up the successor now.”
“Okay, how about lodging a service ticket on askBoyle?”
Boyle Finniss, the namesake of the University,
was the first premier of South Australia. When
university leadership came up with the name
for the client service system, it was an invitation to jest. Ask Boyle Finniss if you can take
long service leave? Ask Boyle Finniss where to
find your payment summary? Ask Boyle Finniss
if you can bring your sick cat to work? Boyle
was long dead and probably wondering why
everyone was asking him all these questions.
I leaned back in my chair and pointed my fork at her. “You
know the askBoyle system is a piece of shit. The interface
is so clunky. Crashes my computer all the time.”
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She pulled a face. “Yeah, it is a piece of shit.
But I like the auto-reply. ‘We’ve received your
question and will get back to you in forty-eight
hours.’ It means I can sit on something for at
least forty hours.”
“How old are you? Twenty-five, right?” I shook my head and
smirked. “And they want to get rid of old people.”
Her head disappeared from view. I heard a
scrunch, and soon enough a balled up piece
of paper came sailing into my cubicle. “What’s
that?” I called out. “A page from the askBoyle
manual on how to reply faster?”
Jenna laughed wickedly. “Bitch, people used to type memos
on typewriters and send them by internal post. Only one
mail drop a day. askBoyle is just as fast.”
It was sad but true. Like a lot of realities around
here.
After lunch, I made my way across campus to the physics
building. It wasn’t the prettiest structure, having been built
in the sixties when brutalist architecture was in favour. It
was a bleak box of concrete, glass and steel. I particularly
hated the line of square, mustard panels that ran the length
of the front. Speckled linoleum marked up with black skid
marks replaced moss carpet.
It was my turn now to contribute, treading
down the eastern hallway searching for the
nameplate of associate professor Pendleton,
also known as Henny Penny. She had confided
in me last week when she’d been in Brisbane for
a conference. Though the phone line had been
a bit dodgy, cutting out at times, it became
clear she was planning to scheme the scheme
and knew I wouldn’t object.
She must’ve heard me approaching, because she spoke
as soon as I came into her line of sight. “You must be
Shannon? Come in, come in.” She beckoned to me from
her desk, though I could be forgiven for not seeing the
gesture in the dim office, her face only visible because
of the glow from two computer monitors. The shades
were drawn. “Close the door.”
It was weird approaching her because the
fluorescence from the monitors made her
look ethereal, her hair sandy white. I must’ve
reacted visibly because she was quick to
defend the darkness.
“My dear, I cannot have the sunshine ruining my maps!”
She pointed at the wall to her right.
There was also a poster on the wall behind
me I hadn’t noticed on the way in: a blue and
white portrait of Einstein. Harmless looking.
Had he been drained by the vampiric sun,
rescued too late?
“Of course,” I replied after a long pause. “That makes
complete sense.”
She narrowed her eyes in return. I wasn’t
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sure it mattered if we offended each other or not. I needed academics in the scheme,
......... ................ and she wanted a giant pay
packet.
“All right, missy,” she began, turning away from the computer to give me her full attention. “So, I’ve read the tax ruling,
and if I understand correctly, it doesn’t say I can’t go overseas and undertake paid engagements as a consultant
after I leave. I’d just be permanently retired from Boyle
Finniss University, is all.”
“Correct.”
“Good. Now show me the numbers.”
··············································································································································································································

The projections weren’t only
kaleidoscopic, they were
effective masks too. You
couldn’t see the rot under the
psychedelics. You couldn’t see
the money bleeding into the
Torrens River, or the morale
dissipating into the air.

We swapped seats and I found she’d opened a fresh Word
document. From memory, I typed out the payment figures
and applicable taxation. Then we switched back.
She kept me waiting as she stared at the screen
with a measured expression. I figured she was
either trying to reassure herself or was doing
complex calculations in her head. To pass
the time, I counted the books on the low shelf
next to me – many of them appeared to be
duplicates. Seven yellowed exam booklets
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from the eighties. Fourteen reports on string
theory, some with staples hanging from their
spines. Nine exam booklets from the noughties. All six editions of the American Journal of
Astronomy and Astrophysics from 2015. Then
on top of the shelf was a model rocket, along
with a cardboard box labelled ‘several Planets
and several Moons – do not remove’.
“This seems satisfactory,” my academic friend finally
declared. “HR will hear from me soon.”
“Excellent. We always like helping staff.”
I looked to the left before I rose. Mars was popping out
above the side of the box, its red curvature reminiscent of
an upside down mouth.
The centenary celebration on Sunday night
turned out to be a true spectacle. Specialist equipment had been brought in to project
colourful images onto the exterior of the Great
Hall, tinting it with a rotation of landscapes,
university history, prominent alumni and, of
course, Boyle Finniss. The crowd ooh-ed and
aah-ed, satisfied. Classical music soared full
and rich from the loudspeakers, with sound
clips of people praising the university imposed
at frequent intervals.
The projections weren’t only kaleidoscopic, they were
effective masks too. You couldn’t see the rot under the
psychedelics. You couldn’t see the money bleeding into
the River Torrens, or the morale dissipating into the air.
Adding to the mask of festivity, there was a fete
afterward with food trucks and a live band. I
thought of joining in the revelry, but despite
the day of the week, it still felt like a work party.
In fact, I’d been invited to an impromptu riverside catch up with my colleagues and I simply
couldn’t stomach the idea.
Instead I headed back in the direction of the bus shelter
on the main road, noticing a line had already formed up
ahead. It wasn’t until the next bus arrived and the line
shuffled down that I recognised the man on the end of
the bench. His head was bowed.
I went over to him. “Professor Altman?”
He was slow to look up, as if a pulley controlled his
neck, jerking with each tug. His face was swollen from
crying. There was an extended moment where he looked
at me blankly before recognition changed his features
and he let out a low wail.
“Audrey?” he managed to get out.
“Are you okay?”
The way he spoke next was unnatural, like
the dubbing in a foreign film. The setting
was right. The lighting was right. But the
soundtrack was all wrong.
“No one tried to stop me, Audrey,” he said. “No one told
me to stay.”
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Hypatia is remembered first and foremost for her blood
and her beauty. She was a philosopher and perhaps
the greatest mathematician of her time in the late third
and early fourth century CE. She was a prominent figure
at the Library of Alexandria. She was the daughter of
another mathematician, Theon, who’s remembered through
his annotations and commentaries on the key mathematical and astronomical texts coming to us from Euclid
and Ptolemy.
Although sources tell us she was of great mathematical and philosophical talent, none of her original
work’s been passed down to us. Everything we have of
her is mediated through the men in and after her life.
Interventions in her father’s work; letters from students
(Synesius, Herculianus, Cyrene et al); descriptions of her
life and death from Socrates Scholasticus, John of Nikiu,
Damascius.
She lectures from her home and from the museum where she grew up. She preaches the word
of ‘divine geometry’, ‘holy philosophy’. Her
father lectures on these things too, but she’s
better. Men come to listen; some have travelled
across the empire.
Her biography is told and retold endlessly. With each telling there’s some new moral to her end. In John Toland’s
concisely titled Hypatia: Or, The History of a Most Beautiful,
Most Vertuous, Most Learned and Every Way Accomplish’d
Lady; who was Torn to Pieces by the Clergy of Alexandria,
to Gratify the Pride, Emulation, and Cruelty of Their Archbishop, Commonly But Undeservedly Styled St. Cyril, her
death epitomises the ‘dishonour’ brought to Christianity
by canonisation of men such as Cyril, who he puts at her
death’s centre. “How insufferable a burlesquing of God and
man is it to revere so ambitious, so turbulent, so perfidious,
so cruel a man as a Saint?”
For others, her death symbolises the temporary
ascension of faith over reason. For John Draper, a
nineteenth-century photochemist, Hypatia was a “valiant defender of science against religion”. Philosopher
and mathematician Bertrand Russell remarked how,
after her death, “Alexandria was no longer troubled
by philosophers”.
She starts to leave the room where she
teaches but a student stops her, blocks
the doorway with his body. He says he is
in love with her and asks or expects her to
reciprocate. He’s not the first. She gives a
non-committal answer and he leaves. What
is the difference between her and Theon?
Why is he seen as father figure and she
as mere flesh? His body gave rise to her
body; her features and mind mirror his. In
his age, he has even gained breasts. The
only difference is her monthly blood
Of late, she has become an icon of women’s rights
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and struggle, her name lending itself to a Greek journal
of feminist studies and an
......... ................ American journal of feminist
philosophy. In a piece for the latter, feminist writer Ursule
Molinaro describes her death as marking “the end of a time
when women were still appreciated for the brain under their
hair... an era beyond which [Hypatia] had no desire to live”.
Rora Jacobacci writes in a lift-out for The Arithmetic
Teacher how “with her passing there was no other woman
mathematician of importance until the eighteenth century”,
and this is largely true, although I would perhaps amend
the ending to “that we know of”, as history’s often less
kind to women (see Rosalind Franklin). An equally accurate statement is that until Hypatia’s birth there’d been
no recorded woman mathematician of importance at all.
She wakes. Her night’s been fitful, a building rage bubbling through her dreams. She is
decided. She takes the rag from between her
legs. The blood was heavy last night, after
starting two days ago. She folds the cloth,
careful to arrange it so the corners align and
the red sits inside.
As women enter new fields we give our blood. We work
hard to prove ourselves worthy of the places our male
peers can expect. We put ourselves through isolation and
alienation we wouldn’t experience in other fields. I’ve lost
count of the men who’ve repeated my words back to me
as their own.
She takes a wooden crate and fills it with what
she needs for the day. Her hands run across
the scrolls of Papyrus, the strange curves of
astronomical models and finally the folded
linen. She walks into the next room and waits
for her class to arrive. They arrive in dribs and
drabs. He sits in the front row, face full of
confidence.
A female lecturer is asked to speak on why it’s great to be
a woman in maths.
“Is it great to be a woman in maths?”
“No, but I do it so they give me money, and with the
money I can buy wine, and with the wine it is less shit to
be a woman in maths.”
When they are all seated she begins to speak
and the students quiet. “Can one of you explain
to me Plotinus’ beliefs on the matter of Eros?”
A smattering of hands.
She chooses arbitrarily. “He said that
man must not chase bodies he finds beautiful.” Her admirer’s face falters. She urges the
student on.
“He said that a man who clings to beautiful bodies without letting go sinks to where
intellect has no delight.”
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A male lecturer spends a whole tutorial questioning whether
it’s really all that important for there to be more women
in maths. “I just don’t know... you haven’t convinced me.”
“Yesterday, one of you forgot what I have told
you of Plotinus, or perhaps had never listened
in the first place.” As she speaks she finds the
cloth with her hands and teases at its edges.
She throws it, metallic with her menstrual
blood into his face. “This is what you really love
my young man, but you do not love beauty for
its own sake.”
In Australia only thirty per cent of maths students, twenty-eight per cent of staff, and just nine per cent of high-level academics are women. In May 2016, the University
of Melbourne’s School of Mathematics and Statistics
announced three female-only academic positions in an
attempt to change this statistic. The news was welcomed
but not universally, not even by female academics. The
argument against these positions is that while they may
institutionally improve the gender balance in maths, it’s
not fair to ask individuals to hold them. Women employed
in these roles will likely be stigmatised for it, seen as less
deserving of their job than those (men) who’ve ‘earned’
their gender-neutral positions.
The day it happens she wakes up. She washes
her body, although she doesn’t need to so
much anymore. She has reached the age where
her menses have stopped. In a sense this feels
like a step towards bodily transcendence, but
the aches and pains that have set upon her
balance it out.
In the 2009 film Agora, Hypatia is depicted urging her
pupils “We are brothers! We are brothers”, although in
reality she’s nobody’s brother. In a letter to another of
her students, Herculianus frankly admits that he scorns
women. He does not need to excuse Hypatia from
this because he and his correspondents have already
mentally excised her from the realms of womanhood.
They call her “blessed”, her utterances “oracular”, her
hands “sacred”. They can respect Hypatia because they
see her as too otherworldly to be truly female.
The day it happens they collect tiles and
oyster shells. They collect flames. They
collect rumours that she’s corrupted the
prefect Orestes’ mind against Cyril – that
she’s a pagan, a witch.
I never particularly saw myself studying maths. I still
can’t if I’m honest, not that I don’t enjoy it. Mathematics comes with such an intensely masculine culture
that I find it hard to identify my place within it. There’s
a romantic infatuation with elitism and tradition that
goes hand-in-hand with a sense of institutionalised
bro-ness. Lecturers insisting their subject should be
hard after more than half their students fail, refusing
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to record lecture material for
students who may not be able
to make a class and waxing
......... ................ on endlessly about the joys
of blackboards and their Erdös number.
They collect discontent and rage.
I’ve had two female lecturers and one female tutor across
the fourteen maths subjects I’ve taken so far.
Her carriage
Fingers
pull at
is her
stopped
clothes
and
and
she’s
flesh,
forced
clawing.
out.
She is stripped

The streets swell with the metallic stench
of a violent death.
“It’s just that most girls who study maths are ugly or Asian.”
To be clear I am the latter, and perhaps the former,
although from the surprise in this line’s delivery I gather
I pass as neither.
She’s torn limb from limb. Her beautiful body
rendered to blood, bones and flesh, then
burnt. Why do biographies always mention
her beauty? Is it to create juxtaposition? Is it
intended to contrast with her gory death or
her high-minded intellectual pursuits? Does it
somehow enhance her innocence, the violence
of her end? Its details are muddled, uncertain.
They compete for brutality.
We know very little about Hypatia, yet say much. She’s
become more myth than reality and perhaps that’s the
point. We go through stories in search of ourselves, or I
do anyway.
When I was young my mother told me myths. Each
summer we’d buy a pomegranate and cut it into quarters.
We’d sit on the carpet, picking out the jewels that stained
our nails and the plaque on our teeth. Her red mouth
would tell me the story of Persephone. In ancient Greece,
Persephone
Demeter,
Goddess
was often
of Harvest.
worshipped
Her father,
alongside
Zeus,
her
was
mother
irrelevant. When she was young, Persephone was kidnapped
by Hades as she collected flowers from the fields.
He took her to the underworld and presented her with a
feast. From the feast she ate only six pomegranate seeds,
which she thought would go unnoticed. They didn’t. Eating
food of the underworld condemns you to its depths. Demeter wasassoshe
fallow
ravaged
searched
by her
desperately
loss thatfor
sheher
letdaughter.
the earth The
fall
devastation was so great that eventually Hades was forced
to make a deal: for each seed that had passed through her
lips was a month underground, a month of unruly weather.
Perhaps it sounds far fetched, but my mother’s words
felt likeover
freeze
a story
the earth
aboutifus.
I were
An annual
lost. reminder that she’d
All my life I’ve grounded myself in these figures, –
women I can use as mirrors and meaning-makers. As I
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grew older I had to reach further and further, faster and
faster. The women I’m told to idolise are all barely older
than I am or else died young. Our heroines don’t grow old.
As she’s reduced to gore, her life is reduced to
what it’s supposed to represent. We don’t know
the date of her birth, though she’s thought to
have been between forty and sixty at the time
of her death (not that fictionalised accounts
represent her as such). She died on March 8,
415 CE. We know her beliefs only as cause
of death.
I can only see Hypatia through the multiplicity of lenses
that have analysed her life before I did, each adding new
hues of red that together muddy to brown.
Hypatia didn’t die so that I might identify with her or
take some lesson from her passing. She had a life completely independent from the ardent atheists, champions of
science and frustrated female maths students who would
follow. No life is truly imbued with external meaning; only
the stories we tell of them are.
Persephone is in the underworld the day Hypatia arrives. She embraces her and in my mind
they are friends, allies in myth.
Are these stories more important than a life, cut short?
No. But they are important, still.
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Once, I remember eating of a jar of
honey. A whole jar of honey. A bee
was watching me, and I felt like it
was judging me. It was. I did poorly.
(I got a B minus.)
You see, it was that bee’s honey. Not all of it, obviously. Obviously. But… about a seventeen-hundredth –
one seventeen-hundredth of that jar of honey – was the
bee’s. So I congratulated it on its efforts and tried to leave…
but it made me stay, made me stay and eat all of it, all
of the honey.
By the final spoonful, my throat was like fully deflated
bubble-wrap. I cried.
I’m not sure if my tears pumped up its pride, or else
made it feel guilty for force-feeding me the honey from the jar.
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It could well have been a cruel mixture of both. Me, I just
kept crying. Crying, sobbing, gulping down all of the honey,
full spoon by spoonful, until there was nothing, nothing
left in the jar but a few smears the spoon couldn’t reach.
Again, I thought it was all over. Again, I was all wrong.
The bee smirked, as much as bees can smirk. It made
me break the jar and lick all of the remaining honey off of
all of the frightening shards. All of them.
My tongue, failing to manoeuvre round the edges,
bleeding. The bee willing me on until my spirit, more broken than the jar, gave way to my fear, and I squashed it.
The bee. I squashed the bee, not the honey jar. The bee.
I felt a moment of calm relief – but no. No. I shouldn’t
have dropped my guard.
No. The bee’s family, sensing that their relative had
been very freshly eradicated, swarmed up right beside
me and unexpectedly lifted me into the air, chanting their
nefarious buzzes. I felt my body sagging with honey, my
mouth spraying with blood as they flew me to their hives,
ready for sacrifice.
The Queen Bee was dressed in her ceremonial robes
(just three more stripes than usual) and was positioned
in the central comb of the smaller main hive, glaring. The
swarm dropped me at her feet, and as I struggled to mine
she knocked me down with her mighty left upper wing and
shat honey on my face – which, at this point, now had blood,
tears and honey all intermingling to make something that
looked a bit like pâté yet tasted like the exact opposite.
I was silent. The hive, too, was silent. But, almost
immediately, a subdued buzzing began, growing louder
and louder as I felt the bees around me once more, once
more engulfing my flesh. I closed my eyes, my essence
sensing the now-familiar fluff of the bees on my skin, the
distressing, the bloody distressing gentleness of their
legs gripping me, not tightly tightly, but tightly enough
to signal their hold. I knew it would be unwise for me
to flail even the most minutely, so I kept severely still.
Severely still. Apart from the encapsulatingness of the
buzz of the swarm, it was silent all around.
Suddenly, my mouth felt alarmingly alive once
more – but this time it wasn’t the blood, or the honey.
It was… more bees.
The bees were entering my throat, one by one.
Those that weren’t entering my throat began pinning
me down, but I couldn’t do anything even if they weren’t pinning me down; the hypnotic stare of The Queen
immobilised me utterly, utterly. Single file, straight down
my oesophagus, entering my body and dispersing quite
evenly among every inch of my insides. I couldn’t even
scream.
For hours they went in, one bee at a time, not
ever stopping, no, never stopping, the line continuing
and moving on, continuing and continuing. The Queen,
transfixing. The buzz, haunting. Until, finally, there
were no more bees left in the hive but The Queen, The
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Queen who still focused her
magnificent glare right into
my eyes (there were bees in
......... ................ there too, but she wasn’t looking at them – at least not directly).
Seconds passed, maybe. And then I felt I was involuntarily getting closer towards the entrance of the hive,
creeping, slightly raised off the floor. The bees who were
inside me… were moving me. The Queen followed us all
to the hive’s side opening and gave me one, final, push.
I was but ready to fall, but I but hovered. The bees that
were spread across the entire internal area of my body
were keeping me totally afloat. I was bloody flying, even
though I – me – wasn’t the one doing the flying. That was
utterly the bees.
Yes, despite being completely held up in the air, I
was still helpless. I could not move myself myself – it was
the bees who were flying me. And they flew me onwards,
way away from the hive. Their buzzing filling my brain,
just as they had filled my body. I couldn’t at all tell where
they were taking me, or what I could have done if I did at
all know. And I sure as hell didn’t have any means of any
protesting – not at all.
········································································································································

The swarm dropped me at
her feet, and as I struggled
to mine she knocked me down
with her mighty left upper
wing and shat honey on my
face

Nonetheless, to pass the time, I tried counting all the bees
by feeling where they touched me from the inside, but each
time I lost count at thirty-seven, and, eventually, gave up.
Finally, they slowed down, themselves and me, above
what looked like it might be possibly an abandoned field.
(It was. An abandoned field.) Were they… going to set me
free? I shut my eyes once more and braced, braced for a
landing – but, somehow, it didn’t feel like there was one.
And, yeah, when I opened my eyes, I found I hadn’t moved
at all. I was still suspended above the bloody field at the
exact spot they had stopped.
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The buzz buzzing buzz buzz of the innumerable bees sounded ever more savagely in my ears, ever more savagely as
I floated in stillness.
···································································································································

I was but ready to fall,
but I but hovered. The bees
that were spread across
the entire internal area
of my body were keeping
me totally afloat.
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Suddenly – suddenly, I felt it. A soft pressure in me on
every spot of me in me, pushing outwards from in me,
like the bees were trying to exit from out of, and through,
my skin, from in me. The outward motion grew and grew
and I felt my skin and organs stretching, stretching with
every second, every instant, every instantaneous instance
of every bee.
The pain increased. I wasn’t sure how long my skin
would hold. The bees exerted themselves and contorted
me, my body, into an excruciating balloon. Oh but an
excruciating balloon. And then, with a horrifying splatsquelch-splurch that was loud enough to drown out all
the buzz for just one second, just one, terrible, second,
my body burst open out and boom, the bees flew out.
Raging through the soft-summer-night-like
air, they continued their meek individual trajectories
before quickly, slowly, congregating once more into
their ominous swarm. Pulsating. Watching as the wet
slimy fragments of my up-until-recently-unexploded-but-now-recently-exploded body hurtled through
the sky, right through the sky, to end up spattered dully
over the grass below. They lingered as if in ha-ha mock
mourning and then made their collective ways back to
their hive to rest, and to get ready for their next meaty
victim. All over. All wrong.
And so, if you – if you ever encounter a broken
jar of honey in the street, please, please remember my
peril. Remember my absolute bloody terror. And remember – please, remember – that you – may – very, very
well – be – breathing in – the soul – of a man – burst,
quite literally burst – burst open… by bees.
BEE END
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This was once a town. These words
don’t place you on the precipice of
a crater and ask you to imagine a
hamlet. Nor do they mourn simpler
times in a city buffeted by traffic and
pedestrians. Rather, these words,
along with these marks of punctuation, were once a town. The full stop
that is to come was a pothole on the
main street. Though it now concludes
that sentence, it used to be routinely
avoided by fat-knuckled men in utes
and young boys on bicycles who
became fat-knuckled men in utes.
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Anxiety and doubt were incubated. The mayor, once
an eloquent advocate for the transformation, became
as vague as the afternoon moon. Apropos of nothing
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......... .................. ......... ......... ....
1. Robert Croft voted in favour but lived beyond the limits of the town
proper. His absence may be recognised in the undertow by certain readers.
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This may be the beginning, yet beginnings are often marked
in retrospect. So while this is the opening, it isn’t the
‘Welcome to’ sign, which was rarely passed by those who
lived within it.
Let’s say that, from the outset, becoming literature was a decision the townspeople made
in desperation, but of sound mind. There was
a debate of sorts, but instead of stating their
case for the immutability of the written word,
the affirmative staged a piece where two lovers
became question marks as they chatted at a
window. A public vote passed with a landslide
majority, eliciting ironic chuckles from the families who lived on the hill above the town. Of
those opposed, some considered leaving. Yet
given the courage required to author a life, in
the end they all remained and were content to
let that life be written around them.1 You might
think it strange to declare there was cowardice
and lethargy in those final days, and it is. This
may be felt in the paper stock.
On the evening of the decision there was great celebration.
Trestle tables and camping chairs were arranged along
the main street and sweet champagne was sipped from
tin mugs. The owner of the fish and chip shop brought out
thirty paper nests filled with the maximum order of chips
and though largely batter, everyone said they were the
best they had ever tasted.
The grocer, Mr Bertieri, brought his ukulele
and performed what he said were traditional
folk songs. The lyrics were in fact the names
of his old lovers and the places he’d slept with
them, yet it had been decided that only a few
memories common to many would be included,
and those only in the endnotes.
When the chips were gone and Mr Bertieri had broken
the skin of his middle and index fingers, everyone
returned home. While some thought they should leave
the street a mess for a digressive, modern quality, others
said they would prefer a tidier, classical approach.
Enough decisions had already been made, however,
and no one felt sufficiently compelled to do anything
about it. As they walked to their cars and their homes,
the head of the Rotary reminded the women to assign
each room a verb.
And yet it didn’t happen that evening, or the
next. The extra break here is their waiting.
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he would curse “You faulknerchaucer!” and surprise a
bench with his fist. His daugh......... ................ ter, a beauty among the most
poetic turns of phrase, sat opposite their bookshelf and
ground her teeth to chalk.
··············································································································································

These words, along with these
marks of punctuation, were
once a town. The full stop that
is to come was a pothole on
the main street.

On the second night of waiting, their housekeeper, Miss
Thomas, stole into the backyard to bury a photo of her
sister. Yet there were to be no illustrations, as it was decided that such things are better imagined. Even the cover,
as you can see, is purely typographical. As punishment
for her attempts at design, Miss Thomas later appears as
a grammatical error.
There are things she should have seen that
night as she made a divot with a trowel, and
things she could not. Things she could not have
seen: the water clotting to ink in the tanks that
leaned like drunks into houses, and the collapse
of the vineyards that slouched from the northern edge of town, where spoiled grapes rolled
into colons. Things she should have noticed:
the garden’s chatter of lemon, olive and violet
muted by shades of black and white so soft
they were barely suggestions of themselves,
and Edward Lake skulking to the window to
watch the mayor’s sleeping daughter wheeze
clouds of chalk onto her chin.
Edward had thought to flee, had packed his things and
sat on the verandah of his family’s home rehearsing what
he would say to convince the mayor’s daughter to go
with him. Cigarette after cigarette, all he could conjure
was a stilted march of adverbs. (His unrealised ambitions
crouched into parentheses.)
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Perhaps this is where all this belongs, for the history of
the town was nothing more than an adjustment to ever-diminishing aspirations. The misfortunes strewn between
its founding and the transformation are many and varied
and almost appeared here in a list, each bullet point a rivet
from the unfinished railway lines that lay to the south. Yet
there was one reason above all for the transformation:
what came to be called “missing time” around dinner
tables or “the sprint of seasons” in council chambers. As
its causes were never determined, the phenomenon was
wholly attributed to lucklessness.
But town pride surged to fill the gaps left by
luck. Pride kept generations tethered to the
same loop of streets long after it was hopeless, and pride led them to preserve what was
being lost to time in a form they were told
was timeless.
On the day of the transformation, the town librarian, Mr Ellis,
awoke to find a consonant on his left cornea and a vowel
on his right. “This is what it is to see the world through
literature,” he said to his wife, and she replied that she
could see an f and an a. For the first time in many years,
they made love. What is not clear here is the smoke that
plumed from their mouths as they lay on their backs and
waited for the sky to close on top of them.
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Their phone rang all afternoon. Friends – each with
letters in their vision – had pressing questions about
structure and literary movements. Edith Bromley wanted
to be in the bath when it happened so that she might be
canonised in her favourite place, but her husband Edgar
worried that the ink would run and the pages would
mat. After a heated discussion in which Edgar ran the
telephone directory under the tap and tore it in half, they
decided to seek Mr Ellis’ advice. But the librarian and
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Even the cover, as
you can see, is purely
typographical. As
punishment for her
attempts at design,
Miss Thomas later appears
as a grammatical error.
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his wife were content to let
their phone trill into ellipses.
Brian Silver’s call is one they
......... ................ would have picked up, had
they known. Brian, who had lived alone all
his life, began to feel the weight and inconsequence of an infinite solitude. To prevent
becoming a disconnected thread or non-sequitur, he hoped he might join Mr and Mrs Ellis at
the time of what Mr Ellis called “the publishing”.
But he needn’t have worried, for though he sat
alone in the church vestibule as it happened,
the cobwebs that came loose and fell upon
him like lace didn’t dress him as a superfluous
thread, but the cotton one that binds these
pages. And as young couples reclined into
hyphens, twenty-year marriages shrugged into
quotation marks and all affairs rumpled into a
single asterisk, you may believe this exalts his
solitude, holding devotion and lust in contempt.
However, close this for a moment and examine
the imprint at the foot of the spine; there you
will see the joys of companionship in the glory
of gold foil.
······························································································································

Though he sat alone in
the church vestibule as it
happened, the cobwebs that
came loose and fell upon him
like lace didn’t dress him as a
superfluous thread, but the
cotton one that binds these
pages.

The spine itself was a telegraph pole that stood sentry
over Mrs Millikan those last evenings as she stood in her
yard and misremembered John Keats. She stood there as
one-half of something to be said, as though she expected a word to pull into her driveway. In her apron pocket
was a dictionary studied and measured like a map, and
on her bedside table a list of words that rhymed with her
daughter’s name. As her daughter and her daughter’s
classmates were in bed, dreaming in flannelette and curling
into commas, Mrs Millikan tied a thick red ribbon around
her wrist that is the finial on the e of love.
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You may detect a trace of melancholy here, but the tragedy is not in the angst of the subjects at the penultimate
moment, or in generations of misfortune. The tragedy is not
that the semi-literate were swindled by terms they took to
be scientific rather than literary, nor that they misunderstood the relationship between literature and loss. Nor is
it even that words, rather than radiant with denotations,
lay here as they were put down, stubborn as ruins. The
tragedy – though that may overstate it – is that the town
thought they had enough material for a novel, and no one
had bothered to think of a story.
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sentry over Mrs Millikan
those last evenings as
she stood in her yard and
misremembered John
Keats.
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It was late afternoon by the time the
Yowie left the forest and began making his way towards the town below.
Already, only a few footsteps from
the safety of the gum trees, he felt
anxious. What if the townspeople
didn’t like him? What if they thought
him too tall? Too hairy? Too yellow-toothed? There was also the possibility that at the first sight of him
they’d drop what they were doing and
hunt him, in cars and on foot, firing
their guns until he lay dead in some
paddock or ditch.
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The whole thing was a risk, no question.
But how much loneliness could one soul be expected
to bear? It had been – how long had it been since he’d
discovered Big Blue by the stream, her body savaged by
dogs as she’d gathered the morning’s water? He’d lost
track. The only thing he knew for certain was that his life
of solitude since her death had become unbearable. Yes,
in a way she was still with him. He’d cleaned her out, on
the night of her murder, and in his grief stuffed her hulking
body with grass and pebbles and the purple flowers she
was always bending to smell. She was up there now, in
the darkness of their cave, perched on her chair of rocks.
But how he pined for living, breathing company.
The Yowie reached the bottom of the hill and
lumbered through the industrial estate on the
edge of the town. Factories glimmered in the
sun. A giant chimney belched smoke into the
sky. The Yowie looked left and right, searching
for his first potential companion and soul mate.
But there was no one.
Soon he entered a street lined with peeling white houses.
Readying himself, he practised the words, those human
words the men greeted each other with whenever they
came into the forest to hunt or camp. “Gidday, mate,” he
said, extending a furry arm and shaking an imaginary hand.
“Gidday, mate. Gidday, mate. Gidday.”
When he heard a rustling sound in a yard two
houses up, the Yowie sucked in a breath and
quickened his stride.
“Gidday, mate,” he said, arriving at a low fence. He offered
a friendly hand.
A dog exploded from the bushes, almost taking
his hand with it.
The Yowie tumbled backwards onto the grass. The small
brown and white dog went on barking and baring its
teeth, hurling itself at the fence.
Despite his size, the Yowie used violence
against other living creatures only when
absolutely necessary. Big Blue, until her
death, had been their primary hunter, leaving him to maintain the cave and forage for
fruit. But as he sat there, knocked on his
backside, something dark and ugly boiled
over. He gritted his teeth. He rose to his
feet. He went to the fence and clubbed
the animal on the head – hard, as hard as
he could. There was a shattering of bone
and the dog yelped, collapsing to the dirt.
The Yowie came suddenly back into his skin. His anxious
fingers crowded his lips.
“Little Benji? You okay out there?” It was a
man’s voice, calling from inside the house.
“Little Benji?” Footsteps pounded the floorboards.
The Yowie took off, keeping watch over his shoulder.
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“Little Benji?” The front door
smacked open.
The Yowie ran, sweat beading
......... ................ the fur of his panicked face.
“Little Benji?! Dear God, Little Benji, no!”
When he dared look back, the Yowie saw an
unusually tall white car approaching. He slowed
to a walk, trying to act casual. At his back the
car braked, then stopped, right beside him.
There was a hiss and a door opened. The Yowie
turned slowly to meet his fate.
“You off to the ball, mate?” A grey-haired man with a highpitched voice sat behind the wheel. In the seats were as
many potential companions and soul mates as the Yowie
could count on both hands. They paid him no particular
attention, absorbed in their phones. “The Desperate and
Dateless, mate. That’s where you’re headed, right? We’re
running free shuttle buses there all day.”
The Yowie looked in the direction he’d come.
The man was on his nature strip now, cradling
a dark bundle in his arms.
The Yowie stepped on board. “Gidday, mate.” He offered
the driver his hand.
The driver reached out and shook it. “Shit,
you’re a big bloke, aren’t ya? Better watch
your head. Low ceiling in here.”
Before the Yowie could think of finding a seat, the door
clapped shut and the car sped off. The driver took a sharp
turn and the Yowie toppled into a seat. Beside him was a
man. He was fully grown, but compared to the Yowie he
seemed the size of a child. He wore boots, jeans and a
·······························································································································

He gritted his teeth. He
rose to his feet. He went to
the fence and clubbed the
animal on the head – hard,
as hard as he could.

collared shirt buttoned down to reveal a tuft of brown chest
hair. When he noticed the Yowie fall in alongside him, he
delved into the esky at his feet. Passing him a can of beer,
the man said, “Here’s cheers to tonight, mate.”
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The man’s name was Nathan. As the car weaved through
the streets picking up more passengers, the Yowie listened
as Nathan explained his recent break-up with long-time
girlfriend Cassie. She was a top chick, he said, but they
were on different paths. She’d wanted to leave for the
city, to study a course Nathan could barely pronounce let
alone understand. So they’d gone their separate ways.
That was only two weeks ago, but already he was looking
to get back in the game. “Best just to rip off the scab and
jump back into it I reckon.” Finishing his can, he opened
the esky and produced another. “What about you, mate?
I’m guessing you’ve been single a while.” He looked the
Yowie up and down. “Yeah, a real long while.”
At that the Yowie sat his can on the floor and
hurried into the aisle. Stooped beneath the ceiling, he went into the story he’d been rehearsing
for days. He presented Nathan with an image
of Big Blue, pointing to himself and cupping
his hands at his chest to indicate breasts. Next
he crouched, placing Big Blue at the stream,
which he signalled with a gurgling sound and
snaking of his hand. Then, the dogs. The Yowie
became them, launching into a barrage of
ferocious barking. At the stream he cowered,
he screamed, he fell. He pointed to himself a
second time. Making a pillow of his hands, he
pretended to snore. When he opened his eyes,
it was with horror. He burst from the cave. But
it was too late. He indicated this to Nathan
with a sad sweep of his hands. Then it was
over, and the Yowie stood catching his breath.
He looked to Nathan for a response.
Nathan looked up from his phone. “Shit, sorry,
mate. Didn’t catch any of that. Had to answer a text
from Brock.”
Disappointed, the Yowie retook his seat.
“Hey, I’m really sorry to hear that. About your partner.”
The Yowie turned. Across the aisle, one row back, a
young woman with wavy shoulder-length brown hair
smiled kindly at him. Her eyes were sky blue, and in
her flowery dress he saw all the multi-shaded greens
of the forest. Her skin was almost indecently pink and
hairless, but overall she was pretty – for a human.
“Those dogs. They’ll have been the pit bulls
let go when the bans were introduced.
Some people shouldn’t be allowed to own
animals.” She wrapped her arms over the
seat in front. “But are you sure you’re ready
for this? I bet you’re still in a lot of pain.”
“Hey, Vic!” Nathan called out. “Drop us at Brock’s joint,
will ya?”
GOING DOWN SWINGING 38
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The Yowie smiled, accepting the drink. Up ahead, the tall
buildings of the town centre came into view.
He was on his way.
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Looking into the mirror, the
driver said he was under strict
instructions not to do any
......... ................ drop-offs until after the ball.
“Drop us off, Vic. It’s just up here on the left.”
“I told you, Nathan—”
“Give you ten bucks.”
The car started pulling over.
Nathan picked up his esky and stood. “Righty-O,
mate. Going into Brock’s for a few pre-gamers.
You coming?”
The Yowie looked to the woman. She smiled, sinking back
into her seat. “It’s okay. You go. I’ll see you at the ball, yeah?”
He nodded enthusiastically.
··························································································

“Gidday,” the Yowie
said, smiling at no
one in particular.

Collecting his can, the Yowie followed Nathan from the
car and along the driveway of a house that even to his
untrained eye was a ruin. Car parts and two rusted cages
searched for daylight above a tangle of grass. One of the
house’s windows was covered with a cardboard sheet.
There were bottles everywhere.
“Oh hey, about Brock.” Nathan stopped at the
door. “He’s still a bit down after what happened
with the girls. Ignore him if he’s snappy. Okay?”
The Yowie nodded absently, still thinking about the woman
in the car.
As soon as Nathan stepped inside there was
a collective cry of “Naaaaath!” But when the
Yowie ducked under the doorway and entered,
the pack of similarly dressed men fell silent. The
only sound was the drone of a man commentating a horse race.
“Gidday,” the Yowie said, smiling at no one in particular.
One of the men stepped forward. He was big – not quite
as big as the Yowie – but big for a human. He was thick
too, and barrel-chested.
“Gidday, mate.” The Yowie extended his hand.
The man ignored it. “The fuck are you?”
The Yowie looked to Nathan for help. “He’s all
right, Brock.” Nathan sat his esky down. “He’s
come from the forest for the ball. His missus
died. I think.”
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It was an effort to keep the revulsion from his face.
“That slip down okay, mate?” Brock smirked.
The Yowie nodded. As if to prove it he took another sip.
“Nice one.” Brock slapped him on the shoulder, then
walked on. “Drink up, big man. And welcome to town.
It’s sure to be a ripper night.”
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One time recently the
Yowie crept into a camp
while the men were away.
He’d unzipped their tents
and peeked inside. He’d
flipped through their
newspapers, traced an
inquisitive finger along
their utes and fourwheel drives
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“You that Yowie bloke are ya?” said Brock. “Yeah, reckon
I’ve seen you a few times up there on fishing trips, spying
on us through the trees. So your missus died did she? And
now you’ve come to try your luck at the ball?”
“He’s off to a good start so far,” Nathan said.
“Had a nice conversation going with Special K
on the bus. She seemed pretty keen.”
The other men gave a low cheer and looked to Brock.
“What’d I miss?” Nathan said.
“I was just telling the boys that I’ve got my eye on Special K
for tonight. But it’s all good. Katie’s a big girl, she’ll make
up her own mind.” Brock took a swig of his beer. “So. You
having a drink or what?” Brock pointed to the unopened
beer in the Yowie’s hand. He’d forgotten he was holding it.
One time recently the Yowie crept into a camp
while the men were away. He’d unzipped their
tents and peeked inside. He’d flipped through
their newspapers, traced an inquisitive finger
along their utes and four-wheel drives. He’d
even stolen a small radio, the hum of voices
keeping him company through the long nights.
Before he left, he’d lifted the lid from an esky.
Inside were cans of beer. Curious, he’d picked
one up. He’d opened it easy enough, having
seen the men do it countless times. But no
sooner had the beer entered his mouth than he
spat it out. It was like drinking dirty dam water.
The prospect of tasting beer again wasn’t good. But what
could he do? Refuse? Not with Brock and the others watching. So, after cracking it open with a chink, the Yowie raised
the can to his lips and drank.
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Big Blue would have been
proud. Not only did he weather the initial confrontation
......... ................ with Brock, but soon he’d
made contact with all the men, shaking hands, saying
gidday, fielding questions about the dimensions of his
cave. He supposed the beer helped. At first he’d had to
force it down, taking sips now and then only to keep up
appearances. But by the time he reached the end he was
feeling good. And the taste wasn’t nearly as bad as he’d
first thought. He crushed the empty can in his hands,
as he’d seen the others do. Almost immediately Nathan
swooped in with another.
The men talked excitedly about the ball. Buses
were coming from far and wide, they said.
Bringing talent, lots and lots of talent. Eager
talent, too, being a Desperate and Dateless.
And there was a new feature this year: the
crowning of a king and queen. Winners received
a hundred bucks and a meat tray. The Yowie
laughed along, even though he didn’t quite
follow everything being said.
···················································································································

With a sinking feeling the
Yowie knew what he ought
to do, what Yowie tradition
demanded he do.

Brock handed him his next beer, then asked the Yowie to
follow him. Wary, he trailed Brock along a hallway littered
with clothes. At a door near the back Brock stopped. “My
girls,” he said in a choked voice, then ushered the Yowie
inside.
He almost spat his beer.
It was them. The dogs. Leaping out from a frame on the
wall. There were only two of them, but they were the same
stocky beasts that had killed Big Blue.
“Here they are, mate. Luce and Trixie.” At the
wall Brock drew a finger along the heads of
his tongue-lolling dogs. “Fucken government,
mate. Banned ‘em. Banned the lot of ‘em. All
because of their breed, as if every pittie’s a
kid-killing monster. So I had to let the girls go.
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No way was I giving them up. Same as a bunch
of mates of mine. Actually, we released them
up your way. You haven’t seen them, have you?”
With a sinking feeling the Yowie knew what he ought to do,
what Yowie tradition demanded he do. This man had to be
punished for his role in her death. But why? What would
it achieve? Nothing, that’s what it would achieve. And in
the process he’d give up all the gains he’d made so far.
Besides, wasn’t this exactly what he’d promised himself
on the way down – that he’d do whatever it took to fit in?
··············································································

Looking up, the Yowie was
almost shocked to see
the forest in the distance.
Moonlight washed its
treetops like milk.
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Stepping forward, the Yowie placed a comforting hand on
Brock’s shoulder.
Brock looked at him, his brown eyes full of
surprise. “Oh thanks, mate. Thought you might
appreciate this, seeing you’ve recently lost
your girl too.”
The Yowie managed a weak smile.
Back in the lounge he quickly downed two
beers. In no time he was laughing again with
the men, tapping a foot to music firing from
a stereo.
Soon Brock cried, “Time for the ball, ladies!”
The entourage spilt from the house and into the warm,
starry night. In his excitement the Yowie hoisted Nathan
onto his shoulders, carrying him towards the music and
bright lights of the town centre. As soon as they came
within view of the double-storey hotel where the ball
was being held, someone called for a piss break. Next
thing they were gathered at a fence, pissing.
Looking up, the Yowie was almost shocked
to see the forest in the distance. Moonlight
washed its treetops like milk. He pictured
Big Blue, sitting emptied of everything but
sticks and stones and flowers, her unblinking eyes staring forever into the darkness of
their cave. How many nights had he done
it: laid there and pretended she was real?
That at any moment she’d step down and
join him on the bed?
The Yowie stood reflecting until a strange thing started
to happen.
He began to laugh.
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It was more of a snigger
at first. But soon he’d lost
himself in a fit of uncontrol......... ................ lable laughter. When the men
asked him what was so funny – many of them dragged
into laughter themselves – the Yowie pointed to the forest.
“That’s the spirit, mate,” Nathan said. “Throw
off the shackles.”
The Yowie gave an affectionate scruff of his new companion and soul mate’s head. Then, snatching his beer from
the scorched grass, he stumbled towards the hotel, head
thrown back in the moonlight, slapping his thigh, laughing
as he went.
The ball was in full swing by the time they
reached the head of the queue and entered
the hotel. The Yowie didn’t have a ticket, but
the woman at the desk was so impressed with
his costume (“best Yowie I’ve ever seen”) that
she let him in anyway.
Inside, the place was a heaving mass of skin and sound.
Red-faced men clutching pots of beer roamed the bar in
packs. Fleshy women doused in chemicals washed down
bottled drinks of red, orange and yellow. To the side was a
space reserved for dancing. In a cloud of smoke, sweating
faces gyrated to a pounding rhythm.
Grinning, the Yowie moved into it.
····································································································································

The Yowie stood reflecting
until a strange thing started
to happen. He began to laugh.

Word spread quickly that he’d come down for the ball. Men
flocked to him like hungry birds, eager to shake his hand
and look admiringly up at his bulk. Likewise the women,
who took turns hugging him and snapping photos with him
on their phones. He was so swept up in his celebrity that
he forgot all about Special K, until there was a tap on his
shoulder and he wheeled around to find her.
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“Hey!” she shouted over the music. “I’ve been looking
everywhere for you!”
“Gidday, mate!” He did a little dance.
She clapped, laughing hard.
While the ball raged on around them, Special
K told him she was a vet, a person who treats
animals in pain. Well, at this stage she was only
a trainee, but in a year’s time, when her dad
retired, she’d be fully qualified and would take
over the family practice. Healing sick animals
had been her passion since she was a girl.
Flicking the hair from her dark-rimmed eyes, she
pressed close to him. “That’s why you’ve come, isn’t it?
To be healed?”
That sounded true enough. He nodded.
Special K flashed him a sly smile. “Would you like me to
take your pain away? I’ve got everything we need, right
here.” She tapped one of her small breasts.
He nodded. No hesitation.
Special K led him through the crush and into the female
toilets.
Inside the cramped cubicle, she stood with
her back to him, fiddling with the top of her
dress. When she turned she held a tiny bag
with yellow powder in it. The Yowie watched
as she arranged four lines of it on the toilet
lid. Lowering her head, she inhaled one. Then
another. “Your go.” She stepped up, rubbing
her nose.
The Yowie sensed there was something not quite right
about this.
“Oh don’t fucking look at me like that.” Special
K’s face turned sour. “I’m in pain too. Stuck in
this shithole town with these bone-headed
men. Besides, don’t be a hypocrite. You think
the alcohol you’ve been drinking isn’t a
drug too?”
Still the Yowie was hesitant.
“Fuck it, maybe I’ll go see what Brock’s up
to.” Special K made to leave.
He hurried beside her and crouched at the toilet.
Afterwards they danced. He felt awkward
at first, his cumbersome body struggling to
keep time with the music. But soon something was happening, something magical.
His every muscle and vein felt suddenly
electrified. His self-consciousness toppled
to the floor like a discarded skin. He was
letting go, body and soul.
Special K pressed her ribbony body against his, her
fingers relishing every black strand of fur. She told him
to forget the forest and move in with her, tonight. She
told him his days of loneliness and pain were over. She
told him they’d travel to the fucking moon together,
flying in an ecstasy of the K she’d pilfered from the clinic.
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“Ya,” the Yowie said, eyeballs
bulging and teeth grinding.
“Ya.”
......... ................ A moment later, the music
died and bright light flooded his eyes. Disorientated, the
Yowie turned to see a balding man in a black suit and bow
tie, standing on a stage. “Ladies and gentlemen,” he said.
“It’s time to anoint our king and queen.”
An excited murmur swept through the room.
An old woman wearing glasses came onto the stage,
balancing two glistening items on a cushion. She was
joined by a plump man holding a tray of meat.
·························································································································

Special K flashed him a sly
smile. “Would you like me to
take your pain away? I’ve got
everything we need, right
here.” She tapped one of her
small breasts.

The Yowie licked his lips.
The balding man said the three of them had
witnessed many touching romances blossom
over the course of the evening, but in the end
their decision was unanimous. “So without
further ado, I’d like to congratulate our royal
couple, Katie Salsbury—”
“Oh don’t you fucking dare,” Special K said under her breath.
“—and her new fella from the forest. Get up
here, you two!”
With sweat pooling her face and eyes like two swollen black
moons, Special K took the Yowie’s hand, and together they
ventured through the applauding crowd.
The Yowie stepped onto the stage and received
his meat tray and plastic crown. Beside him,
the woman from the CWA slid the tiara through
Special K’s greasy hair.
Even in his wildest dreams he never imagined things could
have gone this well. He had male companions. He had a
female companion. He had a new home. He—
“It was him! On the stage! He was the one who
did it!”
The crowd swung to look at the hotel’s entrance.
Fear gripped the Yowie.
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It was the man. From the start. Cradling the dead dog in
his arms.
The man in the blue singlet and green shorts arrived at
the stage. “It was you. I saw you. Getting on the bus.” The
crowd recoiled at the sight of the bloody dog.
The Yowie played dumb, smiling and saying
gidday.
“Don’t give me that shit. Look at you. I bet a bloke your size
gets around doing whatever he likes to others. No one big
enough to stand up to you.”
The Yowie was suddenly wobbly on his feet.
“What’s going on, Geoff?” said the balding man. “What
happened to Little Benji?”
“This – animal here,” the man stabbed a finger
at the Yowie. “He killed him. Today, on his way
to the ball.”
“He killed Little Benji?!” cried Brock, somewhere.
“You killed Little Benji?” said Special K, snapping
out of her stupor.
The Yowie stared at the stage floor. The room fell silent.
“Well? Did you?”
The Yowie nodded. He’d never felt so alone
in all his life.
The crown was snatched from him. The meat tray, too.
“Hope you’re proud of yourself, mate,” said the
man with the dog. “Don’t suppose you’d know
what it’s like to have the one thing you love
taken away from you. Big brute like you, not a
bone of compassion in your body.”

FICTION FICTION FICTION

Special K shot the Yowie a filthy look as she left the
stage, hurrying to take the man and his dog to her clinic.
After they’d gone, the lights dimmed and the people
dispersed and the music resumed its relentless beat.
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The Yowie played dumb,
smiling and saying gidday.
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The Yowie did the only thing
he could think to do: he drank.
He drank hard.

Unlike earlier, the alcohol didn’t stuff his
demons back down into the dark but dragged
them hissing into the light. There was something in there far worse than the dog. He
guzzled drink after drink, trying to outrun it.
But it was coming.
Nathan appeared alongside him with a new girlfriend, telling the Yowie to relax, that everything was cool. Then came
Brock. Brock was angry, shouting that he’d welcomed the
Yowie into his home and showed him his girls only to find
out he’d clubbed Geoff Heywood’s foxie to death. They
wrestled, or at least he thought they did, starting at the
bar and spilling onto the dance floor. Then he was outside,
trying to find a way home through the impossible streets.
Someone threw a hot dog at him.
······················································································································

There was something
in there far worse
than the dog. He guzzled drink after drink,
trying to outrun it.

A blackness was coming. He welcomed it. But it couldn’t
get to him fast enough, because in the moment before
oblivion wiped him out, he relived it again, that morning,
when he woke to her cries for help and rushed to the edge
of the cave, where he saw her, ankle-deep in the stream,
surrounded by the advancing dogs, as many as he could
count on both hands and maybe more, and he’d done
nothing, nothing at all, standing paralysed by fear as the
first dog attacked and the inevitable began to unfold.
He was woken by the sun, burrowing into him
as he lay ruined in the grass. There were flies
on his nose and lips. He ached to shoo them
off, but his body was so wracked with pain
that even the slightest movement seemed
impossible. Best just to lie there, hope he’d
fall asleep or die or something.
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But he needed water. Badly.
Forcing himself to sit up, the Yowie took in
his surroundings. He was in a dry, open field.
Nearby, a horse stared blankly at him. In the
distance was the town. Beyond that, the forest.
He desperately wanted to avoid having to go
through the town. But it was the shortest way.
And in his current condition, the shortest way
was the only way.
The Yowie set off, grunting.
His only hope, as he made his way through
streets of leering houses, was that the people
were still sleeping after last night. He couldn’t
face them. He couldn’t face any of them. And
so far he appeared to be in luck. The streets
were deserted.
He entered the main street.
“Hey!”
He pretended he didn’t hear.
“Big man! Over here!”
The Yowie walked faster.
“Mate, it’s me! Nathan!”
The Yowie looked back, finding the young man from last
night standing bare chested on the footpath. “Just ducked
down to get some fish ’n’ chips. Great hangover cure. Plenty
here if you’d like some?” Nathan held up a white paper bag.
The Yowie didn’t respond.
“What happened to you last night? Lost track of you after
the fight with Brock.”
The Yowie shrugged half-heartedly.
“Feeling pretty dusty, hey? C’mon, I’ll give you a lift.”
In the car, Nathan asked the Yowie where he’d
like to go. With what little energy he had left,
the Yowie pointed to the forest.
They drove.
“About Geoff Heywood’s dog.” Nathan’s
mouth was full of chips. “You don’t need
to stress about that. Seriously, half the town
wanted it dead. Little mutt, barking day
and night.” When the Yowie slumped back
against the headrest and sighed, Nathan
said, “Don’t take this the wrong way, mate,
but you need to stop worrying so much.
We’ve all had nights like that. It happens.”
The Yowie looked at him then, searchingly.
Nathan drove through the familiar streets,
by the factories and the giant chimney.
Finally he came to the base of the sun
-yellowed hill.
“Well. Here we are.”
Ducking beneath the doorway, the Yowie stepped
gingerly from the car.
“Hey!” Nathan called after him, bringing
down the window. “It’s the Farewell to
Summer Bash in a fortnight. Come down
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if you’re not doing anything.”
The Yowie sneered. He didn’t
watch Nathan drive away.
......... ................ So off he trudged, rewinding
the steps of yesterday. Up the hill and back
into the forest. Down the path and across the
gully floor. Through the gurgling stream, by
the blackberry bushes, and up the steep rocky
track.
When he reached the cave, the Yowie stopped. She’d be
in there, waiting with her knowing eyes. For a second he
considered walking straight back to the town.
···············································································································································································

Best just to lie there,
hope he’d fall asleep
or die or something.

But it was late. And he was tired.
Pushing through the vines, he entered the cave.
Big Blue was in her chair, her face illuminated
by light spilling through a fissure in the ceiling.
The Yowie lumbered in, determined that this
time he’d ignore her.
Yet when he met her eyes, the same blue eyes he’d been
inspired to name her by all those seasons ago, when they’d
found each other beneath the fronds in a tropical forest
a long way from here, he was overcome by the urge to
tell her everything, all of it, because there was only one
companion and soul mate who’d understand what had
happened and would somehow be able to make it okay.
But when he approached her all he could manage was the
one word, eyes averted, spoken in a small shamed voice.
“Gidday.”
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Watching six seasons of The Nanny while my long-term
relationship slowly fell apart
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To be trapped inside
an enchanted 90s furniture catalogue
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Was more self-inflicted boredom than nostalgia
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Of escalating sexual tension

And increasingly strained employer/employee relations

As Maxwell chased Fran up and down
the staircase with a frying pan
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And I lay in the dark, listening
to the distant sound of trains
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Pulling their shit-for-brains cargo through the dark
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There are some months when all art feels worthless

And life feels thin, and weak and full of spite

And the pastel hysteria of spring outside the window
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Just makes me wince with disappointment and rage
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And the total, mind-numbing futility of it all
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Often, I think about the man who walked into
the National Gallery

And punched a hole straight
into a ten-million-dollar Monet painting
Of a sailboat, drifting down a river of autumn leaves
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And got sent to prison for five years
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Well fuck autumn and its watersports,
Those nautical pre-coffins masquerading as leisure time
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There’s nothing in this world more boring
than heartbreak
It’s like a tax audit of the soul
And what once seemed rare and poignant
And full of emotional promise
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Just makes me want to dose myself
to the brim with horse tranquilisers
And take a long vacation to skeleton town
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There’s only so much sitting by the window
Begging the moon for punishment
You can take, before you have to get mad
And stride up and down the toiletries aisle
of the grocery store
Wishing every old woman painstakingly reading
the back of a Listerine packet
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An expedient journey to hell
And all the poets you loved
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Seems sad and extravagant
Like grief factories, polluting the local waterways
with pathos and nuance
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Reveal themselves to be little bitches
Whose constant need to reupholster their pain
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The present has overflowed and turned
the whole past bad
Ancient Greece, art nouveau, the entire
Italian Renaissance
All ruined
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Monet too, with his surfeit of waterlilies
Wilting in the heat like a loose-leaf salad
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I sit like Nostradamus
In my kingdom of disappointment
Burning down the cities of the future

Going through my Google calendar
Listing all the bad things to come
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Matthias found the window on the
nature strip and said it came from a
church, that it was Judas there in the
stained glass, staring out at us as he
left the Last Supper. I wasn’t so sure
but I liked the idea of aligning the bed
we often shared with something
sacred. And so we cleared the room
of books and ornaments – curios,
he insisted on calling them – and
covered his furniture with tarpaulins.
We waited in the lounge while a man
sawed through the ceiling.
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It wasn’t a simple process. The calculations, the framing, the installation of something called flashing and the
application of something else called Vulkem 116. But it
was worth it all, Matthias said. With a stained glass panel
above the bed, we could wake as the world stirred.
I slept over a few nights a week and dawn
always shocked me, prising my eyes open and
forcing me into an uneasy consciousness. He
grew used to the glare and slept on, waking
only when the heat became unbearable. Usually
I’d tiptoe into the kitchen after a short while,
unwilling to let my restlessness disturb him. But
some mornings I brought my breakfast back
into the bedroom and sat cross-legged on the
floor. Light would rainbow across Matthias’
face. I’d look up at Judas looking down on me.
He was captured in a full-length portrait: frontal, stylised
and draped in red. The panel would have been well-proportioned in a church but in this room it became enormous,
encompassing half the bed. Its features hinted at hesitation: raised hand, pursed lips, furrowed brow. In sleep,
Matthias often mirrored the gesture. When the sun shone
through at just the right angle, the rays encased him in a
coffin of light.
It was the figure’s gaze that most unnerved
me, I decided. The look was inquisitive, almost
challenging, and it didn’t follow me around the
room so much as stare directly down at my
side of the mattress. It was the kind of look
that canonised. It was a stare that made me
want to perform miracles.
This morning I didn’t rise at all, just lay awake staring at
nothing in particular until sour breath skimmed my cheek.
Matthias had turned his sleep-drunk face towards me. I
wondered how the rectangle suspended above him
translated into his subconscious. I wanted to know
what existed between him and it.
Despite what the skylight installer told us,
insects found their way through the cracks.
As dusk fell on Judas’ face each night, it let
in a drove. We turned off the lights and burnt
citronella candles until the room smelled of
grass and sweat. Still, on repeat, I’d hear
their electrical whirring, the hiss of Mortein
as Matthias silenced them. The process
took on a kind of rhythm. In my head the
moths wore crowns: the crowns were gold;
the faces human. I pulled the sheet over my
face and tried not to breathe.
He said he wanted his house to have a roof garden.
It would be an investment, he reasoned. The ultimate
use of space. Tomatoes one floor up, fresh rosemary
a ceiling away. He made the ladder himself, from the
thick limbs of a fallen tree, and spent days sanding and
sealing and varnishing until it glowed. The night after
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we heaved the dirt up, bucket
by bucket, I felt its weight on
me. Is this what it feels like,
......... ................ I asked Judas. Is this what
martyrdom feels like?
*
Maggie loved the sun and it surprised me that she wasn’t
more excited about the panel. Perhaps it was the mess
that put her off, or the hole in the ceiling that – however
temporarily – made us vulnerable. Plaster settled on the
covered furniture, preserving it. My bone china room.
······························································································

I felt its weight on me.
Is this what it feels like,
I asked Judas. Is this
what martyrdom feels
like?

I joked, or half-joked, that waking had become a religious
experience. The warmth of full sun on my face. The bright
gaze of Judas, glowing. Glowering. When Maggie stayed
she rose early, putting me to shame. Sometimes I’d wake
to find her sitting on the floor, cereal bowl in hand and eyes
sparkling – though that may have been the light.
Moonlight was different. The panel’s colours
deepened into metallic grey purples, moody
and threatening. When a full moon drifted from
behind a cloud, the effect was startling; more
than once, I woke to a ghost room and a girl
of molten silver.
Maggie seemed to disappear some nights. Once I glanced
over to find her sleeping on her back, the way I did – but
glass-eyed, staring up at the skylight in a kind of secret
communion. She was naked, wearing only her jewellery.
Small silver earrings, a locket. And then there was her skin’s
own ornamentation. Freckles clustering at the hollow of
her neck in a quiet, constant blush. Every sunny day faded
into another constellation: Sagittarius on her shoulder, or
Orion’s belt just above where she usually wore her own. I
stared at her and thought: Representation of Renaissance
Venus in Greyscale. I closed my eyes and wondered if you
could be jealous of Judas.
*
The roof feels like a second storey we haven’t yet finished;
a second storey Matthias might envisage more literally if
allowed to ponder long enough. There are small, moth-like
buds on the rosemary. It’s going to seed.
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I climb the ladder’s twisted rungs shakily, the dark obscuring their position; my limbs left to guide other limbs. I keep
my arms and legs wide apart, reasoning that the ladder
should be strongest at the joints. When the smell of soil
hits me it is like reaching forbidden territory, too earthy
and foreign for my pale little body. I am an intruder here.
Trees rise up around me in the night like the masts of so
many sailing ships, though they could be anything, and
are. I pull my body onto the earth, roll onto my back.
Moonlight meets the stained glass as though
already well acquainted. A star I’ve never seen
hovers nearby: an inquisitive satellite. I haven’t
seen Judas from this angle before, and as both
our faces adjust to the brightness, he almost
smiles. I’m on my hands and knees now, dirt
caught in my hair and trapped under my fingernails in filthy crescents. The long grass drags
roughly along my thighs and springs back.
Remembering the bareness of my body, I crawl
into the light.
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*
When I wake I know, without needing to look, that it is
still late. My brain chugs through the lunar cycle that
I have learnt firsthand and arrives at full. I try to keep
my eyes closed and sleep through it. A word bubbles
up unbidden. Cislunar: concerning the space between
Earth and the moon.
*
Judas’ body fits me. There is more of him but the proportions are about the same. It’s a surprise: the thick bands
of decorative work around the edge of the panel make
him seem larger. I think of snow angels and something
plants itself in my mind. I run my fingers over the strips
of lead, over chevrons and curlicues. It’s cold, though
the blue-white moonlight – the colour of a blowtorch
flame – gives the illusion of heat.
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When the smell of soil
hits me it is like reaching
forbidden territory, too
earthy and foreign for
my pale little body.
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I OPEN
MY EYES,
BLINKING
INTO
STRANGE
LIGHT.
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I touch the glass. Its surface feels uneven but
when I place a tentative palm against it and
push, it holds. The skylight is spiderwebbed and
sprinkled with dirt but I run a handful of leaves
over it and stare down at Matthias through the
glass. His features are blurred and indistinct but
I can see the rise and fall of his belly. I treat the
window with the same slow, deliberate caution
as the ladder, keeping to the edges.
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Matthias moves in his sleep. I am reminded of a time
when his eyes shifted heavenwards and for a moment,
splayed out on the mattress, he looked like Christ. But
I am face to face with Judas now. I lean forward and
take his hands: first, the one held aloft, then the other
at his side. I align my legs with Judas’, press my chest,
my shoulders, my lips to his.
*
I can feel Maggie’s absence beside me. The sensation is cold but familiar and I open my eyes, blinking
into strange light. I have grown accustomed to Judas’
solemn face but the silver glare narrows his features
to a cruel mask. Just as I am wondering what kind of
church would commission a full-length panel of Christ’s
betrayer, something – or someone – blocks the light,
and I stare up into a small eclipse.
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He looked like Christ. But I am
face to face with Judas now
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I once read The Idiot on a flight from
New Zealand to Canada. I didn’t like
it much. People rush wildly from room
to room and house to house and town
to town, fainting and declaiming and
hurling themselves onto divans. The
women are foolish and self-defeating.
The men are drunk and brutal. Everyone has far too many names.
What I disliked most was how the idiot, Prince Myshkin,
became an idiot. It was from having too many seizures.
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He had so many seizures that he could barely walk or talk.
He had so many seizures that his guardian sent him all
the way to Switzerland, partly for treatment and partly to
get his juddering carcass out of the way. He drools. He’s
disconcerting. When we meet him he’s enjoying a reprieve,
but waits in fear of the terminal fit that will snatch away
his hard-won brains forever. Which, of course, is exactly
what happens. Poor Prince.
After I finished the book I sat still a few minutes,
listening to the various hums of the plane as other passengers slept, wondering whether it was really possible for a
person to lose their mind from epilepsy. Was it just a silly
nineteenth-century trope, like ladies swooning after opening letters, or did Dostoyevsky know something I didn’t?
I shrugged those troubling thoughts off pretty quickly
and spent the rest of the flight watching movies. I looked
down on a golden sunrise from above the clouds. I stepped
off the plane in Vancouver, and then collapsed in yet
another public seizure.

Morbus Divinus /
Morbus Daemonicus

≤

Auras, Visions and
Triggers
Like at least four of his characters, Fyodor Dostoyevsky
was epileptic, and probably among those epileptics
whose seizures occur in the temporal lobe. I’m another
one. The temporal lobe is the part of the brain most
associated with memory, emotion and language.
Your sense of reality and selfhood is based there, and
seizures in that area of the brain wreak havoc upon it.
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A seizure is the body’s electricity gone wild. The brain
becomes overloaded and the result is like a massive electric
shock, generated from within. The brain becomes overwhelmed and shuts down, and the body spasms violently
until order is restored to brain and muscles. As a species,
we haven’t understood these fundamentals very long.
The ancient Romans believed epilepsy was caused by
evil spirits, which lent it the Latin names morbus daemonicus and morbus daemonius. The modern word ‘epilepsy’
derives from the ancient Greek verb for being overcome
or taken; the word ‘seizure’ has a similar etymology. The
Babylonians and Assyrians had their own demon of
epilepsy, while Persian tradition attributes epilepsy to
possession by a djinn. Ethiopian folklore points to either
a demon or a shadow cast by an enemy.
Epilepsy has always been with us; it’s older than
writing, perhaps even older than homo sapiens. We are
our brains, and to be afflicted with epilepsy, even now,
is to discover how little we know about the organ that
makes us human, and how ready we’ve always been to
turn to magical thinking in the face of disease.
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Most temporal lobe seizures
start out as simple partial
seizures, otherwise known as
......... ................ auras, which are queer and
subtle – you can have one without the people around you
noticing. It’s a seizure that stays in the brain, a strong,
unworldly feeling that drops like a sheet over your senses
and diverts all your attention to the sudden wrongness.
Auras are accompanied by hallucinations, which are
usually the same each time for reasons not yet understood.
Some epileptics smell or taste things that aren’t there. Others
hear voices, or see colours or patterns. Nobody knows how
or why the epileptic brain chooses the hallucinations that it
does. Ecstatic auras have been widely recorded but are far
from universal; a persistent, frightening sense of deja vu –
of being trapped in a cycle or scenario you can’t escape – is
more common.
There are different types of seizure and different
types of epilepsy, and names and definitions are still
shifting. Sometimes, epilepsy is clearly inherited; other
times, it seems brought on by a brain injury. In still other
cases, there’s no apparent cause; people just have it, until
sometimes they don’t, and our ignorance is emblematic of
epilepsy’s general mysteriousness. Everyone’s seizures are
triggered by something different, or sometimes nothing at
all. My trigger is narrow, high contrast stripes, particularly
ones that are moving. I’ve been set off by business shirts,
linoleum, plastic Venetian blinds and wallpaper. Worst
of all are the tread patterns on escalators. I once looked
down while riding one at a train station and it triggered a
grand mal seizure; the treads left long, perfectly straight
scratches on my stomach as I tumbled, unconscious and
jerking wildly, towards a platform packed with commuters
during the evening rush hour.
·······················································································

Some epileptics smell or taste
things that aren’t there. Others
hear voices, or see colours or
patterns. Nobody knows how or
why the epileptic brain chooses
the hallucinations that it does.

Stripes are an unusual trigger, but there are stranger ones.
The nurse who conducted my first EEG told me about a
patient who couldn’t go near corded phones, because her
trigger was the rubber-coated spiral wire that links handset
to cradle. I recently read about a man whose trigger, since
incurring a brain injury in an avalanche, is sudoku puzzles.
A healthy sense of the absurd is essential.
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Idiots
In his essay ‘Dostoevsky and Parricide’, Freud suggested
the author wasn’t a true epileptic as his inner life and
intellect were too well-developed.
He wasn’t an idiot, therefore he wasn’t an epileptic.
True to form, Freud’s posthumous diagnosis is that the
great novelist’s seizures were brought on by hysterical
guilt in reaction to his father’s death, his Oedipal feelings
being complicated by bisexuality. Like a lot of Freud’s
theories, there was no evidence for this beyond his own
gut feeling, compounded by the medical orthodoxies of his
day. He had never met the patient, nor does he appear to
have troubled himself excessively over the 102 individual
seizures Dostoyevsky himself documented in his letters
and diaries, nor the detailed observations of his wives and
friends. Everybody knew that epilepsy was a disease of
the mentally subnormal; either it struck you because you
were an idiot, or you became an idiot because it struck you.
Judging by The Idiot, Dostoyevsky clearly also
believed there was some kind of link between epilepsy
and low intelligence, though whether he thought it applied
to himself is unclear. Until the twentieth century, epileptics were routinely committed to insane asylums, and
both London’s Bethlem and Paris’ Salpêtrière Hospital
counted epileptics among their patients. The assumed
connection between seizures and stupidity isn’t Western
culture-bound; in Hindu mythology, the dwarf-demon Apasmara is responsible for both ignorance and epilepsy. Nor
is it strictly a thing of the past; in 2016, Game of Thrones
depicted a character becoming mentally subnormal and
prophesying his own Christ-like sacrifice after a seizure.
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Influential early criminologist Cesare Lombroso believed
all epileptics were ‘born criminals’. Lombroso collected
the skulls of dozens of epileptics, which he claimed were
‘atavistic’, and diagnosed a number of prominent criminals as epileptics based purely on their faces, including
French serial killer Joseph Vacher and homicidal baby
farmer Jeanne ‘The Ogress’ Weber. There’s no evidence
that Vacher or Weber ever had a seizure, and epilepsy
absolutely cannot be diagnosed through the shape of
a person’s jaw, but just as Freud believed that epilepsy
and idiocy were inseparable, Lombroso believed that
epilepsy and criminality were matted together like a
Polish plait, a great clump of primitive nastiness. He
saw epilepsy everywhere.
Lombroso’s false association between epilepsy
and criminal insanity lingered; as late as 1924, murderess Wanda Stopa was posthumously exposed in the
newspapers as an epileptic. It had been her shameful
secret in life, and in death the Chicago Tribune harked
back to Lombroso to explain why she’d tried to shoot
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her lover’s wife (she missed
and killed the lady’s gardener, then poisoned herself
......... ................ with cyanide): “[Epilepsy] is a
manifestation of the old motor nerve system, in contrast to
the new motor system which obtains in all normal humans.
The old motor system, according to the newest theory, is
atavistic and a throw-back in a few individuals to the animal
kingdom.” An essay published in Human Biology in 1930
contains an offhand reference to “the brutally aggressive
and destructive tendencies of some epileptics” as though
it were a well-established fact.
These flamboyantly wrong ideas weren’t conceived
in a vacuum. The notion that epilepsy, death and filth are
linked is ancient, and admirably consistent across cultures,
countries and centuries. Another ancient Latin name for
epilepsy was morbus insputatus, the disease that is spat
······················································

Lombroso diagnosed a number
of prominent criminals as epileptics, including homicidal baby
farmer Jeanne ‘The Ogress’
Weber.

at. The Romans attempted to ward off its transmission via
the evil eye by spitting at sufferers, or on themselves as a
kind of prophylactic. Folk remedies barely distinguishable
from witchcraft survived well into the twentieth century.
Epileptics in the British Isles have been variously advised to
eat human bone shavings, smear themselves with the blood
of executed criminals, drink water out of a human skull and
wear a medal made of coffin handles. Non-epileptics were
once advised to avoid sleeping in the shade of a willow
tree, because they might catch it; ‘cured’ epileptics were
advised to avoid acting as pallbearers, which might cause
it to return. Anglo- and German-Americans in Pennsylvania
once believed that seizures could be treated with a piece
of a hangman’s rope (a rope used to commit suicide would
also do). An ancient Chinese text recommends shaving the
patient’s head, smearing it with dog shit, and topping it
off with a halved chicken carcass.
The only thing that changed with the advent of nineteenth-century science was the origin of the foulness.
In pre-modern societies, from Rome to India to Africa to
England, the epileptic person wasn’t the problem, it was
the demon possessing them. To the denizens of gaslit
lecture halls and dissection theatres, the epileptic person
was literally bad to the bone.

Saints
There have been at least forty patron saints of epilepsy in
the Catholic world. Many have fallen out of popularity since
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Unknowns
So much about epilepsy is still unknown that the
persistence of credulity is not surprising. Thousands
of years of superstition and magic crust around it
like barnacles. Neurology offers us MRIs and EEGs
and surgery and drugs, all of which are immensely
helpful and none of which solve the fundamental
puzzle of why some brains do this and others don’t.
Lobotomy, so horribly discredited as a treatment for
mental illness, has made a comeback in recent years
as a last-resort treatment for severe, drug-resistant
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the Middle Ages, but several remain important intercessors.
There is Valentine, also the patron saint of engagements,
marriages and beekeepers and protector against plague
and fainting; Vitus, also the patron saint of dancers and
protector against oversleeping; and Genesius, also the
patron saint of actors, lawyers and thieves. Epileptics in
France might turn to Saint Johannes for relief, Belgians
to Saint Cornelius, and Irish Catholics to Saint Paul. In the
Bible, Jesus miraculously cures lepers, corpses and men
afflicted with seizures. The voices heard by Joan of Arc,
commanding her to drive the English from France, have
been interpreted by modern researchers as hallucinations
brought on by idiopathic partial epilepsy and triggered by
the sound of church bells. The Muslim prophet Muhammad is said to have experienced seizures along with his
holy visions, and later Christian scholars accused him of
being an epileptic whose revelations could not be taken
seriously. Describing his strange, ecstatic auras to a friend,
Dostoyevsky once wrote:
“Mahomet, in his Koran, said he had seen Paradise
and had gone into it. All these stupid clever men are quite
sure that he was a liar and a charlatan. But no, he did
not lie, he really had been in Paradise during an attack
of epilepsy; he was a victim of this disease as I am. I do
not know whether this joy lasts for seconds or hours or
months, but believe me, I would not exchange it for all the
delights of this world.”
As is often the case in theological matters, holy
seizures have a dark opposite. In 1976, a young German
woman named Anneliese Michel died of malnutrition and
dehydration after enduring ten months of exorcisms. She
had been diagnosed with temporal lobe epilepsy, and
complained of frightening religious hallucinations. When
anticonvulsants and antipsychotics didn’t help, her family
turned to a priest, who declared she was not epileptic but
possessed. She discontinued all treatment, and sixtyseven exorcisms later she was dead. The 2005 film
inspired by the resulting trial, The Exorcism of Emily
Rose, suggested that her condition was genuinely
inexplicable, and should be left to occupy a hinterland
between science and faith. Exorcisms are still performed
in Europe and the US.
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epilepsy. Researchers have
also experimented with electroshock therapy, with mildly
......... ................ encouraging results. Seizures
are very common among autistic people, and some autism
experts believe there may be a genetic link between the
two disorders.
The anticonvulsant drug Carbamazepine works well,
although nobody’s completely sure how. Its mechanism of
action is described by the US National Library of Medicine
as “relatively well understood”; in other words, still a bit of
a mystery. Lamotrigine scores even lower, its mechanism
of action simply described as “unknown”. Carbamazepine’s potential side effects include “sometimes-fatal
skin reactions” and perceiving sounds as being a
semitone lower than they really are. Lamotrigine users are
advised to call a doctor at the first sign of rash, lest they
develop toxic epidermal necrolysis, in which the outer
layer of skin slides off.
Even in our well-lit century, studying epilepsy means
discovering that while we know a lot about the healthy
brain, we understand comparatively little about the things
that can go wrong with it. It damages your sense of self, the
integrity of yourself, to know that your brain can detonate
itself like a wad of gelignite at any moment, leaving just a
thrashing, blue-lipped body.
····················································································································································

An ancient Chinese text
recommends shaving the
patient’s head, smearing it
with dog shit, and topping it off
with a halved chicken carcass.

To seize is to understand how inextricably tied you are to
your body, how mind is brain and brain is meat. When your
brain goes wrong, you go wrong. When it breaks, you’re
broken. With epilepsy, as with autism, Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s disease, we still can do little more to prevent it
than cross our fingers and hope it passes our houses by.
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A mother house mouse crouched
beside the brimming catfood bowl,
her babies handy next to her,
blind, hairless squirming things
plump and pink as entrails.
The cat stared at the wall,
repeating to himself,
There is no mouse.
There is no mouse.
I picked him up
and placed him face
to face with her.
Full of fearless hormones
she stood her ground, defending
her soft brood against a monster
who blotted out the sky.
The scourge of vermin blinked,
mewed with distaste
and walked away, stiff-legged,
all chocolate fur and shattered dignity.
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I caught the grey-brown mouse myself;
carried her, and her jelly-trembling
young, to the green refuge
of the lemon tree.
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The writer steps out of his basement
bathroom. The light in the writing
room comes from a single swinging bulb that washes over the wallpapered form rejection letters he’s
accumulated over the years. In April
and March, the bricks down in the
basement sweat with humidity when
it rains, but it’s an October night and
the air is gritty and chill like the halo
of a full moon.
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On the way to the desk he hacks a gobbet of viscous phlegm
into the waste basket with the Cup-a-Soups and carbon
copies of alimony checks he’s written. Luckily, Gertrude
only wanted the cash and the “good” car. That was just
fine with the writer because the kid has his chin anyway.
“Daddy?” That’d be her, the writer’s own little ball of spawn
and sunshine, hollering down into the depths. “Can I borrow
the car keys?”
There’s a double feature in town tonight: The
Wild Angels with Fonda and Sinatra and Devil
Girl from Mars. Free popcorn all night with the
five dollar ticket (butter is thirty cents extra).
The writer doubts she’s going to the flicks
though.
“On the coat hooks, Sunshine,” he says as he loads up a
fresh sheet of 88 Bright Georgia Pacific copy paper.
“Thank you, Daddy!”
“Be back by three! Pigs come out in full force
by then. I don’t wanna smell bacon at the front
door!” But she’s already gone. She’d plant a big
kiss on his cheek, but she knows better than to
come downstairs when he’s writing. Besides,
she’s got her own shit to do.
Stopping briefly for a sip of his Budweiser (belch!) and
a bite of his cheese and pickle sandwich, he’s struck by
immediate inspiration. The writer lines up the margins just
right and lets fly with the clunk of letter plates. He scratches
that mole he should have checked out and settles in for
a long night.
And here she is, our heroine of the evening. She’s a seventeen-year-old carbine cutie with napalm in her craw and
a daddy who loves her somewhere. The skin of her face
is tight and tough but greasy from cigarettes smoked in
bed or in the backseats of cars or the roadhouses and
honky-tonks. Her boots squeak, even on the gravel.
Her leather swishes. She’s going off to a party, maybe
by a lake made famous by T. C. Boyle, where the red
plastic cups of hooch are made with enough Kool-Aid
to choke Jim Jones and the cheapest vodka fifty dollars
can buy in bulk. But, as the beat poets say, it’s the ride
and not the destination that matters.
This ride, specifically, is a midnight black
Mustang with the power of 400 horses; an
American-made monster of steel, glass and
rubber – supercharged only slightly over
the legal limit.
She sits in the captain’s chair. The upholstery smells
like Betadine and there is a permanent mustard stain
on the steering wheel from innumerable chilli dogs. On
the first go at the ignition she floods the engine. It’s
not her fault. Her daddy taught her to drive it right and
sometimes this just happens with an older machine.
On the second go she’s got it rolling out the driveway
with the smell of death behind her and Interstate Highway 666 ahead. It takes her out by the levee where a
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few have taken the plunge. A
twisted raccoon carcass on
the bridge ahead is still warm
......... ................ for the buzzard that sniffed it
out. What Flyboy doesn’t see is our girl with the windows
rolled down, an unlit Pall Mall in her teeth, trying to finger
the glove compartment for a lighter with the seat as far back
as it will go. Oh she sees Mr Vulture coming in for some
greasy gristle, jamming the gas pedal down for seventy,
eighty, ninety miles per hour, and he’s bored down by the
Mustang’s grill with a chunk of awful offal in his gizzard.
The tyres splat his belly open like a Thanksgiving turkey
with extra, extra, extra cranberry sauce. Our girl giggles,
something high and throaty as she lights her smoke. It’s
gonna be a good night.
·················································································································································

This ride, specifically, is a
midnight black Mustang with
the power of 400 horses; an
American-made monster of
steel, glass and rubber.

At a Swifty’s Express gas station is College Boy paying
off the cashier with a credit card. He’s there to smoke a
couple reefers and get lit up with malt liquor forties at
$3.63 a bottle. Then real helling will start. He steps into
the night, flipping off the smiling gas attendant when he
waves to him. College Boy’s buddies are waiting for him,
with their best girls (all blondes) in varsity jackets their men
let them wear as long as their pussies are wet. The entire
crew is handsome, all-American, and arrived in two cars:
a couple red Corvette convertibles courtesy of Bowling
Green, Kentucky. College Boy doesn’t have a date for the
night but hopes to pick up some skirt at the really swell
party they’re going to. Hell, they might even get to bash
some homeless, alchie vet stumbling out of Costello’s All
Nite Bar before the sun comes up.
He raises a bottle, bigger than his head and
thicker than his neck, to the sky like an Arthurian
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bastard when our girl rolls up onto the scene.
At the request of her daddy dearest, Sunshine’s
arrived to fill the tank. She smiles lustily at the
woebegone attendant who had the bad luck to
be stuck with a Friday night third shift. College
Boy sees her step out like that and falls in love.
He brings the gaggle of his admirers with him
to hook what he thinks is an easy catch.
“Sweet ride,” he says, not knowing what kind of hell he’s
called down upon him. “How’s a sweet girl like you get a
car like that?”
Very smooth. Our girl looks at him and his
gang. She squishes the sluggiest slug in all of
slugdom between the concrete and the heel
of her rubber soles.
“Your daddies bought you some pretty sweet rides for the
night. Wanna see how they do against the one my daddy
loaned me? Or are you too chicken shit?”
Howls from the peanut gallery. College takes
it personally though. He thinks he’s going to
get his way on this one and maybe get a little
something extra later once he proves himself.
“Whaddaya have in mind?”
“Three miles up the highway and through the
tunnel. Loser eats shit,” she says, “and dies.”
“Yer on, buttercup!”
Say goodbye to your balls, College Boy, cause
they’ll be in a Dixie Cup on her nightstand by
the time this is over.

FICTION FICTION FICTION

He hollers over his shoulder, “Rocko, you and Angie
ride with Sarah and Gene.”
They dart for their expensive cars as our girl
walks back to the attendant with a twenty.
College Boy and company are out of the
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Get lit up with malt liquor
forties at $3.63 a bottle.
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gate before she can slam the
door. Just what she wants.
The tyres rip from under her
......... ................ as she leaves the humble gas
attendant in the exhaust fumes and out of our
story forever. It’s College Boy in the lead down
the hilly stretch of the first mile. His buddies
are close behind. If that slim chicky manages
to catch up he might even be impressed. He
pulls one of the forties over to him. As the
shitty beer sizzles in the back of his throat he
notices the moon is waning. What a night to
be young with such a moon! When he was a
kid he imagined himself as a werewolf, strong
and virile. The thought makes him stick his head
out the window, his long, blonde hair fluttering
in the breeze like a squid on a flagpole. His
friends behind him do their own whooping
and hollering because they’re not obeying the
most important rule of traffic safety: be aware
of dangerous teenage motorists.
Headlights pogo in College Boy’s mirrors. That’s her now,
he thinks, and slows down for her to catch up in the spirit
of good sportsmanship. Bad move. It takes all of a few
seconds for our girl to close the gap. Eyes wild and manic,
she sets those biological targeting computers not on
College Boy’s ride but on the car full of his whooping
flunkies. Edging the speedometer needle up, up, up, she
pulls up alongside them, and ever so gently wangs them
with the full force of the Mustang. The backseat riders
topple into each other. The driver’s girl screams, “What
is that crazy bitch doing?” Then it happens again. Wham!
And again. Whamo!
···············································································································································

When he was a kid he imagined
himself as a werewolf, strong
and virile.
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A monster dent appears on the flunky mobile’s broadside,
but the Mustang might as well be a tank. The driver’s side
door has sucked in on itself, making the screeching blonde
(that might be Sarah as much as it might be Angie) mumble
her curses behind an airbag. Another hit becomes a long
grind, pushing the car up against the guard rail. Sparks
fly from the eighty-miles-per-hour steel sandwich until,
suddenly, there isn’t a guard rail anymore. The driver,
Gene or possibly Rocko, grits his teeth and struggles to
keep the car from the edge for all he’s worth, but it’s too
late. Another good slam and the car goes down hard into
the ditch, rolling into a quarry. What was once a beautiful
machine is now a twisted heap no one is walking away
from anytime soon.
College Boy sees his friends go down, not
noticing much else after chugging half the malt
liquor during the altercation. Sunshine closes
in. He realises he’s alone and slams the frothing
bottle into the passenger seat while shooting
two jets of amber snot from his nose. What is
this crazy bitch on? X? Meth? Holy fuck! How
did she take down Gene (or was it Rocko)? Now
the race has turned deadly, and College Boy is
in for the ride of his life. And driving for it too.
Officer Dick Unfriendly sits in the prestigious Roadkill Café.
He was once a stocky bastard, heavy and okay with that
until his wife left him. Now he’s thin from a strict diet of
coffee and the house special – hot prune pie, which he
orders in spite of his weeping stomach ulcers. He’s sullen
and sulky because he hasn’t met his quota of speeders
for the fourth month in a row.
Just as Pauline tops up his coffee and he starts
to order another slice of prune pie with an
extra drizzle of microwave butter, College Boy
zooms past doing a hundred with Sunshine
hot on his heel.
“Hoe-lee shit,” the waitress says, ruffling the edge of
a uniform that’s probably forty or sixty years out of
fashion, starched and ironed even for the late night
drunks, hop-heads, whores, bikers and of course Officer
Unfriendly.
He shoots out of his seat. “Gotta go.” He
flashes her a dirty smile and thanks his job
that he gets to throw another tip on his tab
in the name of law and order. Dick Unfriendly kicks up dirt as he drifts out of the parking
lot, flashers flashing and sirens sirening. No
need to call this one in just yet. He’s going
in to “assess the situation”. He might just
come out of this month at quota after all –
lo, how Jove smileth upon his boys in blue.
Just keep groovin’ and movin’ all the way
up the stretch.
Officer Unfriendly manages to close the gap between
himself and the nearest car; a pretty sweet Mustang,
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he thinks, as he gets right up
on the bumper. Dick would
love to check it out once both
......... ................ drivers are pulled over and
handcuffed, but the outcome of this race is going to be a
great big disappointment for him, as we can all assume.
The Mustang seems to slow around the next curve.
A problem is coming and coming good and
fast because in a quarter mile is the San Pablo
Tunnel. Despite the four-lane highway, there
are more sharp curves in this tunnel than the
Indy 500. Dick has responded to a good few
crash calls in there and carries a thirty rack
of cola in the cruiser trunk just in case – with
the high acid content it can eat right through
asphalt blood stains. But if he doesn’t do something and do that certain something fast, then
all three vehicles are going to be smashed
against a wall and all the Coca-Cola in Atlanta
won’t be able to clean them off the road.
The other driver presses the advantage and boosts ahead.
Dick will have to leave the Mustang for the moment. Whoever the leader is he won’t be able to make the turns in time.
Around the next turn he pulls a move that is pure Talladega:
riding the Mustang’s ass into the curve and slingshotting
around. There’s a moment of dark surprise as he is side by
side with the hell-mobile and sees it’s a young girl, sixteen
maybe and that’s being conservative. Sunshine turns,
gives him a smile, and waves before blowing a kiss. It’s
so nonthreatening that he smiles and waves back before
realising what a dingus he is and moves on down the line.
Sunshine lets him pass. Now it’s all top speed.
The San Pablo Tunnel looms ahead like a
concrete maw swallowing the Corvette whole.
No choice but to floor it. The Corvette takes the
first turn easy, but the ride won’t be so smooth
when it takes the third one in a few seconds.
“Reduce your speed and pull over,” Dick says through the
blower, his voice tinny and mechanical but god-botheringly
powerful. The driver takes no heed. The second turn sends
the pig cruiser against the rail in a smear of sparks and
paint. He looks down and sees a big wonking 120 miles
per hour on the good ole speedy-meter.
He’s neck and neck with the Corvette, feeling like he’s going to hurl when he looks out
the passenger window and sees College Boy
desperately mouthing the words “help me”.
Now what in the name of—
The two cars slam into each other on the third turn. College
Boy’s impact against the cruiser is the only thing that
saves his sorry bacon for the time being, throwing him
into a three-sixty spin. The cruiser ain’t so lucky. Dick tears
through the guard rail like it’s made of card stock, glides
through like the song of spring, whistles through the air
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and skids nose first on the asphalt, crushing the car from
the grill to the windshield. Toppling like a domino, the roof
slams against the road. His legs, if they’re still attached
by some miracle, are crushed in a thousand places, but
our little ham hock is riding on too much adrenaline to
feel anything at the moment. He vomits in free fall as the
tumbling car can’t seem to decide what should be up and
what should be down. The wall decides that it’s not so easy
to go up and throws him down.
The cruiser comes to rest on its roof. Dick hangs
suspended by the crash webbing of his seatbelt. For all the times he has said, “that seatbelt could save your life someday“, he’s never
considered the tables might be turned. Blood
and chunky vomit has spattered his face. His
nose is broken. Considering the damage to
his legs, he ain’t walking any time soon (and
soon’ll be coming soon, by God). The smell of
unleaded is in the air from the broken gas line.
Officer Unfriendly is just noticing that the crash
uprooted an electrical lamp, and the sparking
wires are giving an old fashioned twist-andshout as the flood of gasoline approaches
the pretty lights. Struggle with the doors and
unfasten yourself all you like, hoss, but there
ain’t no way out. He starts crying, pushing
against the door, hoping the next one will
do it. It’s curtains for Officer Unfriendly,
friends and neighbours, which is a real shame
because he was only three weeks from retirement. Nine years and three weeks that is, but
who’s counting?
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College Boy, meanwhile, is
relatively okay. His expensive
ride has stopped spinning,
......... ................ and he’s got enough presence
of mind to put his hazard lights on in the delirium. Who
says book learning does you no good? He’s got a fat lip
and a warm stain running from the inseam of his crotch.
Throwing the door open, he blows hamburger and beer
foam out his mouth and nose. Don’t want to ruin the leather.
Fresh air would help settle his nerves, but all he can smell
is the bile in his nostrils.
He leans against the Corvette’s bonnet. He’d
love to pass out. Can he pass out now? That’s
what happens in the movies, isn’t it? College
Boy hears a muffled scream over the purr of
his engine and the ringing in his ears.
Fuck-buckets! The copper’s still alive in the cruiser! Fire
spreads from some busted electrical doodads across a
pond of gasoline to the car faster than the fire of Chicago from Mrs O’Leary’s barn. Before he can jump into the
southbound lane to help there’s an almighty BOOWAH as
the flames ass-ram the cruiser’s gas line, and College is
knocked on his butt in an errant puddle of vomit.
In the dull mango-coloured glow of the San
Pablo Tunnel, with the sounds of muffled sobs
and screams silenced, there is the dim hope
that sanity will be restored with the sound of a
supercharged 400 horsepower engine coming
around the bend. For a moment (only a moment,
mind) he thinks our girl is the cavalry coming
to help. There’s not enough time to wipe the
idiot grin off before it’s smeared across the
Mustang’s grill in a spray of hair and gore.
The end of the tunnel is up ahead, and, yes sports fans,
it’s Daddy’s Little Sunshine for the win. Aren’t we proud
of her? She gives an itty bit of a smile before flicking the
headlights out. The Mustang leaves the tunnel and becomes
one with the black asphalt. Do we dare follow her into the
night? I wouldn’t. It’s barely even one and there’s still more
fun northbound on Interstate Highway 666. No one is safe
until the screaming demon rolls into the driveway come
sunup and Sunshine is ready for bed.
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There had been three of them in the
boat and now there were two. Bruce,
the skipper, was somewhere towards
the horizon, his strong leathery arms
diligently ploughing the water with
the embarrassed fortitude of one
who has forgotten to restock both
the flares and batteries.
“This was a terrible idea. Boats are never as fun as you
remember them.”
Trish’s statement hung in the air, stale and
unnecessary. She batted a fly from her lip,
perching awkwardly portside. The seat of
her shorts was wet, the salt water soaking
through to her underwear. When she moved,
the cold, damp cling of fabric felt as if she’d
soiled herself. She hovered uncomfortably over
the sticky vinyl seat, nauseated by the fishy
petroleum fug and the general state of affairs.
“Do you think he’s found someone yet?” she continued,
swiping again at the fly.
“Found who?” Richard asked, his eyes lingering
on the You Yangs range in the distance.
He remembered tales from his childhood of big cat sightings, of bushwalkers startled by panther-like shadows in
those hills. Overhead, a plane was preparing to land at
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Avalon, wheeling over the bay like a gull.
“Another boat,” Trish sighed. “A kayak. One of
those giant surfboard things the kids went on
during their honeymoon.”
“Don’t know if they have those here,” Richard replied, the
peaks drifting out of view as the boat turned gently in the
breeze. “Corio Bay is hardly Tahiti.”
He could feel the sun eating away at his nose,
near where he’d had the lesion removed. He
curved his hand into a makeshift sun hat and
raised it to his brow. Trish would kill him if he
developed another carcinoma.
“Water is water,” Trish said primly, then squinted at him
suspiciously. “Did you remember to put sunscreen on
this morning? We don’t have room in our life for more
carcinoma.”
Richard pretended to be distracted by something over her shoulder, but when Trish peered
behind her there was nothing but water. Somewhere far off sat the little boat ramp where
they’d left the Mazda and Bruce’s ute. And, as
Richard had lamented earlier, his Sunday paper.
“We can’t be stranded,” Trish sighed, her voice rising in
mimicry of herself an hour or so earlier, the fly settling
once more on her upper lip.

The sun began its crawl into evening and soon the creak
and shudder of the boat were accompanied by Richard’s
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“We can’t be out of fuel,” she’d previously exclaimed, as
Richard tapped the plastic casing above the controls and
Bruce searched the bow for a jerry can.
It was the same register she’d adopted when
Bruce soon explained, cap in quivering hands,
that it appeared the jerry can was still nestled
somewhere in the cab of his ute, most likely
beside his packed lunch and mobile.
“Oh, Bruce! I’m affronted. And taken aback. Frankly, I’m just
bothered every which way, really.”
Richard had smiled at this as in his head
images of his disgruntled wife danced an
undecided waltz. Back and forth, port and
starboard. Like those funny GIFs the kids
sometimes used to explain their emotions
to him. It was not long after this that Bruce
had declared he would “pop into the water
for a bit” and see if he could rustle up some
help, barely waiting for a reply as he dove
heavily into the grey-blue water.
“So much for going down with the ship,” Richard had
chuckled, and Trish looked startled.
“No one is going down with this ship. We’re
very much afloat, Richard.”
Then she’d taken up staring out at the water in her
comical little half-squat, scanning the waves for help.
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rasping snores. He had crafted for himself a small nest in
the bow amid a pile of excess
......... ................ life jackets and lay curled up
neatly like an over-exhausted child. He looked, to Trish,
completely content with his lot in life, simple ease settled
across his sunburnt face. Trish shifted her weight on the
plastic seat, the sensation of wet cotton forcing another
grimace. Bloody Richard. It had been his idea to take to
the water, claiming there was nothing a nice sally around
the bay couldn’t fix. Trish had pointed out that neither of
them had anything in need of fixing but he seemed not
to hear this as he started humming with jolly candour, his
mind already at sea. Bruce was a friend of a friend, and
after today, Trish fumed, would remain so. But really, it was
all Richard, when you got right down to laying blame. It
had been like this since his retirement, a ferocious energy
for activity that left her exhausted and weary. Unlike Trish,
Richard had flourished in retirement, even the simplest
of tasks appearing to bring him unfathomable joy. He
would sometimes mow the lawn whistling cheerfully to
himself like a life insurance advertisement. This bothered
Trish immensely, so ill at ease was she with the notion of
‘pottering about’, and at these times she might forget to
add the sugar to his coffee. This, alongside refusing to
replace the milk if he had been the one to finish it, was
typical of the mild passive aggression that punctuated
much of their married life.
It hadn‘t seemed too oppressive, all this togetherness, when they had been happily ensconced
within the rigid requirements of their respective
jobs and parenting duties. However, since the
maturing of their pension and the kids’ insistence they were perfectly capable of life beyond
the family nest, Trish increasingly found herself
looking at her husband as if he were an odd
exhibit in a travelling curiosities show. Who
was this stranger who suddenly, in his twilight
years, discovered obsessions with daytime
television shows and theatre matinees?
····························································

Trish increasingly found herself
looking at her husband as if he
were an odd exhibit in a travelling curiosities show

Nearby, Richard shifted slightly, a snore bubbling in his
throat. Trish watched him then sighed. He had recently
discovered his civic duties, a sudden treasure trove of
purpose opening before him for the choosing. He would
take peak-hour strolls down the main street to report cars
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She watched him now; his face still eased into somnolent
docility. If it were a degenerative disease he’d probably
go quickly because that was always the way with recently
retired men. Plus, he’d taken to so much outdoor activity
there was no doubt his face was a minefield of cancers
at this point. Somewhere nearby a gull called longingly,
and she made a mental note to book Richard a doctor’s
appointment. By now he was snoring with the ambivalence of the apneic, his long wet heaves reaching
out across the bay as if to rattle the clouds. He gave
an almighty snore, waking himself suddenly with the
force of it, then watched her through sleepy eyes as
he scratched himself lazily.
“Still at sea?”
She didn’t respond as he levered himself upright, staggering to the other end of the small boat. She heard his
fly zipper down then a plaintive sigh as urine trickled
into the water. And at that moment it bothered her so
intensely that all retirement had brought for him was
a mild longing for the bucolic and an insistent desire
to live, rather than the desperate emptiness it had
unearthed within her. She resented the fact he didn’t
cling to every second with desperation as she did, as
if life had gone far too quickly and the chance of a
finish line were far too real. She opened her mouth to
say something but he interrupted with a soft cry as
he staggered away from the edge. She turned to find
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parked in clearways. He made regular weeknight noise
complaints on behalf of the neighbours at 10.01 p.m.
and would ride the public transport system for hours with
the sole purpose of reminding passengers to swipe their
travel passes, and to alert the relevant services of which
carriages required immediate cleaning.
The most common problems were, according
to a list Richard had shown her one morning
at breakfast: apple cores, takeaway wrappers,
empty soft drink bottles, and occasionally
(though once was more than enough) discarded condoms. And of course there was the deck,
Richard’s passion project, which sprawled the
length of the backyard like the viewing platform
of a popular scenic tourist destination.
On sunny days she sometimes found him standing proudly
before it, paintbrush in hand as he touched up the stain yet
again. It was as if all he ever wanted to keep him content
was a cuppa and a patch of sun on the deck, though this
didn’t for a moment translate into remembering to replace
the ruddy milk. Trish worried about her husband in a casual
way. The relentless fervour, the forgetting of milk, the
constant whistling. Occasionally she suspected an early
onset of some degenerative brain condition, but she’d
googled the symptoms and nothing had come up. So she
continued to worry when she had a moment, peripheral
and benign.
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him peering into the water, a
startled look on his face.
“Trick of the light,” he grinned
......... ................ nervously, his eyes scanning
the water. “The shadows of dusk.”
Before them, a dark figure glided through the water.
“There aren’t sharks in Port Phillip Bay,” Trish
tsked, but the dorsal fin suggested otherwise.
“It’s a dolphin, perhaps,” Richard observed, as a blunt nose
pierced the surface and a dark squaloid eye peered at them.
············································································································

In that moment it bothered
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They watched it for a while, circling the boat in tight,
controlled rotations. Richard wondered aloud if he’d weed
on it, unsettling it so. Perhaps there was blood in his
urine, he mused, as fascinated as he was concerned by
this thought. As he opined, Trish peered into the evening,
her eyes straining in the gloam. Then she backed into the
bow, tucking herself away amid Richard’s little nest, and
pressed her head into her hands.
Soon the sun was gone and night-time spread
across the bay. A maze of stars littered the sky,
a sliver of moon whispering down. From the
stern, Richard could barely make out Trish as
she huddled amid the life jackets. He couldn’t
see the shark either, but every so often the
soft swish of water suggested it were near,
hypnotising the boat with its graceful circuit.
He wondered what Trish was thinking, his wife as unreadable to him as she had been for much of their relationship. It
was something he couldn’t understand, this transformation
that had taken place since she’d said goodbye to the little
primary school she’d taught at for the last three decades.
She had always juggled things so well, between her job,
the kids and the house, but seemed so out of kilter now
that two-thirds of these things were removed. And he had
taken up helping about the house, now that he had the
time, which by any stretch of the imagination should be
a blessing. All those things they both now had time for. It
was magical, wasn’t it?
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Yet things had fallen away for his wife. The
cooking, cleaning, even little things like remembering to buy more milk. “Is this it until death?”
she’d asked him one morning not long into
their retirement, and he’d told her it seemed
entirely unreasonable to feel as if she were
slowly watching herself die, second by unfruitful second. They could talk about it more if
she liked after he was done with the deck.
But she wasn’t that keen on the deck, even
though it was large enough to host the whole
family if they ever chose to pop by. Perhaps
she was depressed, he sometimes wondered,
the thought floating in and out of his mind like
a leaf in flight, before he found himself busy
with something else.
··················································································································
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He had observed from up close her strange transformation.
She’d taken to the internet for the first time in her life,
hovering for hours over the laptop with a pot of tea on
hand as she scrolled forever downwards through her
Facebook feed. It was the only way to keep up with
the kids, she told him one afternoon, ‘liking’ her way
through image after image. After-work drinks, weekends away, posing vampire-like with red-eyed grins at
the birthdays and weddings of friends and colleagues.
She liked these happenings with a fervour that rattled
about the empty house, bouncing off the quiet
walls and creeping under the heavy doors of the kids’
still bedrooms.
What baffled Richard the most was where
all the hours went in each of her days. Gone
were the carefully planned home-cooked
meals, replaced by things that either came
frozen or were delivered by unsmiling
young men on bicycles. And whenever he
mentioned the hobbies she had previously
bemoaned her lack of time for – the Ital-
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ian classes and photography
courses and ballroom dancing lessons – she looked at
......... ................ him with confusion, as if he
were speaking from some era long since
passed.
She worried about politics now, more so than she had ever
previously, clicking on YouTube clip after clip unpacking
the unfolding drama of Brexit, the United States elections
and their own country’s morbid border protection policies.
The kids’ lives too, worried about in a way she never had
before: that they weren’t eating properly, worked too hard
or too little, and accepted with far less frequency than she
hoped the barrage of dinner invitations she regularly sent
out via email, text message and social media. The girls in
particular, because Todd only ever contacted them when
he needed something. Richard thought of the little songs
he used to sing to her, first for the amusement of the kids
and then for tradition, of all the things she managed to
cram into each day. “Look at her go, magical Trish / She
can cook every meal and wash every dish!” The kids would
join in too, back when they were little and willing to show
their excitement: “She vacuums and mops, and drives us
about / She works hard all day then takes the bins out!”
Now this song seemed a farce, as if gently mocking the
fact that despite the regular pizza deliveries and the lack
··········································································
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of school drop-offs, an average day might now result in
at best a small load of washing and at worst toast and
milk-free tea for a majority of their meals.
Richard’s mind suddenly brightened in the
scraps of moonlight. He lifted the lid of one
of the pontoons seats running along the stern
and groped about inside. He pulled out the
thermos and a couple of mugs, as well as a
packet of sweet biscuits.
“Cuppa?” he called out to the dark cave of the bow.
He could just make out Trish, easing herself
out on her hands and knees.
“The carpet’s wet,” she muttered, pulling herself onto the
seat opposite him. She flinched as her backside hit the
plastic. “Everything is wet.”
“It happens at sea,” Richard said stoically, handing her a mug.
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They sat in silence, drawing the mugs to their
lips.
“There’s no milk,” Richard observed, sipping the warm liquid.
“There’s never any bloody milk,” Trish sighed.
Beside them, the shark skimmed diligently through the
water. After a while Trish drained her mug then leant
forward to rest it on the floor. Richard watched the dark
shadow of her figure move through the night, displacing
the darkness ever so slightly. She paused.
······································································································
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“The carpet is very wet.”
Her hesitation echoed about the fibreglass hull.
“I think we’re taking on water.”
“Of course we’re not taking on water,” Richard replied.
His reached down, his hand joining hers, and
together the two of them moved about the
carpet from one end to the other.
“Shit,” he announced.
“Shit,” she concurred.
As if in agreement, the shark swished softly in the water
nearby. Trish and Richard looked at each other, eyes
glinting in the patches of moonlight, both catapulted
temporarily into a terrific parade through the last six
decades of their lives. It was brief and exhausting, life
seemingly containing far too much and surprisingly
little all at the same time. Bloody hell, Richard thought.
Bollocks to this, then, Trish decided.
Suddenly, Trish exploded in a frenzy of
movement. She paced the boat, patting
at the sides for holes that didn’t present
themselves. She threw open the pontoon
seats, rummaging through the junk inside.
She unearthed a torch, its frail light flickering in the manner of one whose batteries
are nearing the end. She thrust it at Richard,
then seized two life jackets from the bow
and threw one at him. As she buckled the
clasp of her own, she leaned across the
control deck and jabbed at the dead radio.
When this didn’t work, she tried the engine
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once more, failing to revive it.
Finally, she stood planted in
the middle of the boat and
.......................... scanned the horizon in a slow
three-sixty-degree turn, the torchlight blinking and fluttering in her hands. Richard watched all this, motionless,
his brain unable to settle on a contribution. She looks like
a furious lighthouse, he thought for a moment, bewildered
and proud. As she turned, Trish began speaking, softly
and calmly.
“I purposefully don’t buy milk. When it runs
out. It annoys me that you finish it and never
replace it, so sometimes I go without just to
get back at you.”
Richard stared at her, his brain slowly easing into life.
“Sometimes I hide the laptop,” he countered,
“because I want to use it but I know if you find
it you’ll be on it for hours.”
“I used to leave your clothes out of the washload because
I didn’t want to feel like your maid. The kids too. Not all of
it – just a few favourite items here and there.”
“I read the kids’ diaries so I would know what they were
·························································································································································

The torchlight blinking and
fluttering in her hands. Richard
watched all this, motionless,
his brain unable to settle on a
contribution.

doing,” Richard responded. “Not to check up on them, but
just for my own knowledge because god knows we could
never get anything more than a sentence out of them.”
“Sometimes,” Trish said in a staged whisper,
“when Todd calls, I just don’t answer.”
Something passed between them in the guilty joy that
followed, and they realised it was these little moments of
passive aggression that kept their family together.
“Don’t you ever feel it is unbearable?” Trish
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asked. “Trying to work out who we’re meant
to be now that so much has changed?”
Half his face was bathed in moonlight and Richard felt her
watching it, waiting to see how he’d react.
“But it’s the opposite, isn’t it? I feel properly me
now. All that time away from home, all those
years in the office being someone I wasn’t
particularly taken with. But that’s what I was
meant to do, wasn’t it? To keep everyone
happy?”
He paused for a moment, his mind riffling through the last
few decades for something to anchor him.
“I can’t remember when it stopped being about
the work, but from that point on it was all
leading up this moment. I feel like Richard
now. The one I always hoped to be. The one I
wanted for you.”
Trish did not respond. All that time-filling – was that what
he’d wanted to be doing? All those years of not doing it,
waiting to do it, when he could so easily have made it fit?
“You never talked about it,” she said softly. “You
could have just… you could have changed it
all back before…”
She trailed off and Richard felt swamped by the simplicity
of this response. Of course, things weren’t that easy, were
they? He wanted to tell her this, but in the moonlight he
saw fully her exhaustion. The weariness from doing so little.
“Where does your emptiness come from?” he
asked. “All these things that shackled you so
much before… Don’t you feel free?”
She blinked once, her grip tightening on the torch in her
hands. How do you explain the crushing expectations of
freedom? Of accounting for time that was yours alone?
“It all just seems so… frivolous. Your long walks,
the matinees. How do you justify a whole day
on something like that?”
“Because you’ve earned it, haven’t you, Trishie? Isn’t
that enough?”
The torch flickered a final time then fell into
darkness. They stood in the silence, eyes
adjusting to the new lightscape. They waited forever and for no time at all, much as
they had for the best part of their marriage.
“I’m very used to you, you know, Richard. It would be
hard without you around.”
“Our love is forever, Trishie. It’ll never end.
Like Cats.”
They reached for each other in the darkness, the way
they had so many times before across the decades,
the warp and weft of their relationship binding them
together far stronger than they often believed. The
boat swayed irregularly, caught between the shark’s
patient circuit and the rising water within, and in the
distance the faint whine of a motor edging ever closer.
They waited, together, adrift in the Milky Way.
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when you do it for real, my licence long revoked, I still take you and you
don’t cry in the front seat like you did before and I run my fingers through
my eyelashes, mourning the things we should have mourned, then.

to grieve that day, so we smart like fresh cuts at the sounds
of the smiths on the way home, while I dig half moons into my palms
and I pretend you are only hiccupping from the soda.

please, you say. we stand and gravity does this thing to your eyes that night-time
does to the neighbours’ lawns. in the aisle of a drugstore you wash it down
with desperation, diet. we aren’t quite sure if there’s anything

we do that exchange girls do with their eyes – are you sure?
how far? you weren’t safe? and you crinkle me into a fist –
piano fingers, palms cut thick with fault lines.

we’re hanging off your bed. you – longer lately, hair brushing at the carpet
me – thick tongued after your mother’s wine. you turn – eye contact
is the same upside down. punch me in the stomach, you say.
A PIECE OF *POETRY*
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Almost three weeks after Lucille
Martin retires, they find her out
the front of the academy, stretched
into her faded leotard and starting
on her pliés.
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“It’s pathetic,” Olga Hart says. (She’s ranked first. Alison
will need to beat her grand jeté if she’s ever going to make
principal.) Olga’s already in her black leotard and pink
tights, her pale arm stretched, her body lowered. Plié, plié,
grand plié. Three steps ahead of her, Hae Chou (ranked
second) says nothing.
“I think it’s kind of cool,” Ivy says. She’s bending
new pointe shoes in her hands, breaking them
up. It won’t do. She needs a lighter, a knife.
Something to strip away the tension in the set
of them, to shape them to her feet. Like this,
she’ll bleed straight through. “I mean, people
used to pay serious bank to see her, and we’re
getting it for free.”
Olga scoffs.
“Who’s checking for Lucille Martin anymore?
She was something a hundred years ago, but
her chaînés were always sloppy as hell. She’s
lucky she ever made principal.”
Ivy shrugs.
“I’m checking for her.”
Alison fishes for her pointe shoes in her stinking ballet bag
(sweat, tears, blood) and drops to the studio floor. Most
of the other girls are there already, but Madame is not, so
she’s yet to be properly late. The mirrors are polished,
gleaming around them, and by the piano, a matronly
woman with wide hips and cloudy eyes fumbles through
sheet music.
Alison tears off her socks and flexes her toes,
feels the ache there. Only one is broken
today – the second smallest on her left
foot – and she hides the plumed purple of
it neatly with white cotton, patching her
blisters with plasters, before slipping into
her pointe shoes.
Most of the other girls are set up already, stretching into
their leotards, a tangle of bone-thin legs and shoulder
blades that move like tectonic plates every time they
lower their arms. With their hair slicked back into tight,
unforgiving buns, they look uniform. The only true way
to tell them apart is by the colour of their bruises and
the age of their blisters.
The door shudders open, and Madame steps
through, regal as a queen, and for the next
three hours she’s theirs.
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The sun has only recently risen and Alison Reid pauses to
watch the first bleed of it across the city. Morning birds call,
lyrical magpies and biting miners, and they too seem to
watch in this moment as Lucille’s tall and narrow silhouette
slices the light in perfect fragments. Her dancing shadow
diced by the school steps. If Alison were only to see this
shadow, she’d have wondered why Lucille ever retired
at all. Her posture and her stance, her firm fluidity, is as
graceful as it was when Lucille was in her prime.
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“You should all be warming
up,” Madame calls, and Alison
climbs to her feet, watching
......... ................ Ivy fumble into her new shoes.
“This is routine, girls, don’t make me regret recommending
you for auditions.”
And she won’t.
“Olga Hart will definitely be principal by the end of the year,”
Mikhail says with a shrug, and Alison frowns up at him. He
doesn’t placate her, not now, just drops his cigarette to
the ground and stumps it out with the toe of his sneaker.
They’re waiting out the back doors of the academy for
the final runs of the day, and Mikhail has worked his way
through half a pack of cigarettes.
·························································································································

She needs a lighter, a knife.
Something to strip away the
tension in the set of them,
to shape them to her feet.

He’s sweating through a fever, and even here, inches from
him, she can feel the heat radiating through his sweatsuit. He refuses to miss practice. If he does, he might get
knocked off his number two spot by Tommy Burke, who
has longer legs and narrower shoulders than Mikhail. A
boy in possession of a better ballerino body.
She means to ask him about how he’d feel. If he
made principal and Alison didn’t. If he danced
opposite Olga Hart every night instead of her,
but she doesn’t. She knows what the answer
would be.
“Have you seen Lucille Martin practising out front?” Alison
asks him instead, and Mikhail snorts, nodding his head.
He pushes sweat-damp hair from his eyes. He sniffs his
red nose.
“She was one of the best, you know,” he adds.
“But fuck. Let it go.”
Alison looks away, down the hallway where some of the
younger ballerinas are giggling into their cell phones, their
long bodies graceless after practice, stretched and aching.
One crows across the narrow, echoing hall, shoving her
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Ivy’s already in their room by the time Alison makes it back.
The other girl is perched on the edge of her bed, her feet
floating in a bucket of ice, the blood from them turning
the water a lotion pink. She’s pulling off the binding from
her breasts while her feet soak, the straps coming away
to reveal violent purple bruises from where they’ve held
her down.
Alison drops her bag and strips off her leotard.
She never needed binding. Her breasts are
small and hard, boyish, not buoyant like Ivy’s.
Grabbing a loose shirt from the end of her bed,
Alison chucks it over her head before reaching
down to shove off her thick, pink tights. Her
bones click as she pulls, crack, a drum line for
every move. Ivy blinks coyly back at her, flopping down shirtless and bloody onto her bed.
“I told you to break the pointe shoes in,” Alison tells her,
and Ivy groans, tilting her head around to look at her.
“I did.”
She pulls her legs up onto the bed, out of the ice water.
One of her nails falls off at the movement, as sudden and
indelicate as a dying bud. It’ll be seconds before the blood
from Ivy’s feet has soaked into her bedsheets, and she’ll
complain when it’s crusted on her legs in the morning.
Alison reaches for her laptop, jerking it towards
her as she scoots up her bed, feeling the stiff
mattress sigh beneath her weight. She browses
YouTube, typing “Lucille Martin” into the search
bar, then deletes it.
She searches “old dancer outside Australian Ballet
Academy”.
There are a few videos right away – more
than one person has uploaded it – and Lucille’s unmistakable form, her aged leotard, is
clear as anything. Alison clicks on the first
link as Ivy stretches back, pulling a shirt
over her bruised chest and padding over to
sit beside Alison as the video plays.
The camera wobbles, fumbles forwards in a sudden,
faulty zoom. Then it focuses. Lucille’s body works
through first position, second, third, fourth, before
heading into pliés. Her body dropping neatly into the
form, toes out, arm stretched. She uses the railing up
the steps as her barre, while younger girls in newer suits
hurry around her. The camera wobbles again and the
sound of suppressed giggles grow louder and louder
until they’re guffaws. The camera shakes so heavily it
makes Alison nauseous even to watch. If Lucille hears,
she does not turn around.
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phone into another girl’s face. It takes a minute for Alison
to realise what they’re laughing at. On the phone is a video
of Lucille, her old and tired body practising grand pliés on
the front steps.
Putting on a show.
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Beside Alison, Ivy shakes her
head, looking almost sick – at
the wobbling or the laughter
......... ................ or Lucille, Alison doesn’t know.
She just stands up, walks tenderly back to her bed and
sits cross-legged on top of it.
“I think I might audition for lead,” Ivy says. “In
The Sleeping Beauty. I think I’ve got a shot.”
Alison blinks up at her, eyebrows raised in disbelief. Ivy
Wachowski is seventh in their class. Ivy has as much
chance of becoming principal as Alison does of becoming
an astronaut.
At Alison’s look, Ivy scowls, knocking her head
back on the wall once, twice, three times.
“Olga’s not a given, you know. We’re all good. We wouldn’t
be here if we weren’t.”
“Sure,” Alison concedes, closing her laptop
and pushing it aside. She tenses her calves,
her thighs, points her toes then pushes them
out. Bedtime pliés. “You should. Just don’t be
surprised when Olga comes out on top.”
She doesn’t mean to watch the video again, but she can’t
sleep, and next thing she knows she’s pulling the covers
over the top of her head and fumbling with her phone.
She watches the video of Lucille dancing in front of the
academy on silent another four times, the light from her
screen illuminating the darkness.
She watches the posture of her, her unshakable
form. She watches her ignore the people who’d
make a joke of her.
Olga Hart can turn her feet into crescent moons, even as
she bleeds through her pointe shoes. She does a passé,
then tilts into an arabesque – her leg out, her arm. She
holds it. A few of the younger students are watching from
the doorway, and one of the girls gasps, fingers groping
backwards for the arm of the student beside her. The
girl’s bottom jaw hangs open, revealing a row of crooked
baby teeth, a neat display of youth and imperfection and
childish awe. Because right now, in this heartbeat, Olga
looks as effortless and delicate as a music box ballerina.
As principal.
Madame claps.
“Very nice, Olga. You continue to set the bar in
this class. The arabesque is an essential move
to master. It features in nearly every ballet and
every duet or pas de deux, which we will be
exploring in the coming weeks in preparation
for The Sleeping Beauty performance at the
end of the year. The boys’ class will of course
be merging with ours as we head into auditions.”
Beside Alison, Ivy grins. The classroom feels smaller today,
more confined despite the long, wide space of the studio.
There are only sixteen in the class, but there’ll soon be
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thirty when the boys bulk them out. The thought leaves a
dull ache in Alison’s chest: a strange sort of pain, like the
one that comes after working a muscle you forgot you had.
In front of them, Madame nods and Olga lowers her leg.
Olga is raven pretty with pointed features and sleek, dark
hair. There are rumours that it kinks and curls out of the
ballerina’s bun, but no one has truly seen her with it out.
Dismissed by Madame, Olga steps back between them,
moving towards the corner, where the mirror walls meet,
until she’s surrounded by a hundred hers. Madame claps
once, twice.
“Warm ups, girls. Then we’ll be looking at
développé à la seconde, tour de promenade
en attitude before an arabesque, lowering into
a penché. This is a series of movements made
popular in both Giselle and The Nutcracker, so
anyone even thinking of becoming a soloist –
which you each should be – needs to know it.”
She claps her hands again and the class runs to the barre,
working through the positions quickly, seamlessly in unison.
Alison can’t help it. She stands one spot in
front of Olga. She stands up straight, squares
her shoulder. Alison flattens her feet into first
position then folds them in for second. One
before the other. Third. Cross. Fourth.
“Sloppy transitions,” Olga says, loud enough for the girls two
places ahead of them to hear. “If you can’t even manage
the basics, how can you ever expect to be better than
third?”
It’s nearly midnight before she pulls out her
phone again. She means to watch the video of
Lucille out the front but clicks instead on another link. Of Lucille at nineteen starring as Briar
Rose in The Sleeping Beauty for the Australian
Ballet, then at twenty-three for the New
York City Ballet, then the Hamburg, then
the Dutch. Lucille Martin played a cursed
princess the world over, draped in blues
and golds, her eyes bright, her skin translucent beneath the haze of stage lights. Boy
after pretty, perfect boy lifts her, holds her,
like she weighs nothing at all, and Lucille
contorts her body in rage and agony and
in desperate, driven want.
In the dark of their room, with Ivy snoring softly in the
other bed, Alison mirrors every move. Alison arabesques,
Alison rond de jambes, Alison passés, Alison dances.
Alison dreams of a her so hollow-boned and strong
she could fly.
Alison orders a side salad and a sliver of
grilled fish she can pick the flesh off.
“You’re skin and bones, Ally. Don’t you want a burger
or something?”
“I want a burger,” Karen groans, rocking back
in her chair as she rubs her belly.
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Their mother laughs. “I know
what you want.”
Karen grins in reply, her mouth
......... ................ a wide, open thing that leaves
the waiter hovering over the table grinning too.
Warm and lazy, Karen passes the menu back,
yawns, taps her fingers on the heavy mound of
her pregnant belly and rests back in her seat.
Alison watches, sees the sag of the seat below
her sister’s new weight, sees the softness to
her sister’s changing form. They had to get the
table nearest to the bathroom for her, and it’s
put them in the way of the kitchen. All Alison
can smell is splattering oil and dripping fat. Her
stomach turns. Her palms sweat. She opens
her mouth to say something, but Karen’s lashes
are fluttering like moth wings and she curls
forwards, her blonde hair covering her face.
························································································································································

There are a few videos right
away – more than one person
has uploaded it – and Lucille’s
unmistakable form, her aged
leotard, is clear as anything.

Karen curses, and Alison watches as their mother rises
from her seat, dropping a hand to Karen’s back.
“You okay?”
“She’s doing backflips,” Karen groans, sitting back again,
her belly lifting with the movement. “I swear she’s going
to come out dancing, just like Ally.”
Their mother laughs, and Alison smiles wanly,
watching as her sister cracks her neck to the
side, her sagging breasts bigger than Ivy’s
and lactating already. It’s only a week before
the baby is due, but Karen thinks it’ll be early,
swears it will. Alison prays it stays where it is
this lunch.
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“Any minute now, you know,” Karen says, like she’s read
Alison’s mind. Their mother beams in response, her cheeks
lifting, while her body, lean from Zumba, folds back into
her chair. She reaches out a hand and folds it around
Alison’s wrist.
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“I guess you’ll be next, huh?”
“Doesn’t she need a boyfriend first?”
“Ally’s been dating! Isn’t there a boy? Michael or something?”
“Or something,” Alison concedes, glancing
back at her sister who rolls her eyes, a grin
tugging at her swollen face. Karen would
never have made principal, no matter how
good she was. She quit halfway through
high school to chase boys. Alison’s frown
deepens and Karen pulls a face at her.
“I’m too busy for that sort of stuff anyway,” Alison says,
and her mother pauses, blinking, an expression Alison
can’t quite read spilling across her face.
“How’s Dance Academy going, anyway?”
Karen asks, only a little mocking, and Alison
shrugs.
“Okay, I guess. I’m third in the class.”
“Third is great,” her mother tells her, even
as Karen rolls her eyes again behind her.
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Alison watches, sees the sag of
the seat below her sister’s new
weight, sees the softness to her
sister’s changing form.
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“Third will make me a soloist,
not principal.”
Her mother sighs, louder
......... ................ this time, and Karen laughs,
a loud, braying thing that makes Alison scowl. She can
joke all she wants, but she’s seen what Karen has done to
her ballerina body. She’s watched her sag, her hips shift,
settle out, first with food and now with this baby. Alison
can’t imagine unmaking her body like that. She clears her
throat to stop it from closing.
················································································································································

A few of the younger
students are watching
from the doorway, and
one of the girls gasps.

“This old ballerina, Lucille Martin, has shown up
practising outside the school,” she says, and
her mother and Karen both pause.
“What?”
Alison nods, and thumbs the side of the table.
“Yeah, she just showed up a few days ago. She retired last
month, but she’s back, I guess. A few of the girls thought
she was busking when they first saw her.”
“Oh, that poor thing. Did you tell your…” her
mother fumbles with the word, tries to find the
right one. “Madame?”
“No,” Alison says. “None of us did. She’s going crazy, that’s
not on us.”
Neither Karen nor their mother say anything for
a minute, and Alison suddenly regrets mentioning it at all. What does her family care about
this stuff anyway? It’s none of their business.
She should have just talked about it with Ivy
or Mikhail.
“Does this happen often with old ballerinas?” her mother
whispers, and Alison shrugs, ignoring the look Karen and
her mother share above her head.
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“Didn’t we see Lucille Martin?” Karen asks, and Alison flushes pink. “Yeah, we did. Back when we were kids. She played
Sleeping Beauty, right? At the Melbourne Arts Centre? Man,
she was amazing. Didn’t you want to like, be her?”
Their mother looks sharply at Alison, her gaze
shifting, but Alison can’t rise to meet it. Her
palms are sweaty and she pulls them off the
table to rub on her jeans, the denim foreign
to her touch.
“She was okay.”
Alison’s mother opens her mouth to say something, but the waiter is there with the food,
and by the time they’re settled again all talk
of Lucille Martin has faded away.
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The boys come on Thursday.
Like the abrupt growth of mould cultures in high
school chemistry, they appear. A single speck
at first, only Louis, before a few of the other
high achievers. Mikhail arrives with them, but
he doesn’t look at Alison, not here, just glides
towards Olga who point blank ignores him.
Ivy titters at Alison’s shoulder, bites her lip, thrusts out
her bound breasts.
“I hope I get Louis,” she says, which is a joke
because Louis is ranked first for the boys and
Ivy, as seventh, will never get that chance. All
the girls gravitate towards each other before
the stranger presence of the boys. They might
hang out with them outside class, but this is
not that. This is for real. This is what it will be.
Alison stands a little taller.
“Joshy’s cute though too,” Ivy whispers, grinning wide.
Joshy is more on Ivy’s level. Joshy is ranked fifth and won’t
get beyond that with his short legs and wide, muscled
chest. With his broad jaw and chocolate-dipped eyes,
he’s handsome, but his build is wrong.
He’s wrong.
“You think he’s cute, right? It’d be amazing if he was
the Prince to my Briar Rose.”
Alison shrugs, and behind them, Olga’s
voice cuts straight through.
“Man, Seventh, you don’t get it, do you? If you’re thinking
about something other than ballet, you’ve already failed.”
It’s with a snap that Ivy looks away, flushed
from the edge of her pointe shoes to the
shell of her freckled ear, and the rest of the
class watches as Olga glides two steps
south and drops seamlessly into a grande
plié.
“Principal by the end of the year,” Mikhail says
again, turning on the spot to face Hae Chou. He holds
out his hand and she steps on pointe to take it.
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Alison’s halfway through
the video again, the one of
Lucille out the front of the
......... ................ school, when the phone cuts
with an incoming call.
Alison hesitates, blinking over at where Ivy is
asleep, curled in a ball, her wrong, woman’s
body squashed into a neat and tidy circle. Her
breathing is steady, even. Alison answers.
···················································································································································································································

The boys come on Thursday.
Like the abrupt growth of
mould cultures in high school
chemistry, they appear.

“I wanted to apologise for lunch,” her mother tells her before
anything else, her voice heavy with wine. “I know it’s not
always easy with us, and this pregnancy’s making Karen
so surly. She’s just uncomfortable, you know. She’ll be
better once the baby’s born.”
Alison hums, folding back into her bed. She
pulls her legs up in front of her, picks at her
shattered toe nails. Three of her toes are broken
now. One is so purple it’s almost black. Can
toes die, she wonders? It doesn’t matter. She
can do this without them.
“Sometimes I wonder if we made the right choice, that’s all,”
her mother says. “To push you into ballet. I wanted you to
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dance, but this isn’t what I thought it would be.”
Alison thinks, Position one, two. Double plié.
She thinks, What did you think this would be?
Down the line, her mother sighs, her voice
fracturing with static. “I love you. You’re my
baby girl. I worry that this life won’t give you
everything you need.”
The sun has almost disappeared by the time Alison steps
outside, but the streets are lit with office lights and the cell
phone glows of everyone who walks passed her.
Lucille is still there. Lucille performs an écarté
devant, a devant in front, a la seconde to the
side. Alison mirrors the movement, almost
subconsciously, her legs finding their call in
Lucille’s, like a command but less deliberate.
Like a rip in the sea.
Lucille must see her shadow, must see the skip of it beneath
the hazy wan of the moon. She spins on the spot, quick
and regal, but not quick enough.
Here, in reality, she seems older than she’d
looked in the YouTube videos. Up close like this
Lucille is not glossy skinned and live, but tired
and pinched. Crow’s feet web at the corners
of her eyes and her tight body has loosened
and stretched, the elastic of her muscles worn.
Her gaze holds on Alison, her eyes surprisingly alert, trained
like she’s in class and Alison is principal and not the other
way around. Alison opens her mouth once, twice, closes
it each time with a snap. Her jaw suddenly feels too tight,
as if wired shut.
“You ready for your audition?” Lucille asks, and
Alison fumbles backwards.
“Olga Hart will be Briar Rose. She’ll be principal. Everyone
knows she will,” Alison says, and Lucille tilts her head,
unsurprised.
“Do you want to be?”
Alison breathes sharply, and Lucille smiles, gently, and
very far away.
“My favourite when I was dancing was the
Bluebird pas de deux. Do you know it?”
“Yes.”
“I’ve had no one to do it with. Since I retired.”
Alison looks at her, stark against the bleak Melbourne
night. Her body poised and strong and young, but too
old for ballet. Her bones are brittle. Alison’s bones
aren’t brittle yet, and suddenly she feels it. The rage she
saw in Lucille’s dance. The world thinks them skinny,
pretty girls playing princess longer than they should,
but they know the truth, breaking their bodies against
polished floors, their hands curled at the barre. They
know what they are.
Alison holds out her hand, like the bluebird does.
Like Briar Rose, like the great, Sleeping Beauty, Lucille
takes it.
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You are in hospital, so we buy plane tickets.
You are dying when we reach your bedside.
You are dead, so we wear black for forty days.
Forty days are over but I’m still wearing black.
In London no one knows why.
In Cyprus, we moved as one
black cloud of grief, the whole family
dressed in the same colour
and for once I fitted in with them.
We were all black for forty days.
On the forty-first day my mother says,
We don’t have to wear black anymore.
She wears blue jeans and a white top.
I put away my white and all my blues too.
There is only black on my clothes rail.
Casual black, smart black, trendy
East London black, punk black,
sporty black – black is the only colour
I can be, my mother cannot be black with me
and no one else can be black for me.
Either side of your grave I was black.
And this poem is about me, not you.
How I haven’t cleaned the mud from your grave
off the shoes I bought for your funeral.
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How often I look at the photos I took of you
smiling, dying, dead, and being buried.
How your watch and rosary beads are in the draw
of this desk I am writing this poem on.
How grief makes much more sense to me
than feeling depressed when times are good.
How a grandfather is meant to die old
and surrounded by his family, just as you did.
How my notebook is a grave and my laptop
is a grave, how my phone is a grave and my bed
is a grave, and there was no ascension after
forty days. And I have stayed buried, with you.
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Halfway through my açai bowl I
looked up and saw them. A dozen or
so elongated red dots hovering as if
suspended in time, enjoying their two
weeks of glorious life after years as
invisible, forgotten larvae. A swarm
of red dragonflies above a Mosman
café’s water feature. As women in
linen pants let out restrained oohs
and ahhs in the direction of the
red dots, I started to think that
maybe this little square of privileged
harbourside life was quietly drowning
in its larvae stage, never destined to
fly. That maybe I’d drown with them,
hanging by a thread to a world that
I never really landed in.
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I don’t think my mum ever had a larvae stage. In fact, she
flew for so long in glorious winged form that she broke,
leaving big, shiny pieces of herself all over the city: in bars,
jails, rehab facilities and in one stolen oboe, an obscure
instrument she always talked about like a mythical creature.
In a way it was, because the stolen oboe led me to the
school band that led me to Dean and, in turn, this strange
harbourside world involving obligatory monthly brunches
with his parents at their favourite café. Where, cocooned in
clean architectural lines and surrounded by white people
with moisturised elbows and Fitbits, we discussed topics
such as “What really is al dente?” and “Should you really
use your collectable pens?”, their sentences cooled by
long vowels squeezed from marrow-deep wealth.
Mum was always on the lookout for ways
to escape the “cesspit of a fucking life” she’d
created for us. She dreamt that one day we’d
wake up and be able to leave our unregistered Ford Festiva with no air-conditioning on
the side of the road, no longer needing to
shift from shitty Western Sydney apartment
to shitty Western Sydney apartment and from
‘guy who definitely loved her’ to ‘guy who
absolutely loved her’ and so on and so forth.
And she bloody well found our way out one
Saturday afternoon surfing the net at Parramatta City Library.
I was due to start high school, and Mum was dreaming
big by googling hardship scholarships at private schools
when she came across the Mary Bright Oboe Scholarship:
full tuition and board. “What the fuck is an oboe?” she’d
said, before further googling and then declaring: “This is
it. You’re smart enough to learn this fucking weird thing.”
It was salvation via reed instrument and we both relished
it. Not only because of the way my stolen oboe (I have no
actual proof it was stolen, but we did pick it up after
hours from a pawn shop following hushed phone calls)
made my lips vibrate and made a sound that slipped
between voices, but also because when I was practising,
I had my mum’s full attention for the first time in my
life. I was her way out, or so she thought.
She hadn’t anticipated that, just like Rose
and Jack on the Titanic, only one person
could fit on this life raft. But she figured it
out pretty quick, because on my first day of
school, when I walked through the gates and
joined a sea of preppy, shiny girls in bowler hats with ribbons, she didn’t wait and
wave like the other parents, she just walked
away. I wasn’t sure why exactly, but I always
assumed she didn’t want to blow my cover
as someone who didn’t really belong there
(although there was proof enough of that in
my terrible teeth and cheap plastic shoes).
Or maybe she was confident that she’d
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taught me well, and knew I’d
leverage my private school
education to get a universi......... ................ ty one and then use that to
marry someone on the ‘right side of the tracks’.
Which is exactly what I did.
As the years went on, Mum remained a blur. In and out of
my life in short, fiery pieces like a meteorite trail: phone
calls about pokie wins, glorious binges, engagements,
money transfers and prison visits that she always did her
hair for. She was always able to see through the tiniest
pinhole of hope and optimism. Like the time she organised our wedding invitations after Dean’s mum insisted, despite paying for the entire Mosman party, that
we stick to tradition and send invites from the bride’s
parents. It was redemption via gold leaf and mum relished
it. Sweat. Tears. A maxed-out credit card. 3 a.m. joints.
5 a.m. black outs. And 200 glorious invitations, her name
(and my dad’s, who I hadn’t thought about for so long I
forgot he existed) shimmering in gold.
········································································

“What the fuck is an oboe?”
she’d said, before further
googling and then declaring:
“This is it. You’re smart enough
to learn this fucking weird
thing.”

Then she shoved her glorious creations in
cheap envelopes and hand-wrote each address.
Her childlike handwriting and poor spelling was
the talk of the Mosman social scene when they
arrived in letterboxes a few weeks later. And I
never told her how embarrassed I was by the
whole thing. Instead, I tried to look at mum
through that pinhole of hope and optimism she
constantly flew towards. Not because I was
trying to be the better person, but because
looking at mum in full focus – without the hope
and optimism - was so sad it took my breath
away. Mum was so excited I had married ‘up’
and would forever be in a world with warm
rooms and trust funds to catch me if I fell – I
could never tell her the whole truth: that sometimes I woke up the middle of the night and
studied the stars like we used to do from the
balconies of our shitty apartments. In those
moments, I felt like I could just slip right out of
this life, as if something were calling me back
to her wild, winged world.
*
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I sat on our balcony and watched the street below hum
with the Saturday morning optimism that burns brightly
on Sydney’s North Shore. Herds of coffee-fuelled Type
A personalities channelling their Excel-esque productivity into non-work-related to-do lists: wash car, take
kid to soccer, do yoga and/or F45 class, read more
than one paper.
I saw Dean walking his bike towards our building, his soft body stuffed into Lycra like a
sand-filled balloon. I watched him lean his bike
against the wall and punch in our building’s
security code, his body awkwardly hunched
over. I’d noticed he reverts to the hunch when
he doesn’t think anyone’s watching. He probably developed this during a childhood filled
with epileptic seizures when he was constantly
braced for collapse. He grew out of the seizures
as he got older but, especially when he was
tired, sad or distant, I could feel in his body a
straining against something deep within. Dean
walked into our apartment on his heels, his new
yellow and black cycling shoes clicking against
our white tiles. He was wet with salty sweat and
walked past me to the sink for a glass of water.
Then he got out his huge container of protein
powder and clumsily poured a scoop into a
glass, white granules falling across the bench.
“Don’t drink too much of that, I’m gonna make breakfast,”
I said, pointing to the bowl of eggs waiting to be whisked.
“Nah, I’m good. Gonna drink this, jump in the
shower and then head down to get the papers,”
he said. He took a few more gulps. It wasn’t the
first time he’d brushed off breakfast with me
since we got back from our honeymoon last
month. I tried not to read too much into it, or
into the fact that he’d suddenly developed
a cycling and fitness obsession. And I also
tried to find solace in my friend Jessica’s
observation that sometimes men just need a
little time adjusting to becoming a husband.
But something had definitely shifted. It was like marriage
had cracked something bubbling below our nauseating
public displays of affection and mutual love of woodwind instruments, and unveiled that maybe we were just
clawing at each other for a way out. That our attraction
was based simply on a primal need to escape. For Dean,
a frothy need to be nuked out of his larval stage by a
crooked-toothed Westie with a jailbird mum. For me, a
frothy need to silence calls of the winged and wild by
hiding in his frictionless world. I could never tell Dean
any of this. It would be like looking directly at the sun.
“How was your ride?” I asked instead.
“Yeah good. Met Ben from work along the way and rode
with him for a bit. You know they’re pregnant?”
“You mean she’s pregnant.”
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“You know what I mean.
Anyway, he was pretty
shocked when I told him we
......... ................ weren’t having kids.”
“Oh yeah?” I said, as I played over snippets of
the ‘let’s not have kids’ conversations we’d
had before getting married. I wanted to tell
Dean that maybe we should talk about it all
again – that maybe I’d changed my mind. That
maybe I didn’t really know the answers before
our wedding, and just agreed with everything
because I thought I’d wake up after our big
day and know exactly how to paint-in the life
we’d sketched. That sometimes I just agreed
with him because he had the big house and
the money and the future I had latched on to.
But I said nothing, because in that moment
Dean wrapped his sweaty arms around my
waist and kissed my neck. I turned around
and kissed his lips, then put his hand on my
breast in a faint attempt at inspiring Saturday
morning sex.
“You look like a troll doll,” Dean said, suddenly pulling away
and grabbing a purple streak of my hair.
“I haven’t had a shower yet. That’s why it’s
sticking up so crazily,” I said, patting it down.
“Mind if I jump in first? I’m so sweaty,” he said, already
walking towards the bathroom. A room with a feature tile
his mum had picked out, one of many reminders that they
paid for this place and it wasn’t really ours.
When I heard the bathroom door close I rinsed
Dean’s eggs down the drain, breaking their
thick orange yolks with a fork. Then I wiped his
protein powder from the bench and went back
to the verandah with a cup of tea. I watched
a flock of pink galahs fly overhead and a man
started a lawn mower across the road. In that
moment I could suddenly see an end point to
who I’d be, my life an endless calm ripple. The
idea of it sucked moisture from the air, lit on
fire a strange yearning to be ripped apart, or
go down to the local café and violently knock
down the never-been-used lobster pots hanging on the wall, or do anal in the middle of the
David Jones cosmetics counter – anything
winged and wild.
Then, as if I’d conjured it myself, I got a voicemail from Mum.
“Lola, darling. You’re gonna have to look after Memphis me
new greyhound at your place for a bit. Am in Emu Plains,
just temporary. Will call again when I can, love you.” I knew
exactly what her message meant. Mum was back in jail,
and had pissed off so many of her friends and lovers that
I was the only one left to look after her dog.
With dog food in the boot I drove towards
mum’s house in Granville. I was glad to be
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out of our apartment and the
farther west I drove, the more
I relaxed into that familiar hum
......... ................ of survival purring on Westie
streets: money laundering junk shops paying
premium rent on short-term contracts, buffalo
grass lawns concreted over for grottos and
driveways, $200,000 Maseratis parked next
to rusted unregistered Datsuns, bad backs
treated with a dose of ‘harden the fuck up’ and
tired men searching for absolution or resolution
or a job on the local library’s computer.
I pulled into Mum’s cracked driveway. I hadn’t visited in
months and the house, with its bedsheet curtains and
overgrown lawn, looked like it’d been vacant for a while.
I started to worry I’d be burying a dog instead of feeding
one. Thankfully, inside I found evidence that Mum wasn’t
long gone. The fridge was filled with fresh food, wet towels
hung in the bathroom and a few dirty plates sat in the sink.
The house smelled of smoke, leftovers and cheap perfume
– just like Mum when I hugged her. In the lounge room I
found evidence of her new obsession. Mum was always
into something, said it was a healthy way to channel her
addictive personality. Her latest craze was blues music –
which explained the dog’s name, the poster of Ray Charles
on the wall, a pile of old records on the floor (I couldn’t
see a record player) and a fridge magnet that read: If you
can’t dig the blues, you got a hole in your soul. At first I
thought this obsession was inspired by her latest fling, as
so many had been. But when I saw a poster of B.B. King
in the bathroom alongside the quote, There’s a sadness
to all kinds of music if you want to hear it, I thought that
maybe, finally, this one was all her.
As soon as I opened the back door, Memphis
came running with her tail wagging so violently
her whole body shook. She was smaller than
I thought she’d be. A puppy with gangly long
legs, bony shoulders and a grey coat so thin
you could easily imagine what her skeleton
looked like. When I crouched down she jumped
into my lap, licked my hand and rolled onto her
back for a belly rub. In the corner of the yard
I saw the bed Mum had put together for her,
a carefully constructed square of thick, soft
blankets inside an expensive-looking kennel.
She loved spoiling the things she could handle
loving.
The next morning I got up early to take Memphis for a walk.
Dean was already up and getting ready for a ride.
“You know we can’t keep the dog here for long.
We aren’t allowed to have pets in this building,”
he said as he squeezed into a tiny red Lycra
cycling top.
“I know. I’m gonna try and find out today how long Mum’ll
be away for and figure something out.”
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“So where is she?”
“Out on the balcony now, but I’m taking her down to the
beach as soon as you go.”
“No, I mean your mum.”
“Oh. Emu Plains… same as last time.”
“What’d she do?”
“Dunno.”
Dean nodded and grabbed his cycling shorts;
he didn’t want to know any more. He’d been
called a cunt way too many times by Mum
during drug-fuelled rages to really care about
her.
Once Dean left for his ride, I put a collar on Memphis and
walked her down to Balmoral Beach. The sun wasn’t quite
up and dew sat on the neat lawns and luxury cars we
passed. When we got to the beach I unclipped her leash,
defying the council’s sign disallowing it. Fuck ‘em. I wanted
her to run, to remember what her greyhound body was
designed to do. And it didn’t take long before she was
in full cheetah-like flight, her long legs and small waist
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blurred from speed as she bounded towards a small
flock of rainbow lorikeets, sending them into the sky.
As rainbow wings flapped through the morning a black
shadow moved towards Memphis: an Alsatian at speed,
being chased by a painfully thin blonde woman in a
bright pink tracksuit. The black dog dived on Memphis
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The house smelled of smoke,
leftovers and cheap perfume –
just like Mum when I hugged her.
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and grabbed her around the
neck. I ran towards them
screaming, threw myself on
......... ................ the black dog and punched
it in the face. On impact the black dog let go of Memphis
and grabbed my arm. I felt its teeth pierce my flesh, but
kept punching and wrestling as streaks of blood, saliva and
sweat smeared our limbs. I didn’t really feel the pain – in
fact, I kind of liked it. When the black dog finally rolled onto
its back to surrender, I ran to Memphis. She was shivering
on the sand as I pulled her to my chest and rocked her
like a newborn baby.
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“If you’ve injured my Alsatian I’m going to sue
you! I have witnesses!” said the painfully thin
blonde woman, her voice wavering.
I turned to her and screamed “Fuuuuuuck ooooooffff!” Then,
with Memphis’ body warm against my breast, I walked to
the end of the pier and collapsed against an old wooden
pillar. I watched the blonde woman talk to witnesses on the
beach and tend to her black beast. And in the sky above
them I saw a lone star, one that had slipped through the
night and now shone softly over the morning. I thought
of how Mum used to call these stars ‘drifters’ when she
spotted them during breakfast.
On the road behind the beach I saw a red dot,
and knew it was Dean in his bright Lycra shirt.
I watched him ride in a straight and even line,
away from me.
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As rainbow wings flapped
through the morning a black
shadow moved towards
Memphis: an Alsatian at speed,
being chased by a painfully thin
blonde woman in a bright pink
tracksuit.
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flesh tinged grey as if his core were shutting down
he boarded shuffling like his soles were smeared with glue
and died so discreetly a few hours shy of Abu Dhabi
he sat unnoticed until an attendant asked
what he didn’t like about his untouched meal
a doctor (prised from economy, elevated to business)
felt for a pulse and shook his head
and I couldn’t help thinking of Groucho Marx grabbing
a prone man’s wrist and shouting
“either this man’s dead or my watch has stopped”
then the cabin crew turned to mummery
eager to edit an unsettling final act
they fitted the body with oxygen mask and eyeshade
and made believe he’d overslept
though fooling few as we filed away in Abu Dhabi
next day in the lounge of Madrid’s Hotel Ritz
I reclined in expansive splendour
close by she who gives cause for me
to occasionally replace corks in bottles
and we drank to those who crave no lease on tomorrow
who know unkindly gods pour scorn on our plans
the dance always stumbles to an end
the band packs up and slips into the night
the dream rarely endures the rigours of the day
and then we drank to that grey stranger
who passed in high flight over the Indian Ocean
for him in his last ardent embrace
a winding sheet of opaque linen
to swaddle him from the egregious stares of the fearful
to him
and to the whole mess of it
salud
salud
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Tui doesn’t want breakfast but she’s
awake. Luke knows they’ll have to do
something to fill the hours before
daylight comes and makes things
straightforward. In the pre-dawn
gloom, his daughter is an unknown
quantity. She woke him, not on
purpose, but by waking the dog.
Tanker is ecstatic to be woken;
Luke is ambivalent.
“Are you up this early at your mother’s?” Luke turns on the
stove light so Tui can see his hands when he speaks. The
light casts a wider net, illuminating the kitchen space
and living area beyond. His home is cluttered – a bach
with aspirations towards cabin. It was a rental before the
property fell to him in the divorce from Tui’s mother. The
bach is an isolated place, set in coastal bushland on a
peninsula that most locals call the Spit. It’s the kind of
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post-war timber creation that he could describe as ‘rustic’
on Airbnb to great effect. The outdoor toilet and the threat
of asbestos are all Instagrammable qualities in the eyes
of holidaymakers. Luke moved in a year ago. Now that
it’s his own home, he regrets the Ikea furniture. He hates
especially the bucket seat dining chairs and the shag
carpet that looks like the hide of a muppet.
Tui nods but Luke knows to take this only as a
suggestion. Tui learnt to lie years ago and who
can blame her for doing so. Such an easy fix,
especially with Luke’s only point of reference
across the bay. Tui’s mother would know the
truth. Aroha knows everything. He gets two
weekends a month, more when Tui’s not at
school. It’s all right with him but he should ask
more questions. When it’s Luke’s turn to take
her and Aroha is there on the jetty, he could
ask for the full list. He doesn’t. Aroha has the
annoying habit of being beautiful, right there
on the jetty, cardigan-wrapped and downing coffee, right there, her hair smelling like
jasmine. To the beat of the motorboat’s revs he
travels over to meet them bi-monthly, listing
the questions he should ask her in his head.
A rev per question. When he gets there, she’s
also right there on the jetty, and right there
the questions putter out with the motor. It’s
the jasmine, more than anything.
Tui doesn’t mind coming to the Spit to visit, as far as Luke
can tell. She calls it the Spit, like the kids at school, even
though Luke and Aroha call it Tuhuroa. Tui seems content
enough with the trips away from friends and town, with
just her bookbag and her mobile. She’s a few years shy of
teenager yet, though those years are coming. Luke fears
this, forewarned by all the older fathers he has ever
spoken to.
“Do you want to go for a walk?” Luke signs, hovering by
the oven as much to watch his own signing as to be
visible to his daughter.
“Five minutes,” she replies. She retrieves her
phone and anorak, tucks a scarf around
the hood. Luke fumbles for his own warm
things, piled in a lidded basket by the door.
Scratchy wool beanie, polar fleece zip-neck
jumper and gloves made of the same. The
gloves are new. His hands ache in the cold
now. Tanker sees Luke at the basket, a clear
sign of imminent walking. The rottweiler
rears and stomps, tramping the length of
the small kitchen, to Tui and back to Luke
and Tui again.
“Yes, yes, you got it,” Luke tells the dog, aloud. “Yes.”
Tui sends off a flotilla of texts before they’ve made it
from the tree-lined driveway to the road proper. It’s
so early. Luke wonders if her friends are awake and
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why that would be. Do children never sleep now? Luke
wouldn’t know, he only knows
......... ................ Tui, as far as that goes. The
moon is still out, hanging low and strangely fat. It’s weird
to be awake. Luke checks the time and realises it’s not
gone 4 a.m.
He wants to sign to Tui that maybe they should
go back. She’s ahead of him and he lifts a hand
to her shoulder but when she glances back at
him, blue screen glow-lining her features, he
does not sign anything to her. They will walk,
after all. Tanker would hate to go back now,
anyway.
The road bends and they take the beach path, a trail of
worn-down tree roots that gradually vanish under sand.
Sparse scrub rise into dunes, the sound of the ocean
riding the breeze beyond. Tui has stopped texting. Tanker
flies ahead and tops the dune, prancing along the top of
it, watching them expectantly. Tui’s sneakers flick back
sand, climbing faster than he can keep up with. Young
··································································

Tui doesn’t mind coming to the
Spit to visit, as far as Luke can
tell. She calls it the Spit, like the
kids at school, even though Luke
and Aroha call it Tuhuroa.

dog, young daughter, old man.
Tui and Tanker are waiting for him at the top, alert echoes
of each other, straight spines and staring eyes, fixed on a
distant point. When he tops the dune alongside Tui, she
grasps his sleeve with tight fingers but doesn’t turn from
what she’s looking at.
Trash, he thinks first. Black plastic. Tarp over
trash.
Then, no, it’s a whale. The Spit is a notorious whale trap:
a sickle of sand scooping out from the South Island’s
northernmost corner. The hook of rocky scrubland curves
oceanwards, away from coastal shallows towards the
deep. It’s a cruel peninsula, built for beaching anything
too large to retreat once it’s in the crook. This would be
whales, mostly.
“Look up the number for the DOC,” Luke signs
to Tui. Too late, he thinks to grab Tanker, who
scoots away from his grasp and pelts down
the dune, straight for the immense, dark shape
– the whale. Luke gives chase, leaving Tui at
the top. This could go badly for him if his dog
takes a chunk from the whale. It could still be
alive. He can’t see the humps and hollows of
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the beach topography and flounders after the
speeding pet. Tanker slows though, trotting and
then, miraculously, sitting, some ten metres
from the whale.
“Good Tanker, good dog,” Luke calls. “Stay.” Tanker doesn’t
notice her master’s commands, doesn’t seem aware she
has been chased at all. Nothing in her body language
says game or chasing. Tanker tilts her nose to the ample
moon and howls; a voluminous, ancient sound that the
silly, oversized lapdog has never made before.
Now that Luke is closer, the smell that reaches
him is sweet, like rot. But the smell isn’t rot. It’s
a living thing’s scent: breath and sweat and
urine. It hits him, a block of fragrance propelled
on the sea air. It smells like nectar.
The thing is huge. Luke’s seen beachings before, but those
were pilot whales. The pilots came up in pods of a hundred
sometimes, stacked up sacks of flesh arranged on the
beach like fish on a fishmonger’s counter. This one is bigger
than a pilot whale. This is a hill of an animal, a hulk that
he cannot, still, decipher in this light. He thinks again of
the Department of Conservation. He thinks, vaguely, that
he could get into trouble if he fails to react quickly and
responsibly. The size of the thing. It must be important.
Tui catches up to him. She’s already dialled and
presses the phone on him. Luke discards his
gloves and takes the mobile. He holds her hand
with his free arm and listens to the phone ring
out. No one answers so he leaves a message
that must sound like a crank call.
“I don’t know the species,” he says, more than once. He
remembers to give Tui’s number and their location. The last
thing he says is, “I think you guys better get down here.”
Luke, Tui and Tanker hold their positions. The whale is on
its belly facing the waves. The tide is going out, lapping
not far from the marooned creature. Luke can’t see
movement, but it can’t have been here long: its skin
is black and smooth like the pilot whales’ had been. A
dorsal fin folds into an arc at the highest point of its
torso. He cannot see its eyes or mouth. He knows he
should check the blowhole is clear, but he can’t see
it either and it would be on top of the colossal thing
in any case.
He puts a hand on Tui’s shoulder and
types into her phone, “don’t go near the
tail”, before handing it back to her. Luke
jogs to the shore, pulling his jumper over
his head. The synthetic fleece resists the
water at first but then soaks it up. Carrying it
back towards the whale, the seawater runs
down his arms and splashes his chest and
legs. The water is freezing but he doesn’t
feel it. Approaching the whale, he slows. A
jumper full of water is so tiny. Do whales
need the water most on their head? Again,
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he wonders about the blowhole. That must need water.
Or, the mouth? Luke is facing
......... ................ the whale’s head. In the dim
light, he can see the long, thin fissure in the
texture of its face that must be its mouth. Luke
is not a short man but he has to reach his arms
out fully to have them stretch high enough. He
wrings out the jumper, spattering water – not
enough, hardly any.
Tui is at his side, copying him. She has soaked her sweater
but kept on her anorak. The wool of the sweater holds
the water better. She squeezes it over the body, without
touching the whale, and takes it back towards the sea.
Luke flattens his jumper on the skin of the
whale. He presses it flat and his spreading
hands touch the whale flesh beside it. The skin
feels warm, quite warm, warmer than Tui’s hand
had been in his. He drops the wet clothing.
Tui is coming back with her sopping jumper but Luke
waves her away with one hand. The other he keeps flat
on the whale, feeling the heat coming off it. It isn’t right,
that it should be hot. The heat could be a sickness. Tui’s
face clouds over. Stripped of a helpful task, she’s starting
to look upset. She holds the dripping jumper out to him.
He doesn’t take it. He waves at her; he wants her to stay
away from it, the wrong weather of it.
It shudders under his touch and then moves,
splits. The whale’s mouth opens, almost folds
back on itself. Walls of baleen teeth rise like
curtains on a stage. The inside of its mouth is
a room full of furniture made by his own hands,
lit by coals he has dug from the ground himself.
The inside of its mouth is a steady boat carrying
him to Tui. The whale’s mouth is a whale’s mouth.
It smells like saltwater and the digestion of krill.
It smells, right there, like jasmine.
“I’ve got an idea. Wait here,” he signs to Tui, for once not
needing to look at his hands.
*
Tui watches him walk right in. Her father ducks under the
baleen drawbridge and onto the immense, pale tongue.
The maw slaps closed. Tui scrambles to beat on the sealed
whale flesh, cold and slimy, but it retracts under her hands.
The creature wriggles and fidgets, shifting itself from its
groove in the sand, shifting form. For a moment, Tui sees
only a dark, slick tarp laid over sea trash, flotsam and
jetsam. Then she sees the whale again, a leviathan with
its long, human eye fixed on her. The whale is not just
squirming, it is shrinking; there is a softening of its borders
and then a collapsing in on itself.
She would later tell people it was a pilot whale.
That is what it was at the end. It was bigger
than a man, but not by much. It had strong
and shiny skin, radiating health. Its eye held
hers for a beat, measuring her, recording her.
Then it heaved towards the water, hefting itself
252
into the shallows and then gliding, under.
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What’re 260 pages between friends? Quite a few hours, it
turns out. Without a stalwart crew of incredibly dedicated
volunteers and well-wishers, this edition wouldn’t have
gone down, let alone swinging.
First off, thanks as ever to Steve Grimwade,
whose advice and support and good sense
remain central to everything we do, as well as
the rest of our amazing board. To our new team
members – Renata Carli, Alejandra Olavarria
and Magenta Sheridan – for stepping up and
beyond. Thanks also to Rhys Tate, for your
tireless wit and reading powers. And to recent
GDS alumnus Joanna Gould, who set us up
for success and then brought it home with
wicked projections on this edition’s launch
night. We pray you survive Trump’s America
(no bets though).
Speaking of the launch, thanks to everyone who volunteered their time to making the night a massive one: Jessica
Currie, Sam Thompson and Alex Olavarria. Plus Drew Lane,
for prostituting his car to our filth and dreaming up a neat
binary code; Matthew Short for feeding and clothing us,
and for being the ‘other Matt’ whenever we needed one;
Holly’s Backyard Pantry, for the bees; and Will Linstead for
making us look half-decent. And to Elizaveta Maltseva for
throwing us a party worthy of a far greater organisation.
Thanks also to our talented performers: Sean M
Whelan on MC and DJ duty, alongside Sue-Ann
Chan, Fury and Rafael SW performing their
work from this edition live. Cheers to Becky
Thomas from Johnson & Alcock for wrangling
time zones and poets in pursuit of something
extraordinary.
Thanks to the rest of our contributors for working no less
hard, and for trusting us enough with your work to let us
be your platform of choice. Anthologies may date, but a
good story never does, and we picked yours because it
hit us fresh and true.
A huge thank you to our sponsors, especially
BIGBANG Studio (and Erin Ender), The Story
Wines, Hawkers Beer, Mountainside Wines
and Hills Cider Company. Thanks as well to
Dominique Gattermayr from Progressive PR,
for bringing a taste of the Grampians to our
launch. Trust us: it’s delicious.
Thanks again and as always to Matt Tambellini and More
Studio for making us look far more approachable than
we deserve. You’re the thin veneer of respectability that
compels people to trust us with their money (and a promise
of a good time).
Finally, thanks to our friends, lovers and
partners. You may not have kept us sane, but
you kept us fed and watered, and performed
the most spectacular trick of all: you made the
show go on.
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